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Raman interferometry with free-falling and trapped atoms
Abstract
Since about twenty years atom interferometers have been studied for measuring
inertial forces to high precision with atoms in free fall. The use of cold atoms
was key for a reduction of the size of these devices. New methods of cooling
and trapping permit to perform interferometry with guided atoms which opens
new perspectives for measuring forces with high spatial resolution. This thesis
explored both directions by employing atoms in free fall for rotation sensing and
guided atoms for testing gravity at close distances.
The CASI gyroscope is based on a double Raman interferometer with counter-
propagating atomic trajectories. This work presents studies on the long term
stability of the sensor and an improvement in sensitivity to rotations of one order
of magnitude compared to the previous status. A sensitivity of 2 · 10−8 rad/s after
an integration time of 4000 s was achieved using a post-correction technique based
on a correlation of the rotation signal to the atomic sample arrival time.
The FORCA-G experiment targets to measure short range forces with high
spatial resolution based on Raman interferometers using laser induced tunneling
in an optical lattice. Measurements are presented showing a sensitivity to the
gravitational acceleration of 2 · 10−5 g/√Hz. The resulting sensitivity after 150 s
of integration will allow for a measurement of Casimir-Polder forces in 5 µm atom-
surface separation with 1 % statistical uncertainty. Finally, the implementation of
a coherent atomic transport based on an accelerated lattice for future short range
force measurements is reported.
Keywords: atom interferometry, Raman transition, Sagnac eﬀect, gyroscope,
short range forces, optical lattices
Interfe´rome´trie Raman avec des atomes en chute libre et pie´ge´s
Re´sume´
L’application de l’interfe´rome´trie atomique pour la mesure pre´cise des forces d’iner-
tie a` l’aide d’atomes en chute libre a e´te´ e´tudie´e depuis une vingtaine d’anne´es.
L’utilisation des atomes froids a conduit a` une re´duction en taille de ces dispositifs.
Des nouvelles me´thodes de refroidissement et de pie´geage permettent d’augmenter
la re´solution spatiale en utilisant des atomes guide´s. Cette the`se a explore´ les deux
directions en utilisant des atomes en chute libre pour la mesure des rotations et
des atomes guide´s pour un test de la gravitation a` courte distance.
Le gyrome`tre CASI est base´ sur un double interfe´rome`tre Raman aux tra-
jectoires atomiques contrapropageantes. Cet ouvrage pre´sente des e´tudes sur la
stabilite´ du capteur et une ame´lioration de la sensibilite´ aux rotations d’un ordre
de grandeur par rapport a` l’e´tat pre´ce´dent. Une sensibilite´ de 2 · 10−8 rad/s apre`s
4000 s de moyennage a e´te´ de´montre´e en exploitant, pour le corriger, la corre´lation
du signal de rotation avec le temps d’arrive´e des e´chantillons atomiques.
L’expe´rience FORCA-G vise a` re´aliser des mesures de forces a` faible distance a`
l’aide d’interfe´rome`tres Raman base´s sur un eﬀet tunnel induit par laser dans un
re´seau optique. Des mesures avec une sensibilite´ aux acce´le´rations de 2·10−5 g/√Hz
sont pre´sente´es. La sensibilite´ obtenue apre`s une inte´gration de 150 s permettra
de re´aliser des mesures de la force de Casimir-Polder avec une incertitude statis-
tique de 1 % a` une distance atome-surface de l’ordre de 5 µm. Par ailleurs,
l’imple´mentation d’un transport cohe´rent des atomes dans des re´seaux optiques
acce´le´re´s a e´te´ eﬀectue´e, qui sera utile pour les mesures futures.
Mots cle´s: interfe´rome´trie atomique, transition Raman, eﬀet Sagnac, gyrome`tre,
forces a` faible distance, re´seaux optiques
Raman-Interferometrie mit freifallenden und gefangenen Atomen
Zusammenfassung
In den vergangenen zwanzig Jahren wurde der Einsatz von Atominterferometern
fu¨r die Pra¨zisionsmessung inertialer Kra¨fte mit Hilfe freifallender Atome unter-
sucht. Die Verwendung kalter Atome fu¨hrte zu einer Kompaktiﬁzierung dieser Ap-
paraturen. Neue Methoden des Ku¨hlens und Fangens erlauben ra¨umlich hochauf-
lo¨sende interferometrische Messungen von Kra¨ften mit gefu¨hrten Atomen. Die
vorliegende Arbeit befasst sich mit beiden Ansa¨tzen, genauer mit der Messung
von Rotationen mit Hilfe freifallender Atome sowie mit dem Einsatz von gefu¨hrten
Atomen fu¨r Tests der Gravitation auf ku¨rzesten Entfernungen.
Das CASI-Gyroskop basiert auf einem doppelten Raman-Interferometer mit
gegenla¨uﬁgen atomaren Trajektorien. Diese Arbeit stellt Studien der Langzeit-
stabilita¨t des Sensors und die Erho¨hung der Sensitivita¨t fu¨r Rotationen um eine
Gro¨ßenordnung im Vergleich zum vorangegangenen Status dar. Es konnte eine
Sensitivita¨t von 2 · 10−8 rad/s nach einer Mittelungszeit von 4000 s unter Ver-
wendung einer nachgelagerten Signalkorrektur basierend auf einer Korrelation des
Rotationssignals mit der atomaren Ankunftszeit erreicht werden.
Das FORCA-G-Experiment strebt die ra¨umlich hochauﬂo¨sende Messung von
Kra¨ften auf kurzen Distanzen mit Raman-Interferometern an, die auf laserindu-
ziertem Tunneln in einem optischen Gitter basieren. In dieser Arbeit werden Mes-
sungen mit einer Beschleunigungssensitivita¨t von 2 · 10−5 g/√Hz dargestellt. Die
resultierende Sensitivita¨t nach 150 s Mittelung wird eine Messung von Casimir-
Polder-Kra¨ften in einem Abstand von einem Atom zur Oberﬂa¨che von 5 µm mit
einer statistischen Unsicherheit von 1 % ermo¨glichen. Abschließend wird die Im-
plementierung eines koha¨renten, lichtgitterbasierten Transports kalter Atome fu¨r
die Anwendung in den anvisierten Messungen auf kurzen Distanzen vorgestellt.
Schlagwo¨rter: Atominterferometrie, Raman-U¨bergang, Sagnac-Eﬀekt, Gyroskop,
Kra¨fte auf kurzen Distanzen, optische Gitter

Re´sume´ substantiel
Introduction
L’interfe´rome´trie a aujourd’hui des nombreuses applications en recherche fonda-
mentale et applique´e, aussi bien dans la haute technologie que dans la vie de tous
les jours. Deux exemples des applications en recherche fondamentale et applique´e
sont les de´tecteurs d’ondes gravitationelles ainsi que les cavite´s laser en anneau
pour la mesure a` haute re´solution de la rotation terrestre, tous les deux base´s sur
l’interfe´rome´trie a` optique. Le premier est base´ sur une ge´ome´trie d’interfe´rome`tre
invente´e par Michelson. Une onde lumineuse est se´pare´e en deux a` l’aide d’une
se´paratrice, les deux ondes sont re´trore´ﬂe´chies sur des miroirs et superpose´es sur
la meˆme se´paratrice. Une variation de la longueur d’un des deux chemins optiques
qui constituent les deux bras de l’interfe´rome`tre induit, par eﬀet d’interfe´rences
des deux ondes partielles, une variation en intensite´ en sortie de l’interfe´rome`tre
et peut alors eˆtre de´tecte´e (voir ﬁgure 1).
Une ge´ome´trie le´ge`rement diﬀe´rente est celle propose´e par Mach et Zehn-
der, appele´e commune´ment ge´ome´trie Mach-Zehnder. Elle est compose´e par une
se´paration de l’onde incidente, un changement de direction sur chacun des deux
chemins et la superposition des deux ondes partielles sur une deuxie`me se´paratrice
(voir ﬁgure 1). L’intensite´ en sortie de l’interfe´rome`tre, de nouveau, de´pend de la
phase relative des deux bras de l’interfe´rome`tre. Dans cette ge´ome´trie, la surface
entoure´e par les deux bras est la cle´ pour une mesure de rotation. Celle-ci est base´e
sur l’eﬀet Sagnac, formule´ par Georges Sagnac en 1913, qui pre´dit une de´pendance
de la phase de cet interfe´rome`tre a` la rotation de la surface encercle´e. C’est sur
ce meˆme principe que fonctionnent les gyrolasers en anneau, qui permettent la
mesure locale des variations de la rotation terrestre, la plus sensible de nos jours.
Tandis que le mode`le ondulatoire de la lumie`re est utilise´ pour de´crire les
phe´nome`nes d’interfe´rences pour des intensite´s suﬃsamment e´leve´es e´tant con-
side´re´s jusqu’ici, ceci n’est plus possible, par exemple, dans la limite des intensite´s
fortement re´duites. Dans ce cas, la lumie`re re´ve`le sa nature corpusculaire ce qui
ne´cessite l’application de la me´canique quantique, qui de´ﬁnit la lumie`re comme
ﬂux d’un nombre de particules nomme´es photons. Dans ce contexte de dualite´
onde-corpuscule, la nature ondulatoire des particules massives est propose´e par
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Figure 1: Sche´mas d’interfe´rome´trie. (1) Ge´ome´trie Michelson. (2) Ge´ome´trie Mach-
Zehnder base´ sur l’interfe´rence de faisceaux laser. (3) Ge´ome´trie Mach-Zehnder base´ sur
l’interfe´rence d’atomes.
de Broglie en 1923 et 1924. Par conse´quent, des eﬀets d’interfe´rences sont aussi
attendues aussi pour la matie`re. Ceci a pu eˆtre de´montre´ pour des e´lectrons, des
neutrons, des atomes, et meˆme pour des mole´cules d’une masse qui de´passe 103
unite´s de masse atomique.
L’interfe´rence peut eˆtre induite par diﬀraction des ondes de matie`re sur des
cristaux solides ainsi qu’a` l’aide de re´seaux solides ou bien de re´seaux lumineux qui
ionisent des atomes et et impriment une modulation spatiale de la densite´, agissant
comme des re´seaux d’amplitude. Dans le cas des atomes neutres, la diﬀraction sur
des re´seaux lumineux de phase s’est re´ve´le´e eˆtre un outil ﬂexible et puissant qui
permet de re´aliser des interfe´rome`tres atomiques par analogie avec, par exemple,
l’interfe´rome`tre Mach-Zehnder (voir ﬁgure 1). Les re´seaux lumineux utilise´s dans
ce type d’interfe´rome`tres sont base´s sur deux faisceaux laser contrapropageants.
Ce processus de diﬀraction peut eˆtre de´crit comme absorption d’un photon de l’un
des faisceaux et une e´mission imme´diate d’un photon dans l’autre faisceau. La
conservation d’impulsion oblige l’atome a` gagner une impulsion qui est e´gale a` la
somme des reculs des deux photons. Dans ce processus, la diﬀe´rence d’e´nergie
des deux photons correspond a` la diﬀe´rence d’e´nergie cine´tique de l’atome. Par
ailleurs, il est possible, en choisissant la diﬀe´rence d’e´nergie des photons e´gale a` la
diﬀe´rence d’e´nergie de deux e´tats atomiques internes, d’induire une transition de
type Raman stimule´e. Si la diﬀe´rence d’e´nergie est alors la somme des diﬀe´rences
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d’e´nergie interne et externe, on re´alise une se´paratrice atomique qui couple les
e´tats atomiques internes et externes simultane´ment.
Dans le cas d’atomes en chute libre, une se´paratrice atomique Raman permet
de coupler deux e´tats d’impulsion et ainsi de re´aliser un interfe´rome`tre atomique
du type Mach-Zehnder. Cette technique a permis, entre autres, de re´aliser des
gravime`tres absolus qui montrent des performances compe´titives avec celles des
gravime`tres absolus base´s sur la mesure de la chute libre d’un re´ﬂecteur en die`dre,
ce qui repre´sente l’e´tat de l’art de la gravime´trie absolue classique. Aussi base´s sur
des interfe´rome`tres Mach-Zehnder atomiques, des gyrome`tres atomiques ont e´te´
re´alise´s en lanc¸ant les atomes sur des trajectoires balistiques avec une composante
de vitesse importante perpendiculaire a` la direction du recul de la se´paratrice atom-
ique. Dans ce cas, les bras de l’interfe´rome`tre Mach-Zehnder entourent une surface
ce qui permet de mesurer des rotations graˆce a` l’eﬀet Sagnac. L’expe´rience de gy-
rome`tre CASI (≪Cold Atom Sagnac Interferometer≫), le premier objet de recherche
de cette the`se, est base´e sur deux interfe´rome`tres Raman aux trajectoires atom-
iques contrapropageantes. La corre´lation des signaux des deux interfe´rome`tres
permet de de´duire le taux de rotation du dispositif expe´rimental, et ainsi la valeur
de la rotation terrestre locale. Ce travail pre´sente les re´sultats des e´tudes de sta-
bilite´ long terme du signal de rotation du gyrome`tre. Nous discutons les sources de
ﬂuctuations lente du signal et identiﬁons l’eﬀet croise´ du recouvrement des deux
trajectoires atomiques et les imperfections des fronts d’onde des se´paratrices atom-
iques comme limitation dominante. La mesure du temps d’arrive´e des e´chantillons
atomiques dans la zone de de´tection en sortie de l’interfe´rome`tre et une correc-
tion du signal de rotation a` l’aide de cette information nous permet d’ame´liorer la
sensibilite´ du gyrome`tre aux rotations d’un ordre de grandeur par rapport a` l’e´tat
pre´ce´dent.
La sensibilite´ d’un interfe´rome`tre atomique croˆıt avec le temps d’interrogation.
Tandis que ce temps est limite´ dans des dispositifs expe´rimentaux dans des salles
de manips standard, de nouveaux projets cherchent a` prolonger le temps de prop-
agation libre dans une tour de chute libre, des fontaines ge´antes ou bien des
vols paraboliques. Une approche comple´mentaire a` l’interfe´rome´trie des atomes
en chute libre est donne´ par l’interfe´rome´trie base´e sur des atomes pie´ge´s ou
guide´s. Elle consiste a` cre´er des superpositions d’e´tats spatiaux et a` re´aliser des
interfe´rome`tres atomiques base´e sur ces e´tats. Ceci permet non seulement de pro-
longer le temps d’interrogation dans l’interfe´rome`tre, mais surtout de miniaturiser
les dispositifs expe´rimentaux et d’augmenter la re´solution spatiale de l’interfe´ro-
me´trie atomique. Dans l’expe´rience FORCA-G (≪FORce de CAsimir et test de
Gravite´ a` courte distance ≫), nous mettons en œuvre des tels interfe´rome`tres dans
un re´seau lumineux vertical. Le couplage des e´tats spatiaux (quasi-)stationnaires,
qui de´crivent des atomes pie´ge´s dans les puits de ce potentiel pe´riodique, est re´alise´
par des faisceaux laser Raman qui induisent un eﬀet tunnel cohe´rent entre les puits.
Ce couplage permet de re´aliser un interfe´rome`tre atomique en cre´ant une superpo-
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sition d’e´tats spatiaux, de la laisser e´voluer pour un temps donne´ et de coupler les
e´tats une deuxie`me fois. La phase de cet interfe´rome`tre de´pendra directement de
la diﬀe´rence des potentiels dans les deux puits correspondants aux e´tats spatiaux.
Ceci permet de mesurer cette diﬀe´rence avec haute pre´cision et une re´solution spa-
tiale qui est, en principe, donne´e par la se´paration de deux puits adjacents de´ﬁnie
par la pe´riodicite´ du re´seau. Le projet vise a` re´aliser des mesures de forces a` faible
distance a` l’aide de cette technique en re´alisant des interfe´rome`tres atomiques a` la
proximite´ d’une surface macroscopique. Dans cette the`se, des e´tudes de stabilite´
de la mesure d’acce´le´ration loin d’une surface macroscopique sont pre´sente´es. Nous
e´tudions le couplage des e´tats spatiaux par eﬀet tunnel et montrons une re´solution
spectrale de ce processus en dessous du Hz. Ce couplage nous permet de re´aliser un
interfe´rome`tre pie´ge´ et ainsi une mesure de l’acce´le´ration locale. Nous analysons
la stabilite´ de cette mesure et identiﬁons les sources dominantes de bruit et de
de´rive. De plus, l’imple´mentation d’un transport cohe´rent pour les futures mesures
de forces a` faible distance est pre´sente´e. Ce processus est base´ sur l’acce´le´ration
et la de´ce´le´ration des atomes dans des re´seaux optiques acce´le´re´s.
Le chapitre 2 de cette the`se est une pre´sensation des outils the´oriques utilise´s
dans les analyses de stabilite´ des deux capteurs atomiques. Nous introduisons les
e´tats (quasi-)propres des syste`mes utilise´s dans un interfe´rome`tre Raman en chute
libre et un interfe´rome`tre Raman pie´ge´. Ceci nous conduit au calcul des de´phasages
d’interfe´rome`tres dans les diﬀe´rents types d’interfe´rome`tres conside´re´s. Nous nous
plac¸ons ensuite dans le cas particulier de l’atome de 87Rb, qui est l’atome utilise´
dans les expe´riences de´crites ici. Nous de´crivons les e´tats internes et les de´phasages
parasites duˆs aux de´placements diﬀe´rentiels de ces e´tats. Dans la suite de ce re´sume´
substantiel, le contenu des chapitres 3 et 4 est pre´sente´ de fac¸on synthe´tique,
de´crivant les principes de mesure, des re´alisations expe´rimentales, les sensibilite´s
obtenues ainsi que les sources dominantes des ﬂuctuations re´siduelles pour chacun
des deux capteurs.
Gyrome`tre atomique
Principe de mesure
La mesure de la rotation dans notre gyrome`tre atomique est base´e sur deux in-
terfe´rome`tres Raman de type Mach-Zehnder. La se´paration, la re´ﬂexion et la su-
perposition des ondes de matie`re sont re´alise´es a` l’aide de trois faisceaux laser
Raman horizontaux. Ces derniers sont mis en œuvre dans une conﬁguration
re´trore´ﬂe´chie. Pour la re´alisation des interfe´rome`tres atomiques, les e´chantillons
atomiques des deux interfe´rome`tres atomiques sont lance´s simultane´ment sur des
trajectoires contrapropageantes (voir ﬁgure 2). Cette conﬁguration permet de
de´duire le signal de rotation du gyrome`tre de la somme des signaux des deux in-
terfe´rome`tres. Le signal de chaque interfe´rome`tre est domine´ par trois termes de
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phase. La rotation, l’acce´le´ration et la diﬀe´rence de se´paration des trois miroirs de
re´trore´ﬂexion. Tous ces termes de´pendent de la direction du recul de la se´paratrice
atomique Raman. Seule la phase de rotation de´pend en plus de la vitesse des
e´chantillons atomiques. Les phases d’acce´le´ration et de se´paration des miroirs ont
alors des signes oppose´s dans les deux interfe´rome`tres, tandis que les signes sont les
meˆmes pour la phase de rotation. En conse´quence, la phase de rotation est donne´e,
en ne´gligeant les termes de phases duˆs aux eﬀets des de´placements d’e´nergie d’e´tats
internes, par la somme des deux phases d’interfe´rome`tres atomiques.
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Figure 2: Sche´ma du gyrome`tre atomique CASI. Le gyrome`tre est base´ sur deux in-
terfe´rome`tres Raman aux trajectoires contrapropageantes. Les ensembles atomiques sont
lance´s sur des trajectoires paraboliques. Pendant leur chute libre sur ces trajectoires,
les atomes sont pre´pare´s dans l’e´tat fondamental d’interfe´rome`tre avant d’appliquer les
impulsions pi/2, pi et pi/2 pour se´parer, re´fle´chir et superposer les ondes de matie`re. La
probabilite´ de transition de l’e´tat fondamental a` l’e´tat excite´ permet ensuite de de´duire
la phase des interfe´rome`tres atomiques et, en corre´lant les deux signaux, le signal de
rotation du dispositif. La vue par dessus (cadre pointille´) montre la surface entoure´e par
les bras des interfe´rome`tres qui entraˆıne la sensibilite´ aux rotations par effet Sagnac.
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L’interaction des atomes avec les faisceaux Raman en conﬁguration contra-
propageantes, dans laquelle les deux faisceaux Raman proviennent des directions
oppose´es graˆce a` la re´trore´ﬂexion des faisceaux, permet de transmettre un recul
important aux atomes et ainsi d’eˆtre tre`s sensible a` la rotation et a` l’acce´le´ration.
En meˆme temps, elle implique la transmission d’une phase dite spatiale des fais-
ceaux Raman a` la phase atomique et ainsi aux phases des interfe´rome`tres. Cette
phase est de´ﬁnie pour chaque atome a` partir des fronts d’onde Raman et des po-
sitions de l’atome pendant l’application des impulsions des se´parations atomiques.
Trois conse´quences peuvent de´couler de cet eﬀet croise´ : (i) un biais sur le signal de
rotation, (ii) un bruit de la phase interfe´rome´trique, donc du signal de rotation et
(iii) une perte de contraste des signaux des interfe´rome`tres. Le biais de phase dans
la mesure de la rotation est nul pour une superposition parfaite des trajectoires
atomiques. En revanche, si la superposition est imparfaite et que les fronts d’ondes
des faisceaux Raman montrent une de´pendance spatiale, un biais apparaˆıt sur le
signal de rotation. De plus, une ﬂuctuation lente ou rapide de la superposition des
trajectoires ou de l’alignement des faisceaux Raman peut induire une ﬂuctuation
du signal de rotation, donc une de´rive lente ou un bruit d’un cycle de mesure a`
l’autre. Ces deux premiers eﬀets sont lie´s aux barycentres des e´chantillons atom-
iques. Si, en plus, une dispersion de phase a` travers des nuages atomiques apparaˆıt,
ceci peut re´duire les contrastes des signaux des interfe´rome`tres atomiques.
Dans le cas de notre gyrome`tre, les trois faisceaux Raman sont applique´s dans
trois zones disjointes. Les fronts d’onde eﬀectifs des se´paratrices Raman sont
de´ﬁnis par les e´le´ments optiques situe´s entre la position de l’interaction lumineuse-
atomique et la re´trore´ﬂexion, soit par les hublots de l’enceinte a` vide ainsi que par
les miroirs de re´trore´ﬂexion. Les aberrations optiques sont fortement re´duites graˆce
a` l’utilisation d’e´le´ments optiques de haute qualite´. La plane´ite´ des surfaces de ces
e´le´ments est spe´ciﬁe´e a` moins d’un dixie`me de la longueur d’onde. Cependant, les
perturbations lie´es au de´faut de plane´ite´ re´siduel sont attendus de constituer une
limitation de la stabilite´ a` court terme du gyrome`tre.
Un impact plus important est duˆ a` l’alignement relatif des trois faisceaux Ra-
man qui est de´ﬁni par l’orientation relative des trois miroirs de re´trore´ﬂexion et a`
l’inﬂuence des hublots de l’enceinte. Cet alignement nous permet de compenser la
re´fraction des faisceaux Raman par les hublots de l’enceinte et ainsi d’optimiser le
contraste des interfe´rome`tres. Nous re´alisons l’alignement en utilisant les signaux
des deux interfe´rome`tres en diﬀe´rentes conﬁgurations d’impulsion de se´paratrices
atomiques. Ne´anmoins, l’imperfection re´siduelle de cet alignement induit, dans
l’eﬀet croise´ avec les ﬂuctuations lentes de la superposition des trajectoires atom-
iques, une de´rive sur le signal de rotation.
Dans la suite, le dispositif expe´rimental du gyrome`tre atomique est pre´sente´.
Ensuite, les sources de ﬂuctuations lentes du signal de rotation sont discute´es et
l’eﬀet croise´ des ﬂuctuations de la position des sources atomiques et l’alignement
imparfait des fronts d’onde est identiﬁe´ comme source dominante.
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Re´alisation expe´rimentale
Les interfe´rome`tres atomiques du gyrome`tre sont re´alise´s dans une enceinte a` vide
disposant d’une zone d’interfe´rome´trie ainsi que de deux zones de sources atom-
iques et d’une branche de pompage. Une paire de bobines sur deux cartes im-
prime´es sert a` re´aliser un champ magne´tique de quantiﬁcation selon la direction
du recul des se´paratrices Raman. L’ensemble de ce montage est entoure´ par un
blindage magne´tique qui sert a` re´duire les inﬂuences des champs magne´tiques ex-
ternes. Ce blindage comportant l’appareil de gyrome`tre est pose´ sur une plateforme
d’isolation pour diminuer l’inﬂuence des vibrations de l’environnement.
Toutes les e´tapes expe´rimentales ne´cessitent des sources lasers monofre´quences
a` longueur d’onde de 780 nm et d’une largeur de raie en dessous du MHz et une
puissance optique de l’ordre du Watt. Ces besoins sont couverts par des sources
laser a` cavite´ externe e´tendue (LCE, angl. ≪external cavity diode laser, ECDL≫)
en conﬁguration MOPA (angl. ≪master oscillator power ampliﬁer≫).
Les sources atomiques sont base´es sur des pie`ges magne´to-optiques (PMO,
angl. ≪magneto-optical trap, MOT≫) bi-dimensionels qui chargent des PMO a`
trois dimensions. Le pie´geage est re´alise´ dans le minimum d’un champ magne´tique
quadrupolaire a` l’aide de faisceaux lasers de´saccorde´s dans le rouge de la raie D2
du 87Rb. Le PMO 3D est charge´ pendant une dure´e de 0,2 s avec un taux de
chargement d’environ 109 atomes par seconde. Ensuite, les ensembles atomiques
sont lance´s, en choisissant les de´saccords approprie´s des six faisceaux de refroidisse-
ment, sur des trajectoires paraboliques bien de´ﬁnies. Sur la premie`re e´tape de ce
vol, les nuages sont refroidis par refroidissement a` gradient de polarisation, dans
ce qu’on appelle une me´lasse mouvante. Nous obtenons alors deux e´chantillons
atomiques d’environ 108 atomes et une tempe´rature d’environ 8 µK a` 10 µK.
Les ensembles atomiques sont ensuite, sur leurs vols paraboliques, se´le´ctionne´s
dans leur e´tat externe et interne par une premie`re impulsion Raman dans la
premie`re zone d’interaction. En poussant les atomes, qui n’ont pas e´te´ transfe´re´s
par cette impulsion, en dehors de la zone d’interfe´rome´trie avec un faisceaux
re´sonant, nous obtenons des ensembles d’un e´quivalent de tempe´rature d’environ
1 µK dans la direction du recul de la se´paratrice Raman dans l’e´tat fondamental
interne. Apre`s cette e´tape, les ondes de matie`re sont se´pare´es, re´ﬂe´chies et super-
pose´es dans les trois zones d’interaction en appliquant des impulsions Raman pi/2,
pi et pi/2. Les e´tats de sortie des deux interfe´rome`tres sont de´termine´s dans une
de´tection de ﬂuorescence se´lective en e´tat interne. Ce cycle de l’interfe´rome`tre est
re´pe´te´ deux fois par seconde.
La de´tection de chaque signal de l’interfe´rome`tre consiste en trois impulsions
laser re´sonantes qui sont applique´es conse´cutivement. Une partie de l’intensite´
diﬀuse´e par les atomes lors chacune de ces impulsions est collecte´e par un doublet
de deux lentilles et de´tecte´e par une photodiode. Cet enchaˆınement nous permet de
de´terminer la probabilite´ de transition de l’e´tat interne atomique, qui, en sortie de
l’interfe´rome`tre, de´pend de la phase interfe´rome´trique d’une manie`re sinuso¨ıdale.
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Nous pouvons alors de´terminer la phase de chaque interfe´rome`tre a` partir de ce
signal. En meˆme temps, nous pouvons, en utilisant la troisie`me impulsion de la
de´tection, mesurer le temps d’arrive´e des e´chantillons atomiques dans la zone de
de´tection.
La de´termination de la phase de rotation est re´alise´e a` partir d’une technique
de modulation du signal d’acce´le´ration. Nous modulons l’orientation verticale
commune des miroirs de re´trore´ﬂexion et ainsi la phase d’acce´le´ration vue par les
interfe´rome`tres. Les signaux d’interfe´rome`tres re´sultants de cette modulation sont
fortement corre´le´s. La repre´sentation parame´trique des signaux de probabilite´ de
transition des deux interfe´rome`tres est donne´e par une ellipse dont l’orientation
est de´ﬁnie par la phase de rotation. Nous l’extrayons de cette repre´sentation par
un ajustement d’ellipse (angl. ≪ellipse ﬁtting≫). Cette technique est ge´ne´ralement
utilise´e dans le cas ou` deux signaux d’interfe´rome`tres montrent un bruit important
et corre´le´ d’un coup a` l’autre. Dans notre cas, la me´thode d’ajustement d’ellipse
nous permet de de´terminer la phase de rotation en supprimant les ﬂuctuations
lentes de l’acce´le´ration ainsi que les de´rives d’oﬀset des signaux de probabilite´ de
transition. Par rapport a` la de´termination directe de la phase de l’interfe´rome`tre
a` partir de la frange characte´ristique du signal, nous perdons un facteur 1,4 en
sensibilite´. En revanche, cette me´thode est extreˆmement robuste, ﬁable et simple
a` appliquer.
La phase de rotation extraite par la me´thode d’ajustement d’ellipse de´pend non
seulement de la rotation du dispositif expe´rimental, mais aussi des de´placements
diﬀe´rentiels de l’e´tat interne de l’interfe´rome`tre. Ces de´placements sont induits
par l’eﬀet Zeeman quadratique ainsi que par le de´placement lumineux diﬀe´rentiel
par eﬀet Stark dynamique. Pour annuler les biais sur le signal de rotation ainsi
que les ﬂuctuations lentes et les de´rives induites par ces eﬀets, nous alternons les
mesures avec des orientations de surfaces oppose´es (angl. ≪k-reversal technique≫).
Par ce moyen, la phase de rotation est inverse´e d’un coup a` l’autre tandis que les
phases parasites dues aux eﬀets non-inertiels gardent le meˆme signe ce qui permet
de discriminer les eﬀets parasites en corre´lant deux coups conse´cutifs.
Stabilite´ a` long terme de la mesure de rotation
Nous e´tudions ensuite la stabilite´ a` long terme de la mesure de rotation dans notre
gyrome`tre. La lecture de la phase de rotation a` l’aide de l’ajustement d’ellipse
et l’alternance de l’orientation de la surface supprime le plupart des biais ainsi
que l’inﬂuence des ﬂuctuations lentes de ces contributions. Cette suppression n’est
pas valable pour des contributions de phase qui de´pendent du signe du recul de la
se´paratrice Raman. Les eﬀets que nous devont alors conside´rer sont le de´placement
lumineux a` deux photons, une phase induite par un gradient de champ magne´tique
ainsi que les fronts d’onde des faisceaux Raman.
Le de´placement a` deux photons (angl. ≪two-photon light shift, TPLS≫) est duˆ a`
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la conﬁguration re´trore´ﬂe´chie des faisceaux Raman. D’une part, cette conﬁguration
nous permet de choisir la direction du recul de la se´paratrice et ainsi l’orientation de
la surface entoure´e. D’autre part, nous obtenons un couplage non-re´sonant a` deux
photons donne´, dans notre cas, par la transition entraˆıne´e par les paires de faisceaux
copropageants et par la paire de faisceaux contrapropageants non-re´sonant. Bien
que cet eﬀet ne peut pas eˆtre supprime´ en alternant l’orientation de la surface de
l’interfe´rome`tre, il est en principe le meˆme pour les deux interfe´rome`tres avec un
signe oppose´. Par conse´quent, l’inﬂuence de ce de´placement lumineux est fortement
diminue´e dans le signal de rotation. Seules les imperfections de la superposition
des deux trajectoires atomiques induisent un de´se´quilibre des contributions dans
les deux interfe´rome`tres. Ceci nous permet de re´aliser une estimation du biais du
signal de rotation. Dans une estimation prudente nous trouvons une ﬂuctuation
lente attendue au niveau de 2 · 10−8 rad/s.
Un gradient du champ magne´tique selon la trajectoire atomique a un impact
direct sur le signal de rotation par l’eﬀet Zeeman quadratique. Cet eﬀet est
ne´anmoins largement supprime´ par l’alternance de l’orientation de la surface des
interfe´rome`tres. Cependant, les gradients du champ magne´tique dans les autres
directions peuvent induire des biais du signal de rotation. Pour s’assurer que des
ﬂuctuations du champ magne´tique ne sont pas la source dominante de ﬂuctuations
lentes, nous avons re´alise´ une mesure longue de rotation en alternant deux valeurs
du champ magne´tique biais d’interfe´rome´trie. Comme l’inﬂuence des gradients au
signal de rotation de´pend de l’intensite´ du champ, une ﬂuctuation lente de cette in-
ﬂuence est diﬀe´rente pour diﬀe´rentes valeurs du champ magne´tique et la diﬀe´rence
des signaux de rotation pour diﬀe´rentes valeurs du champ magne´tique ﬂuctue.
Une telle ﬂuctuation n’est pas observe´e dans notre mesure a` long terme. Ceci
exclut les ﬂuctuations dues aux gradients du champ magne´tique comme source de
ﬂuctuations dominante.
Les ﬂuctuations du signal de rotation dues aux eﬀets des fronts d’onde des
faisceaux Raman sont pre´sentes seulement si les positions d’application des im-
pulsions Raman dans les trois zones d’interaction ne sont pas identiques pour les
deux interfe´rome`tres. Ceci peut eˆtre le cas si la superposition des trajectoires
atomiques est imparfaite ou les instants ou les transitions Raman sont applique´es
ne sont pas adpate´s a` la ge´ome´trie des trajectoires. Ce dernier eﬀet peut eˆtre
ge´ne´re´ de´libe´re´ment en variant les instants d’application des impulsions Raman.
Nous observons une claire de´pendance de la phase de rotation par rapport au de´lai
des impulsions d’une manie`re line´aire. De plus, cette de´pendance varie en fonction
de l’alignement relatif des trois miroirs de re´trore´ﬂexion. Nous en de´duisons que le
biais est domine´ par une aberration des front d’onde line´aire qui est l’alignement
des trois miroirs Raman. En changeant l’orientation horizontale d’un des trois
miroirs, nous pouvons diminuer cet eﬀet. Prenant en compte la pre´cision de la
mesure de la phase de rotation et sa de´rive au cours de plusieurs mesures qui ser-
vent a` diminuer cette inﬂuence, nous de´duisons une incertitude de l’alignement
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Figure 3: Stabilite´ long terme du gyrome`tre. A gauche : La phase de rotation est
donne´e pour une mesure d’une dure´e d’environ 5 heures (en haut, ligne noire). Elle
montre un comportement clairement pe´riodique et est bien corre´le´e avec une combi-
naison line´aire des mesures des temps d’arrive´e des e´chantillons atomiques trouve´e par
ajustement nume´rique (en haut, ligne rouge). Cette combinaison permet une correction
de la phase de rotation et ainsi de diminuer l’influence de l’effet croise´ des de´rives de
position de la source atomique et les fronts d’onde des se´paratrices Raman (en bas, ligne
noire). A droite : La phase de rotation permet de de´duire l’incertitude statistique du
signal de rotation en fonction de la dure´e de moyennage. Le graphe repre´sente les e´carts
type d’Allan du signal de rotation (ligne noire, fine), la combinaison line´aire des mesures
des temps d’arrive´e atomique (ligne rouge) et le signal de rotation corrige´ (ligne noire,
e´paisse). L’erreur statistique de l’e´cart type d’Allan est trace´e en ligne noire, e´paisse et
pointe´e. La ligne noire et pointille´e de´montre un moyennage de 8, 5 · 10−7 rad/(s√Hz).
total (αx,1 − 2αx,2 + αx,3) selon l’axe horizontal de moins de 3 µrad. Ici, αx,i avec
i = 1, 2, 3 sont les orientations horizontales des miroirs T1, T2 et T3.
Pour estimer les ﬂuctuations du recouvrement des nuages atomiques aux in-
stants des impulsions Raman, nous e´tudions les ﬂuctuations de vitesse et de posi-
tion des sources atomiques. Nous trouvons que les ﬂuctuations en position initiale
des PMO sont l’eﬀet dominant. Ceci peut causer des ﬂuctuations du recouvrement
de l’ordre du millime`tre dans la direction horizontale. Cependant, ces ﬂuctuations
se traduisent aussi par des ﬂuctuations des temps d’arrive´e des e´chantillons atom-
iques dans les zones de de´tection. Aussi avons-nous enregistre´ les temps d’arrive´e
au cours des mesures, que nous avons pu corre´ler aux ﬂuctuations de la phase de
l’interfe´rome`tre. Nous avons ﬁnalement exploite´ cette corre´lation pour corriger les
mesures de la phase de l’interfe´rome`tre, et ainsi ame´liore´ la stabilite´ long terme
de la mesure de rotation. Nous avons obtenu une sensibilite´ court terme sur la
mesure de rotation de de 8, 5 · 10−7 rad/(s√Hz). Nous atteignons apre`s 4000 s de
moyennage une sensibilite´ de 2 · 10−8 rad/s.
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Capteur atomique de force a` faible distance
Principe de mesure
La mesure de forces a` faible distance dans le projet FORCA-G est base´e sur
l’interfe´rome´trie Raman avec des atomes pie´ge´s dans un re´seau optique unidimen-
sionnel et vertical. Dans ce syste`me, les e´tats (quasi-)stationnaires sont donne´s par
des e´tats Wannier-Stark. En combinaison avec les e´tats internes d’interfe´rome´trie
|g〉 et |e〉 de l’atome de 87Rb, ces e´tats forment une e´chelle de Wannier-Stark (voir
ﬁgure 4). La diﬀe´rence d’e´nergie entre ces e´tats est donne´e par le gradient du po-
tentiel gravitationnel plus la diﬀe´rence d’e´nergie des e´tats internes. Nous pouvons
induire un eﬀet tunnel cohe´rent du site avec l’indice m au site m′ = m + ∆m en
choisissant la fre´quence relative des deux faisceaux Raman νR e´gale a` la fre´quence
de transition de l’e´tat interne νeg plus un multiple ∆m de la fre´quence de Bloch
du syste`me νB donne´e par
νB =
magλl
2h
,
ou` g est l’acce´le´ration gravitationnelle, ma est la masse d’un atome de
87Rb, h est
la constante de Planck et λl est la longueur d’onde du laser a` l’aide duquel nous
re´alisons le re´seau optique. Inversement, nous pouvons, en mesurant la probabilite´
de transition autour d’une telle re´sonance, de´terminer la fre´quence de Bloch et,
ainsi, l’acce´le´ration subie par les atomes pie´ge´s dans le re´seau. En re´alisant cette
mesure a` la proximite´ d’une surface macroscopique, les forces a` faible distance
sont, en ge´ne´ral, mesure´es comme perturbation de l’acce´le´lation gravitationnelle
locale. Cette mesure de fre´quence peut eˆtre re´alise´e avec une simple impulsion ou
bien avec une se´quence d’impulsion Raman ce qui correspond a` un interfe´rome`tre
Raman pie´ge´.
Nous de´montrons l’eﬀet tunnel ne´cessaire ainsi que la re´alisation de l’interfe´ro-
me´trie atomique dans ce syste`me loin d’une surface macroscopique. Dans ce cas,
tous les atomes pie´ge´s dans le re´seau optique contribuent a` la mesure inde´pendam-
ment de la position dans le re´seau. Ceci nous permet d’e´tudier la stabilite´ de la
mesure de la fre´quence de Bloch et ainsi de la mesure de l’acce´le´ration locale.
Re´alisation expe´rimentale
Le pie´geage des atomes de 87Rb est re´alise´ dans un re´seau vertical cre´e´ par une onde
stationnaire d’un faisceau laser d’une longueur d’onde de λl = 532 nm. Comme
cette lumie`re est de´saccorde´e dans le bleu par rapport aux raies D1 et D2, les
atomes sont pie´ge´s dans les minima d’intensite´. Pour assurer un conﬁnement
transverse, nous superposons un faisceau d’une longueur d’onde λdip = 1064 nm a`
l’axe optique du re´seau pour re´aliser un pie`ge dipolaire. Cette superposition ainsi
que l’alignement des faisceaux Raman sont re´alie´s avec des miroirs dichro¨ıques (voir
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Figure 4: Couplage sur l’e´chelle Wannier-Stark. A gauche : Les e´tats Wannier-Stark
|Wm〉 de´crivent les fonctions d’onde des atomes pie´ge´s dans le re´seau vertical. Ensemble
avec les e´tats internes |g〉 et |e〉, ils forment une e´chelle dite Wannier-Stark. A droite :
L’intensite´ de couplage de´pend fortement de la profondeur du re´sau optique. Le graphe
repre´sente les fre´quences de Rabi Ω∆m pour des couplage des sites m et m
′ = m+∆m
en rapport avec la fre´quence de Rabi pour une particule libre Ωeff en fonction de la
profondeur du re´seau U0, donne´e en e´nergie de recul du re´seau a` longueur d’onde λl =
532 nm. Le vecteur d’onde effectif du couplage est donne´ par keff ≈ 4pi/(780 nm).
ﬁgure 5). Les faisceaux Raman sont applique´s dans une conﬁguration re´trore´ﬂe´chie.
Pour choisir la direction du vecteur d’onde eﬀectif, seul l’un des faisceaux est
re´ﬂe´chi tandis que l’autre est ﬁltre´ a` l’aide d’une se´paratrice polarisante.
Le dispositif expe´rimental est base´ sur les meˆmes techniques que celui du gy-
rome`tre atomique. L’interfe´rome`tre atomique est re´alise´ dans une enceinte a` vide
qui posse`de plusieurs hublots pour l’acce`s optique. La partie de l’enceinte dans
laquelle a lieu l’interfe´rome`tre est entoure´e par un blindage magne´tique et le champ
magne´tique re´siduel est par ailleurs minimise´ a` l’aide de trois paires de bobines
autour les trois axes. Un axe de quantiﬁcation verticale pour le controˆle de l’e´tat
interne est de´ﬁni par une paire de bobines. La source atomique est une combi-
naison d’un PMO 2D et 3D. Les lasers utilise´s pour le pie´geage magne´to-optique,
pre´paration et de´tection ainsi que les lasers Raman sont des LCE. Le laser a` 532 nm
est un laser monofre´quence a` milieu ampliﬁcateur solide double´ en fre´quence. Pour
la ge´ne´ration de la lumie`re a` 1064 nm, nous utilisons un laser ﬁbre´.
Les atomes sont pie´ge´s dans le PMO 3D avant de les refroidir dans une me´lasse
optique a` environ 2 µK. Ceci permet de charger jusqu’a` 5 · 104 atomes dans le
pie`ge mixte constitue´ par le re´seau vertical et le pie`ge dipolaire transverse. Ici,
les atomes sont pompe´s optiquement dans l’e´tat interfe´rome´trique fondamental.
Ensuite, nous appliquons la se´quence d’impulsions Raman avant de relaˆcher les
atomes en e´teignant les lasers du pie`ge mixte. L’e´tat interne est mesure´ dans une
de´tection de ﬂuorescence se´lective en e´tat interne ce qui nous permet de de´terminer
la probabilite´ de transition de notre se´quence.
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Figure 5: Sche´ma de l’expe´rience FORCA-G. Le re´seau optique unideminsionnel et ver-
tical est re´alise´ en re´trore´fle´chissant un faisceaux laser monofre´quence a` longueur d’onde
λl = 532 nm. Le confinement transverse est assure´ a` l’aide d’un pie`ge dipolaire ge´ne´re´
par un faisceau en onde propageante de longueur d’onde de λdip = 1064 nm. Les fais-
ceaux du pie`ge mixte ainsi que les faisceaux Raman sont superpose´s avec des miroirs
dichro¨ıques.
Spectroscopie Wannier-Stark a` haute re´solution
L’interfe´rome´trie dans le re´seau vertical est base´e sur un couplage cohe´rent entre
des e´tats de Wannier-Stark. Nous e´tudions donc l’eﬀet tunnel induit par les lasers
Raman et la re´solution spectrale que l’on peut atteindre avec ce processus. La force
du couplage de cet eﬀet tunnel de´pend du rapport entre les longueurs d’onde du
re´seau et du laser de couplage ainsi que de la profondeur du re´seau. L’e´valuation
nume´rique de l’intensite´ de couplage pour diﬀe´rentes transitions entre e´tats de
Wannier-Stark, correspondant a` un couplage de chaque puits a` un puits se´pare´ de
∆mλl/2, est donne´e dans la ﬁgure 4. Les diﬀe´rences d’intensite´ de couplage en
fonction de ∆m conduisent a` des diﬀe´rences d’amplitude dans les pics des spectres
de Wanner-Stark. Ces spectres sont obtenus en mesurant la probabilite´ de tran-
sition apre`s l’application d’une seule impulsion des lasers Raman. En choisissant
l’intensite´ de cette impulsion telle que les oscillations de Rabi de toutes les tran-
sitions n’exce`dent pas le premier maximum, nous retrouvons, quantitativement, le
rapport des intensite´s de couplage des diﬀe´rents ordres (voir ﬁgure 6).
La re´solution de cette spectroscopie est limite´e par deux eﬀets. Le premier est
un e´largissement induit par l’inhomoge´ne´ite´ du de´placement diﬀe´rentiel du faisceau
du pie`ge dipolaire transverse. Pour des dure´es d’impulsion e´leve´es, nous trouvons
une largeur spectrale minimale d’environ 3 Hz. Pour contrecarrer cet eﬀet, un
faisceau d’annulation du de´placement lumineux diﬀe´rentiel est superpose´ et ajuste´
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Figure 6: Spectres de Wannier-Stark. La probabilite´ de transition Pe de l’e´tat interne
fondamental a` l’e´tat excite´ est repre´sente´e pour une profondeur de re´seau de U0 = 3.9Er
(en haut) et U0 = 1.6Er (en bas). Les re´sonances correspondent aux transitions ∆m,
qui sont se´pare´e spectralement par la fre´quence de Bloch νB = 568, 3 Hz.
en taille avec le faisceau du pie`ge dipolaire transverse. Ce faisceau induit un
de´placement lumineaux diﬀe´rentiel oppose´ a` celui du pie`ge dipolaire et permet alors
de compenser le de´placement lumineux et son inhomoge´ne´ite´. Comme cet eﬀet est
inde´pendant de l’ordre ∆m, nous avons e´tudie´ la largeur de la raie de transition
en fonction de la dure´e d’impulsion en appliquant une impulsion micro-onde qui
couple seulement l’e´tat atomique interne. En pre´sence du faisceau compensateur,
nous trouvons une re´solution a` la limite de Fourier pour les dure´es d’impulsion
jusqu’a` 1,5 s (voir ﬁgure 7).
Tandis que l’inhomoge´ne´ite´ du de´placement lumineux cause un e´largissement
spectrale pour une seule impulsion, dans le cas d’une se´quence Ramsey consis-
tant en deux impulsions pi/2 se´pare´es un interval de temps T , cette inhomoge´ne´ite´
engendre une perte de contraste des franges de Ramsey. Sans faisceau compensa-
teur, le contraste de´croˆıt a` ze´ro pour des temps de Ramsey de quelques centaines de
millisecondes. La compensation du de´placement lumineux permet de re´aliser des
se´quences de Ramsey d’une dure´e de plus d’une seconde. L’e´volution du contraste
en fonction de T d’une se´quence de Ramsey micro-onde nous permet d’estimer
l’e´largissement re´siduel a` moins de 0,5 Hz.
La largeur spectrale des transitions de l’ordre ∆m = 3 est e´galement e´tudie´e.
Tandis que la largeur de´croit avec l’inverse de la dure´e d’impulsion comme dans le
cas du couplage micro-onde, nous trouvons un facteur 2 par rapport a` la limite de
Fourier. Cet e´largissement qui est inde´pendent de la dure´e d’impulsion est attribue´
a` des inhomoge´ne´ite´s d’intensite´ des faisceaux Raman. Ces dernie`res causent une
compensation imparfaite des de´placement lumineux des faisceaux Raman et donc
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Figure 7: Re´solution spectrale. A gauche : La largeur a` mi-hauteur est repre´sente´e
pour des spectres d’une seule impulsion pi pour des transitions micro-onde (symboles en
contour) et Raman sur la transition ∆m = 3 (symboles remplies). La largeur de´croˆıt
avec la dure´e d’impulsion croissante en pre´sence du faisceau compensateur (carre´es)
tandis que la largeur est limite´e a` 3 Hz sans compencation du de´placement lumineux
diffe´rentiel (cercles). A droite : Nous observons des bandes late´rales correspondant a`
une excitation ou une de´sexcitation d’e´tat de vibration dans le pie`ge dipolaire transverse
pour un alignement imparfait du vecteur effectif des faisceaux Raman a` l’axe optique du
re´seau verticale (ligne rouge et pointille´e). Ce couplage est effectivement supprime´ dans
le cas d’un alignement parfaitement coline´aire (ligne noire).
une inhomoge´ne´ite´ de de´placement lumineux qui est proportionnelle a` la fre´quence
de Rabi.
Le couplage des e´tats Wannier-Stark peut eˆtre accompagne´ d’un couplage
d’e´tats transverses de vibration dans le pie`ge dipolaire de conﬁnement transverse.
Cette transition est excite´e par une composante non-nulle du vecteur d’onde eﬀectif
des faisceaux Raman dans la direction perpendiculaire a` l’axe optique du re´seau.
Comme les atomes sont re´partis sur plusieurs e´tats de vibration transverse, nous
observons deux bandes late´rales qui correspondent a` une excitation (bande bleue)
et une de´sexcitation (bande rouge) d’e´tat de vibration. Ces bandes late´rales sont
eﬃcacement supprime´es dans le cas d’un alignement ﬁn des faiscaux Raman sur
l’axe optique du re´seau vertical (voir ﬁgure 7).
Stabilite´ de la mesure
La fre´quence de Bloch, et donc la valeur de l’acce´le´ration vue par les atomes
pie´ge´s, sont mesure´es a` l’aide d’un interfe´rome`tre Wannier-Stark de type Ramsey.
Pour supprimer l’inﬂuence des ﬂuctuations lentes de l’oﬀset de la probabilite´ de
transition induites par le me´canisme de de´tection ainsi que les ﬂuctuations lentes
des de´placements diﬀe´rentiels des e´tats internes, nous employons une se´quence
a` quatres conﬁgurations. D’une part, la mesure de la probabilite´ de transition
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est re´alise´e en alternance sur les deux ﬂancs de la frange centrale Ramsey d’une
re´sonance ∆m en modulant la valeur de fre´quence relative des lasers Raman. La
valeur de la fre´quence correspondante a` la transition en question est alors trouve´e a`
l’aide d’une boucle d’asservissement pilote´e par l’ordinateur de l’expe´rience. Cette
boucle re`gle les valeurs de fre´quences a` droite et a` gauche de la raie pour atteindre la
meˆme valeur de la probabilite´ de transition sur les deux ﬂancs de frange. La valeur
de la fre´quence correspondant a` la position de la frange centrale est alors donne´e par
la valeur situe´e entre ces deux dernie`res. D’autre part, cette mesure du multiple
de la fre´quence de Bloch ∆mνB plus la fre´quence de la transition entre e´tats
hyperﬁns est re´alise´e en alternance sur les transitions ±∆m. Le multiple ∆mνB
est alors obtenu en eﬀectuant la demi-diﬀe´rence des deux valeurs de fre´quence, ce
qui permet de s’aﬀranchir du de´placement de fre´quence lie´ a` la transition hyperﬁne
si ses ﬂuctuations sont lentes par rapport au temps de cycle de la mesure.
Nous re´alisons une mesure de moyennage du septie`me multiple de la fre´quence
de Bloch et analysons la stabilite´ a` l’aide de l’e´cart type d’Allan (voir ﬁgure 8).
Nous en de´duisons une stabilite´ a` court terme de 5, 8 · 10−5 a` une seconde de
moyennage. La valeur de fre´quence du multiple ∆m = −7 montre un moyennage
de τ−1/2 avec la dure´e de moyennage de τ pendant une dure´e de 30 secondes et
une de´rive apre`s cette dure´e. Comme l’incertitude statistique de la valeur de la
fre´quence de Bloch de´duite des ordres ∆m = ±7 de´croˆıt aussi pour des temps
plus longs que 1000 s, la de´rive de fre´quence observe´e peut eˆtre attribue´e aux
de´placements d’e´nergie des e´tats internes. La pre´cision de la mesure de la fre´quence
de Bloch peut alors eˆtre ame´liore´e en moyennant. La meˆme mesure est re´alise´e
sur l’ordre ∆m = ±3. Comme nous trouvons la meˆme stabilite´ que dans le cas du
septie`me multiple, la ﬂuctuation de la fre´quence de Bloch peut eˆtre exclue comme
source dominante des ﬂuctuations a` court terme.
L’origine des de´rives de de´placement d’e´nergie interne est analyse´e a` l’aide d’une
se´quence Ramsey micro-onde. Ceci nous permet d’identiﬁer une de´rive en position
des faisceaux du pie`ge dipolaire et du compensateur du de´placement lumineux
diﬀe´rentiel e´tant la source dominante pour des de´rives en fre´quence a` long terme
tandis que cet eﬀet ainsi que l’inﬂuence des ﬂuctuations en intensite´ de ces deux
faisceaux ont un impact ne´gligeable sur la stabilite´ court terme. Nous e´tudions
e´galement l’inﬂuence du de´placement lumineux diﬀe´rentiel des faisceaux Raman.
Nous trouvons une ﬂuctuation lente dont la plus grande partie peut eˆtre attribue´e
aux ﬂuctuations de polarisation qui font varier le rapport d’intensite´ des deux
faisceaux et ainsi le de´placement lumineux re´siduel. Encore une fois, la stabilite´ a`
court terme n’est pas limite´e par cette inﬂuence.
Une e´tude comple´mentaire est faite en utilisant un interfe´rome`tre Ramsey
syme´trise´ qui combine des transitions entre puits et celles dans les meˆmes puits.
Nous cre´ons une superposition a` l’aide d’une impulsion Raman pi/2 et inversons
l’e´tat interne pendant la dure´e de Ramsey pour syme´triser le temps passe´ dans
chacun des bras de l’interfe´rome`tre dans chacun des deux e´tats internes. Cette
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Figure 8: Stabilite´ de la mesure de fre´quence de Bloch. A gauche : L’e´cart type d’Allan
des mesures de la fre´quence de Bloch est repre´sente´e pour la re´sonance ∆m = −7 (ligne
bleue) et pour la mesure alterne´e sur les re´sonances ∆m = ±7 (ligne noire) avant les
modifications techniques. A droite : La meˆme mesure pour une se´quence de Ramsey de
τpi/2 = 10 ms et T = 400 ms (ligne noire) et de τpi/2 = 120 ms et T = 850 ms (ligne
rouge). Les lignes pointille´es repre´sentent les moyennages qui re´suident l’incertitude
statistique avec τ−1/2.
se´quence permet de supprimer le de´placement lumineux duˆ au pie`ge mixte tandis
que le de´placement lumineux re´siduel des faisceaux Raman ne peut eˆtre e´limine´.
Nous retrouvons alors un comportement similaire au cas des e´tudes Ramsey micro-
onde.
Ayant exclu les ﬂuctuations de la fre´quence de Bloch et les ﬂuctuations dues
aux de´placements de l’e´tat interne de la limitation de la stabilite´ a` court terme,
nous estimons l’impact des vibrations du dispositif expe´rimental sur la stabilite´
de la mesure. Celles-ci peuvent induire une phase spatiale diﬀe´rente des faisceaux
Raman a` la position des atomes dans les deux impulsions Raman de la se´quence
Ramsey. Nous estimons l’impact de cette contribution en mesurant les vibrations
du montage des miroirs de re´trore´ﬂexion. Nous eﬀectuons une mesure du spec-
tre des vibrations et le calcul du bruit de phase attendu a` l’aide du formalisme
de la fonction de sensibilite´. Si le mouvement des deux miroirs est synchrone a`
tout moment, l’inﬂuence est ne´gligeable. Par contre, si les miroirs montrent un
mouvement qui est diﬀe´rent de seulement 10 %, nous trouvons le bruit de phase
observe´.
Les analyses font suite a` deux modiﬁcations techniques du dispositif expe´ri-
mental. Premie`rement, des faisceaux Raman sont guide´s a` l’enceinte a` vide en
utilisant deux ﬁbres se´pare´es pour re´duire les ﬂuctuations en polarisation. Aussi,
le diame`tre des faisceaux Raman est diminue´ pour re´duire des inhomoge´ne´ite´s
d’intensite´ cause´es par la diﬀraction des faisceaux sur le chemin optique relative-
ment e´troit. Deuxie`mement, les miroirs de re´trore´ﬂexion du faisceaux re´seau et
celui des faisceaux Raman sont monte´s sur la meˆme axe optique sur un support
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rigide pour minimiser un mouvement diﬀe´rentiel des deux.
Les mesures de stabilite´ de fre´quence dans la suite des modiﬁcations techniques
montrent une re´duction du bruit a` court terme par un facteur 3. Nous trouvons
alors une stabilite´ de la mesure de fre´quence de Bloch de 2 · 10−5 a` une seconde
de moyennage. Prenant en compte la force de Casimir-Polder attendue dans une
distance atome-surface de 5 µm, nous obtenons une re´solution a` cette force de 1 %
apre`s un moyennage de 150 s.
Ascenseur atomique cohe´rent
Pour de futures mesures des forces a` faible distance pre`s d’une surface macro-
scopique, nous avons re´alise´ un moyen de transport cohe´rent des atomes dans
l’enceinte a` vide. Ceci permettra de re´aliser des mesures de force a` diﬀe´rentes dis-
tances de la surface. De plus, nous pouvons pre´parer l’ensemble atomique dans une
re´gion de l’enceinte a` vide et le transporter a` une autre re´gion. Ceci permettra de
maintenir une quantite´ de gaz re´siduel ne´gligeable dans la zone d’interfe´rome´trie et
ainsi de re´duire les de´pots d’atomes de Rubidium sur la surface qui peuvent cre´er
des champs e´lectriques parasites ce qui perturbe la mesure des forces Casimir-
Polder et non-Newtoniennes envisage´es.
Notre ≪ascenseur atomique cohe´rent≫ est base´ sur l’acce´le´ration et la de´ce´le´-
ration des atomes dans un re´seau optique fortement acce´le´re´. Cette conﬁguration
est adapte´e d’une expe´rience dans laquelle est mesure´ avec haute pre´cision le recul
transfere´ aux atomes dans ce processus. L’acce´le´ration est induite via le de´saccord
de deux faisceaux laser constituants l’onde stationnaire ou, re´spectivement, mou-
vante. Pour pouvoir re´aliser de grandes acce´le´rations, il est indispensable d’utiliser
des re´seaux profonds pour supprimer des pertes cause´es par l’eﬀet tunnel Landau-
Zener. Nous choisissons alors une longueur d’onde pre`s de la ligne D2 ce qui permet
de re´aliser un de´placement lumineux important pour des valeurs de puissance op-
tique raisonnable. Le choix du de´saccord est fait a` partir d’un compromis entre la
profondeur du re´seau et la diﬀusion spontane´e des photons du laser re´seau par les
atomes. Une valeur de 30 GHz nous permet de garder un taux d’e´mission spon-
tane´e relativement faible pour des acce´le´rations qui me`nent aux de´placements des
atomes sur des centime`tres pendant des dizaines de millisecondes.
Les faisceaux re´saux sont ge´ne´re´s par une seule source laser base´e sur un LCE et
d’ampliﬁcation en conﬁguration MOPA. La lumie`re est se´pare´e sur deux chemins
au long desquels nous controˆlons l’intensite´ et la fre´quence a` l’aide d’un modulateur
acousto-optique (MAO) dans chaque bras. Les faisceaux sont ensuite guide´s vers
l’enceinte a` vide et applique´s selon l’axe optique du re´seau vertical en utilisant les
e´le´ments optiques des faisceaux Raman qui ont la meˆme longueur d’onde. L’un
des deux faisceaux est applique´ par le bas et l’autre par le haut. Dans cette
conﬁguration, nous controˆlons directement la fre´quence relative des faisceaux de
l’ascenseur via la radio-fre´quence applique´e sur les MAO.
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Figure 9: Ascenseur atomique cohe´rent. A gauche : Les faisceaux du re´seau acce´rle´re´
sont applique´s sur le chemin optique des faisceaux Raman. A droite : L’ascenseur
atomique permet de re´aliser le pie´geage dans le pie`ge mixte a` diffe´rentes positions selon
l’axe optique du re´seau verticale statique a` longueur d’onde de λl = 532 nm.
Un processus de de´placement consiste en une acce´le´ration, une phase de chute
libre et une de´ce´le´ration des atomes. Nous choisissons le protocole suivant pour
re´aliser un ascenseur atomique : la rampe de fre´quence relative des deux faisceaux
du re´seau est choisie d’une telle manie`re que le re´seau suit l’acce´le´ration gravita-
tionnelle des atomes provenant de la me´lasse. Les faisceaux sont allume´s avec une
rampe d’intensite´ pour charger les atomes adiabatiquement dans le re´seau. Une
fois atteint la profondeur maximale, une rampe de fre´quence est applique´e qui pro-
duit une acce´le´ration du re´seau. Ensuite, une rampe de fre´quence identique a` la
premie`re est applique´e pour encore suivre l’acce´le´ration des atomes en chute libre
et une rampe d’intensite´ de´croissante sert a` relaˆcher les atomes adiabatiquement.
Pendant la phase de chute libre, les atomes se de´placent a` la vitesse choisie par la
pente et la dure´e de la rampe d’acce´le´ration, typiquement a` une vitesse de quelques
me`tres par seconde. La phase de chute libre est suivie par la phase de de´ce´le´ration
qui consiste en l’allumage adiabatique du re´seau, la rampe de de´ce´le´ration et la
coupure adiabatique de l’intensite´ des faisceaux du re´seau, similaire a` la phase
d’acce´le´ration.
Nous e´tudions l’eﬃcacite´ du transport cohe´rent en de´tectant les atomes par le
syste`me de de´tection de l’interfe´rome`tre atomique. Ceci nous permet d’observer
les diﬀe´rents ensembles atomiques arrivants dans la zone de de´tection a` diﬀe´rents
moments en fonction de la se´quence d’acce´le´ration. Nous pouvons ainsi distinguer
entre des atomes qui ne sont pas acce´le´re´s par le re´seau, ceux qui sont acce´le´re´s
mais pas de´ce´le´re´s et ceux qui ont suivi toute la se´quence de l’ascenseur. En
re´alisant un ascenseur descendant sur une distance de 5,5 cm, nous observons que
les atomes qui ont e´te´ acce´le´re´s, sont de´ce´le´re´s avec grande probabilite´. L’eﬃcacite´
est alors surtout limite´ par le recouvrement du proﬁl d’intensite´ des faisceaux du
re´seau. Cette conclusion est conﬁrme´e par une e´tude d’une se´quence d’un ascenseur
ascendant. Nous le re´alisons pour diﬀe´rentes valeurs de pentes d’acce´le´ration et
de´ce´le´ration. Ici, la dure´e de la pente de de´ce´le´ration est choisie telle que les atomes
ont une vitesse ﬁnale nulle. Ceci nous permet de pie´ger les atomes ensuite dans
le re´seau statique de longueur d’onde de λl = 532 nm. L’acce´le´ration maximale
dans cette conﬁguration est donne´e par 100vr par milliseconde ce qui correspond a`
1, 18 · 103 m/s2. De plus, nous observons un taux d’e´mission spontane´e d’environ
2 % par milliseconde.
Conclusions et perspectives
Cette the`se pre´sente les e´tudes de stabilite´ d’un gyrome`tre atomique et celle d’un
interfe´rome`tre pie´ge´ dans un re´seau unidimensionnel et vertical.
Une e´tude de´taille´e des sources de de´rive du signal de rotation a` long terme
nous a permis d’atteindre une stabilite´ de 2 ·10−8 rad/s apre`s une dure´e de moyen-
nage de 4000 s. La prochaine e´tape pour l’augmentation de la sensibilite´ est de
baisser le bruit a` court terme. Ceci peut eˆtre, par exemple, re´alise´ en agrandis-
sant la surface entoure´e par les bras des interfe´rome`tres base´e sur la technique de
double diﬀraction Raman. De plus, l’ame´lioration de l’alignement des miroirs de
re´trore´ﬂexion Raman et la re´duction des ﬂuctuations de position des sources atom-
ique permettra d’obtenir une meilleure stabilite´ intrense`que du signal de rotation
a` long terme.
La stabilite´ de la mesure de force dans le re´seau vertical atteinte dans les travaux
de recherche pre´sente´s dans cette the`se correspond a` une incertitude statistique
d’une mesure de la force de Casimir-Polder dans une distance atome-surface de
5 µm de 1 % apre`s une inte´gration de 150 s. Pour re´aliser une telle mesure, deux
de´marches doivent eˆtre prises : augmenter la re´solution spatiale en utilisant des
ensembles atomiques d’une plus grande densite´ et placer le miroir de re´trore´ﬂexion
du re´seau sous vide pour re´aliser une mesure pre`s de sa surface. L’ascenseur atom-
ique cohe´rent servira dans ces mesures pour amener les atomes pre`s de la surface
macroscopique et pour des mesures quasi-diﬀe´rentielles en diﬀe´rentes distances de
la surface.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Interferometry is applied in various applications that are employed in fundamental
and applied science, high technology, and everyday life. It makes use of interference
appearing when two or more waves are superimposed: They interfere constructively
or destructively depending on their relative phases. The read out of the wave
intensities then allows to deduce the relative phase of the interfering waves.
A textbook example for interferometry is a light interferometer based on the
work of Michelson and Morley from 1887 [1]. In the set-up of this interferometer
type, which is depicted in ﬁgure 1.1, a light wave is split onto two paths using a
beam splitter, retro-reﬂected on each of the paths, and superimposed on the same
beam splitter. The intensity on the interferometer output port is then modulated
as a function of the relative optical path lengths. The set-up of Michelson and
Morley is nowadays used in prominent examples for interferometers of much larger
experimental scale that are designed to detect gravitational waves [2].
A slightly diﬀerent interferometer geometry was introduced by Mach [3] and
Zehnder [4] (see ﬁgure 1.1). Here, the light waves are split on one beam splitter
and, after redirection of each of the two resulting interferometer paths, recombined
on a second beam splitter. The enclosed area in the Mach-Zehnder geometry is
key for today’s most precise rotation measurements. In 1913, Sagnac demonstrated
that the phase of an interferometer scales with the product of the enclosed area and
the rotation of the device [5]. Based on this so-called Sagnac eﬀect it was possible
to develop laser gyroscopes, devices in which a light wave is split, guided around
an area, and brought to interference. This describes a passive light gyroscope. The
same principle is used in active gyroscopes based on ring laser cavities enabling
today’s most precise local rotation measurements as realized in the ring laser gy-
roscope Grossring G [6]. These are only two examples for the many applications
of light based interferometry in fundamental and applied science.
While it is possible to describe light interference by electromagnetic ﬁelds for
suﬃciently high light intensity, this description fails for example for interferometry
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Figure 1.1: Michelson and Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The Michelson (1) and Mach-
Zehnder (2) interferometer geometries are depicted as examples for light interferometry.
The output intensities vary as a function of the interferometer phase δϕ, which is induced
by a difference in path length in the Michelson interferometer. Neutral atoms can be
diffracted on standing light waves which enables the realization of a matter-wave analog
to the Mach-Zehnder interferometer (3). The atom interferometer signal is encoded in
the relation of the output state populations, which is found by counting the atoms on
the two exit ports.
with minimal intensities where light reveals its quantum nature [7]. Here, a quan-
tum mechanical picture is employed describing light as a ﬂux of single particles,
namely photons. This context is commonly known as wave-particle dualism. An
important consequence of the dualism principle was predicted by de Broglie in
1923 and 1924. He assumed that it is also possible to describe massive particles
as waves [8]. Since that time, matter-wave interference has been demonstrated
for electrons [9], neutrons [10], atoms [11], for molecules such as fullerenes [12],
and even hydrocarbon molecules with masses exceeding 103 atomic mass units
(AMU) [13]. The emergence of matter-wave interference becomes visible, for ex-
ample, in spatial fringe patterns. In the mentioned experiments, bulk crystals,
material absorption gratings and, in recent works, optical ionization gratings have
been used to induce matter-wave interference.
For neutral atoms, a precise control of two or more atom interferometer paths
3can be realized using coherent oﬀ-resonant light ﬁelds which leads to a matter-
wave analog to, for example, the Mach-Zehnder geometry as depicted in ﬁgure 1.1.
Such interferometers have been demonstrated by the use of light phase gratings
inducing Raman-Nath [14] and Bragg diﬀraction [15]. In the two cases, the phase
gratings are standing light waves that are realized by the use of two counter-
propagating laser beams. In the particle picture, the atomic diﬀraction process
can be understood as an absorption of one photon from one beam and an emission
of a photon into the other beam. Momentum conservation requires the atom to
gain a momentum of twice the photon recoil momentum 2~k. As this process
is coherent and the photon recoil direction and absolute value are known, this
results in diﬀraction into multiple orders of 2~k in the Raman-Nath case and in
coupling of two well deﬁned momentum states in the Bragg case [16]. If now a
relative detuning of the two light ﬁelds is chosen such that an atomic transition
can be addressed, so-called stimulated Raman transitions are realized that are
eponymous for Raman interferometry [17]. In this case, the coupling between two
momentum states coincides with an internal state coupling. This so-called state
labeling [18] allows to read out the momentum state population, and thereby the
interferometer signal, via the determination of the internal state populations.
Within the last two decades, Raman and Bragg type interferometers based on
alkali atoms have evolved to powerful tools in metrology. Using these type of in-
terferometers high precision measurements of the gravitational constant G [19, 20]
with a statistical relative uncertainty of 1.7·10−3 [20] could be performed. Also high
precision measurements of the ﬁne structure constant α via the ratio of Planck’s
constant and the atomic mass h/ma [21, 22] could be shown with a best relative
uncertainty for α of 6.6 · 10−10 [22]. Furthermore, it was possible to demonstrate
high resolution inertial sensors for measurements of the local gravitational accel-
eration [23] and the Earth rotation [24]. The best atom interferometry based
absolute gravimeters show resolutions and accuracies that are competitive with
state-of-the-art falling corner-cube absolute gravimeters [25]. This was for ex-
ample demonstrated in the case of the cold atom gravimeter (CAG01) [26] of the
Laboratoire national de me´trologie et d’essais, which was the ﬁrst atom gravimeter
– and still the only one – to participate to international comparison campaigns [27].
While [24] presents an atomic beam gyroscope, the same interferometer geome-
try has been employed in gyroscopes based on laser-cooled atoms leading to much
more compact set-ups [28, 29]. Such a cold atom gyroscope experiment is real-
ized at the Institut fu¨r Quantenoptik at Leibniz Universita¨t Hannover. The CASI
(“Cold Atom Sagnac Interferometer”) experiment is introduced in section 1.1. It
is the ﬁrst of two objects of research in this work.
The atom interferometers mentioned above all base on the interference of free-
falling atoms. The measurement is realized on atomic beams, as well as on dropped
or launched cold atomic ensembles. This limits the interrogation time of the atoms
and thereby the interferometer scaling factor. Recent developments have led to the
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extension of the total time of the atom’s free fall in atom interferometers that are
run in drop tower experiments [30], on parabola ﬂights [31], and in large scale
atomic fountains [32].
A development that is complementary to enlarging the interferometer size is
given by trapped interferometers, which are not limited by the free-fall time and
furthermore allow for measurements with high spatial resolution. It is possible to
trap the atoms in a spatial superposition for example in a compact magnetic [33],
or a dipole double well [34] or lattice potential [35]. The interference that occurs
when recombining the two partial wave packets depends on the local potential
gradient along the atomic separation baseline. In [36] a beam splitter technique on
an atom chip in a radio frequency (RF) dressed potential is presented. This allows
to create a spatial superposition in an eﬀective double-well potential and thereby to
realize an atom interferometer in a magnetically trapped conﬁguration. The work
presented in [37] consists in trapping atoms in an optical vertical 1D-lattice. Here,
so-called Bloch oscillations occur as a quantum interference eﬀect, which leads to
a measurement of the local gravitational acceleration via the determination of the
frequency of these oscillations. A combination of atomic Raman beam splitting
in free fall and trapping in an optical lattice is studied in [38]. A pair of two
beam splitting pulses results in a spatial superposition which is then trapped in a
stationary optical lattice and recombined in free fall after a certain holding time.
This allows once again for a measurement of local gravity. It can be shown that
creating such a superposition is also possible by inducing tunneling in a vertical
1D-lattice using a probe light ﬁeld [39]. This led to the proposal of trapped atom
interferometry based on tunneling induced by stimulated Raman transitions in
such a lattice [40]. The experiment based on this concept is realized at SYRTE
(“SYSte`mes de Re´fe´rences Temps Espace”) in the Observatoire de Paris under
the name FORCA-G (“CAsimir FORCe and Gravitation at short range”). It is
the object of research in the second part of this thesis and will be introduced in
section 1.2.
1.1 Rotation measurements and the CASI ex-
periment
Before introducing the CASI experiment, possible gyroscope applications are in-
troduced. This is followed by an overview of gyroscope technologies.
1.1.1 Rotation measurements
An important application of rotation measurements is navigation. If the six mo-
ments of inertia of a vehicle, which are rotation and acceleration in all three direc-
tions, are tracked during the movement of the vehicle, it is possible to deduce its
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position relative to a given starting position at any time without external informa-
tion (e.g. by the Global Positioning System, GPS). The demanded performance
of the rotation measurement depends on the type of movement in, for example,
aircrafts, ships, or submarines. The best resolutions are in the range of 10−6 rad/s
to 10−8 rad/s. Furthermore, this type of application sets high demands on the
robustness of the measurement device and requires a large dynamic range.
Rotation measurements of typically smaller dynamics but higher precision are
desirable in the ﬁeld of geodetics and geophysics. Here, measurements of Earth
rotation variations in orientation (polar motion) and magnitude (Length-Of-Day,
LOD ﬂuctuations) give an insight into tidal eﬀects of the Earth as a whole and
into internal dynamics of the body of our planet. Relative changes of 10 ppb of
the Earth rotation rate of ΩE = 7.27 · 10−5 rad/s demand for rotation resolutions
in the regime of 10−12 rad/s and below [41].
An even higher sensitivity is required for the measurement of the Lense-Thirring
eﬀect [42]. This so-called frame dragging eﬀect was deduced by Lense and Thirring
from general relativity. It predicts a rotation rate induced by rotating masses such
as the Earth. On a satellite in an Earth orbit, this eﬀect is expected to induce a
rotation rate in the range of 10−15 rad/s.
1.1.2 Gyroscope technologies
The ﬁrst demonstration of an Earth rotation measurement was realized in 1861 by
Foucault. It consisted in showing the rotation of the plane of a pendulum’s oscil-
lation. It was also Foucault who invented and constructed the ﬁrst mechanical
gyroscope, based on the work of Bohnenberger [43]. Such a device makes use
of the conservation of angular momentum. The rotation axis of a rotating body
suspended in a gimbal mount serves as a stable reference axis. This technique was
used in navigation in order to track the orientation of e.g. ships and submarines
over long times. By tracking the deduced trajectory it is then possible to determine
the ship’s position without external reference. The technology has been pushed to
its limits in the realization of superconducting magnetically suspended spherical
gyroscope bodies in the Gravity Probe B project. Here, it was possible to mea-
sure the a drift rate induced by the Lense-Thirring eﬀect with an uncertainty of
19 % [44].
The Sagnac eﬀect observed in 1913 enables the realization of gyroscopes based
on interferometry. This eﬀect describes the inﬂuence of rotations on the output
phase of an interferometer featuring an area A that is enclosed by the interfer-
ometer paths. While this was ﬁrst shown for light coming from a mercury arc
lamp by Georges Sagnac one century ago [5], this eﬀect occurs for a wave of any
nature. The phase shift on the output of the interferometer scales directly with
the projection of a rotation Ω onto the enclosed interferometer area as well as with
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the particle energy E
ΦΩ =
4piE
hc2
Ω ·A. (1.1)
Here, h is the Planck constant and c is the speed of light. Based on this eﬀect it
was possible to develop passive and active laser gyroscopes [45]. Passive laser
gyroscopes are nowadays typically realized in ﬁber spools. This allows for a large
enclosed area and thereby for a large interferometer scaling factor in a relatively
compact device. Fiber gyroscopes with resolutions in the lower 10−6 rad/(s
√
Hz)
regime and high long term stabilities are today employed in so-called IMUs (“In-
tertial Measurement Units”). These devices consist of three of these gyroscopes
and a three-axis accelerometer. They are used in navigation of, for example, air-
crafts and rockets. An even higher resolution is reached using active ring laser
gyroscopes. Typical resolutions of some 10−7 rad/(s
√
Hz) are realized for trans-
portable instruments. Quasi-transportable instruments for the use in submarines
even reach sensitivities of a few 10−8 rad/(s
√
Hz). For their application in geodesy
and geophysics, these kind of devices are scaled up to a maximum enclosed single-
loop area of 834 m2 [46]. A resolution of 5 · 10−10 rad/s is reached within one
second of measurement time, but the resolution is limited by scaling factor insta-
bilities. The highest resolution of a large ring laser gyroscope is up to date the
measurement of the annual wobble and the Chandler wobble of Earth with the aid
of the Grossring G [47]. The best sensitivity was reported in [48] for this device
with 16 m2 enclosed area of 2 · 10−11 rad/(s√Hz).
The development of atom interferometers enabled the realization of gyro-
scopes based on the interference of neutral atoms. The striking argument for the
use of this technology is given by the Sagnac phase (1.1). The comparison of the
photon energy for a laser wavelength λ = 633 nm and an atomic rest mass of a
87Rb atom results in a factor of
Φatom
Φlight
≈ 1011. (1.2)
This advantage is put into perspective as it is much more demanding to realize large
enclosed areas in atom interferometers compared to light interferometers. Also,
the eﬀective atom ﬂux is typically much lower than the used eﬀective photon ﬂux.
Nonetheless, atom interferometry enables rotation measurements with gyroscopes
that enclose much smaller areas while keeping a scaling factor comparable to light
interferometry. The ﬁrst and up to now most sensitive realization of an atomic
gyroscope based on two atom interferometers with counter-propagating atomic
beams and an area of 22 mm2 enclosed by each interferometer was built at Stanford
University. The resolution of this device was demonstrated to be as good as 6 ·
10−10 rad/(s
√
Hz) and 2 ·10−11 rad/s after 2000 s of integration [49]. However, the
use of thermal beams required a large apparatus. The separation of the ﬁrst and
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last beam splitter application amounted to 2 m. A much more compact device
was constructed at SYRTE in Paris where cesium atoms were trapped and cooled
in magneto-optical traps prior to be launched on parabolic trajectories. The slow
atomic forward velocity on steep parabolas enabled the application of all beam
splitter light ﬁeld pulses within the width of one laser beam with a diameter of
48 mm. For an enclosed area of 3.8 mm2 the sensitivity of this cold atom gyroscope
was 2.4 · 10−7 rad/(s√Hz) and, after an integration of approximately 1000 s, 1 ·
10−8 rad/(s
√
Hz) [29]. A second gyroscope at Stanford University is based on
laser-cooled atoms in a vertical fountain conﬁguration with a pulse sequence that
requires the gravitational acceleration to form the atomic trajectories. For this
device, a sensitivity of 8.8 · 10−8 rad/(s√Hz) was derived with an enclosed area
of about 19 mm2 [50]. A similar vertical fountain gyroscope is currently under
construction at SYRTE. The project aims for areas as large as 11 cm2 and for
resulting sensitivities in the range of 10−9 rad/(s
√
Hz).
1.1.3 The CASI experiment
In the framework of the CASI (“Cold Atom Sagnac Interferometer”) project, a
cold atom gyroscope consisting of two atom interferometers has been constructed.
The project is motivated by the HYPER proposal [51], which aimed for the ap-
plication of atomic gyroscopes for the measurement of the Lense-Thirring eﬀect
in a spaceborne device. Moreover, the compact design featuring an interferometer
baseline of below 15 cm with an enclosed interferometer area of 19 mm2 makes the
device suitable for high resolution local rotation measurements for applications in
geophysics.
The two interferometers are based on the interference of laser-cooled 87Rb atoms
on their free fall on ﬂat parabolic trajectories using stimulated Raman transi-
tions. As depicted in ﬁgure 1.2, these transitions are induced by phase stable
laser ﬁelds that are applied in a counter-propagating conﬁguration in three spa-
tially separated interaction zones. The experiment has been presented in previous
works [52, 53, 54, 55, 56]. Key to realizing the large area is the control of the
relative pointing of the beam splitter light ﬁeld in the three interaction zones. A
technique for the relative pointing alignment is presented in [56, 57]. This led to
the realization of the two atom interferometers with an enclosed area of 19 mm2
each. The short term rotation sensitivity of 5.3 · 10−7 rad/(s√Hz) was found to
be limited by environmental perturbations, and by the noise of the interferometer
signal detection.
In this work, the implementation of a rotation measurement based on alternat-
ing area orientation is presented. Such a technique was reported e.g. in [49]. In
combination with an ellipse ﬁt method, this allows to study the long term stability
of the gyroscope signal. The relative wave front alignment coupled with mis-
matches in the overlap of the two interferometers is identiﬁed as main drift source.
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Figure 1.2: Cold Atom Sagnac Interferometer. The interferometer geometry is depicted
with the laser fields used to drive the stimulated Raman transitions for atomic beam
splitting. The cloud overlap is idealized in this representation.
We have employed a monitoring technique for tracking the cloud overlap in one
dimension enabling an eﬀective improvement of the rotation sensitivity of more
than one order of magnitude after integration, which is presented in chapter 3.
1.2 Short range forces and the FORCA-G experi-
ment
In this section, the ﬁeld of application of the FORCA-G experiment is introduced
before giving some examples for short range force measurement experiments. A
brief introduction to the FORCA-G experiment is given thereafter.
1.2.1 Atom-surface interactions
The scope of the FORCA-G experiment is the measurement of forces between an
atom and a macroscopic surface in ranges of atom-surface separations below the
millimeter, which are diﬃcult to access with measurement techniques based on
macroscopic bodies. In this regime, deviations from the Newtonian gravitational
potential are predicted by theories that aim for a uniﬁcation of the standard model
and gravitation [58]. These deviations are generally parametrized by a Yukawa type
potential of the form
U = UN
(
1 + αer/λ
)
(1.3)
with UN the Newtonian gravitational potential, α the strength and λ the typical
range of the deviation. Measurements in the range of tens of µm down to several
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Figure 1.3: Deviations from Newtonian gravity (graph taken from [59]). The graph
depicts the parametrization of possible deviations from the Newtonian gravitational po-
tential in the Yukawa type parametrization as a α-λ-plane. The yellow area represents
the region excluded by experiments. In [59], the exclusions of deviations are predicted
for our experiment for particle-surface separations of about 1 µm (blue line), 10 µm (red
line), and almost 20 µm (black dashed line).
hundreds of nm may give new insights on the predicted models by either measuring
a deviation from the Newtonian potential or setting new limits on such deviations
and thereby excluding regions on the α-λ-plane of the Yukawa parametrization as
depicted in ﬁgure 1.3.
The challenge in the detection of such deviations is the domination of electro-
dynamic forces in this regime which, up to now, have not been measured with an
uncertainty of better than a few percent. These forces arise from the dipole-dipole
interaction of an atom close to a conducting surface with its image charge. At
very small distances, this interaction is instantaneous and results in the so-called
Van-der-Waals-London (VdWL) force. In slightly larger distances, the so-called
Casimir-Polder (CP) eﬀect appears [60], which is the retardation eﬀect of this
dipole-dipole interaction. Assuming a perfectly conducting surface, the force is
given by [61]
FCP =
3~cα0
2pid5
, (1.4)
where α0 is the static polarizability of the atom and d is the atom-surface distance.
The transition between these two regimes can be understood via the Heisenberg
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uncertainty relation ∆E∆t ≤ ~/2: The size of the Van-der-Waals-London poten-
tial ∆EV dWL sets a limit onto the travel time of the electromagnetic interaction
photon between the atom and the surface. Inserting an interaction photon energy
~ωDD and ∆d = c∆t (d being the atom-surface separation distance) into the uncer-
tainty relation formula yields a maximum distance in the range of the interaction
wavelength. For the 87Rb atom in the vicinity of a perfectly conducting surface,
the transition from the VdWL force scaling with d−4 to the CP regime scaling
with d−5 is found around 100 nm [62]. Furthermore, at distances of one order of
magnitude larger, thermal eﬀects result in a third regime, in which the force scales
as in the VdWL case with d−4.
1.2.2 Short range force measurements
The direct measurement of VdWL and CP forces between neutral atoms and
macroscopic surfaces has been carried out so far in diﬀerent ways. For exam-
ple, it is possible to determine the CP potential by reﬂecting matter-waves on a
macroscopic surface. This so-called quantum reflection is demonstrated in [63]
for metastable neon atoms reﬂected on a silicon and a BK7 glass surface in grazing
incidence and in [64] for ultra-cold 23Na atoms in normal incidence on a silicon
surface showing qualitative agreements with the predicted force as a function of
the atom-surface separation. The possibility of a quantitative measurement the
Casimir-Polder force is reported in [65] for quantum reﬂection of 3He atoms on the
surface of a gold single-crystal resulting in resolutions for Casimir-Polder forces of
a few percent.
Quantitative measurements of the Van-der-Waals interaction were realized with
a technique involving the reﬂection of atoms on a short range potential that is
shaped by the use of an evanescent wave. In [66], the reﬂection of 85Rb atoms
that are dropped from a magneto-optical trap onto a mirror surface is investigated.
The evanescent wave that allows to add a repulsive potential to the attractive CP
potential, is created by total reﬂection of a laser beam inside the mirror. This ex-
periment showed an uncertainty of 30 %, a clear agreement with the exact quantum
electrodynamic (QED) or the electrostatic calculation could not be determined. A
similar set-up recently led to the measurement of Casimir-Polder forces in dis-
tances of 160 to 230 nm [67]. An ultra-cold 87Rb ensemble was accelerated in
a combined magnetic-dipole trap and reﬂected on an evanescent wave on a glass
prism. The results showed best agreement with the full QED calculation in the
transition regime between the CP and VdWL regimes.
A slightly diﬀerent approach was presented in [68]. A Bose-Einstein condensate
(BEC) of 87Rb is trapped in a magnetic trap near a dielectric surface. By tracking
the center of mass motion of the BEC oscillating in the magnetic trap, it is
possible to measure CP forces in atom-surface separation distances of 6 to 12 µm
with an uncertainty of down to 10 %. The impact of thermal black body radiation
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in this regime was already mentioned in [68] and later demonstrated in [69].
The ﬁrst demonstration of the measurement of atom-surface interactions via
the phase shift in an atom interferometer is presented in [70] for distances of down
to 10 nm. One arm of a Mach-Zehnder type interferometer based on diﬀraction
of Na atoms on material gratings is guided through a narrow dielectric cavity.
The measurement of short range forces in distances of several µm is approached,
among others, by trapped atom interferometry in a vertical unidimensional opti-
cal dipole lattice. The acceleration of this lattice given by the local gravitational
acceleration induces so-called Bloch oscillations predicted by quantum mechanics
(see chapter 2). The frequency of this process, the so-called Bloch frequency, scales
with the acceleration. Measuring this frequency therefore allows for a local acceler-
ation measurement and, if carried out in the vicinity of a macroscopic surface, for
a measurement of perturbations of the acceleration induced by short-range forces.
The acceleration measurement far from a surface has been realized in diﬀerent
ways. In [37] this is done via the determination of the atomic momentum after
release from the potential, which consists in a direct measurement of the Bloch os-
cillation frequency by releasing the atoms after diﬀerent holding times. A diﬀerent
approach is presented in [71], where the lattice depth is modulated and the spread
of the atomic cloud is measured in-situ. This enabled a measurement of the local
gravitational acceleration with a resolution of parts in 10−7 within a measurement
time of about 1 h. In all cases, the 1D-lattice is created via the retro-reﬂection of
a laser beam. The realization of the acceleration measurement close to the surface
of the mirror used for retro-reﬂection results in a good control for the mapping of
short range forces in multiples of the spatial lattice periodicity.
1.2.3 The FORCA-G experiment
Within the FORCA-G project a measurement of short range forces will be realized
based on Raman atom interferometry. Laser-cooled 87Rb atoms are trapped in the
anti-nodes of a vertical dipole lattice with a periodicity of λl/2 = 266 nm. This
gives access to measurements far from the mirror surface, in the regime of a few µm
and even below the µm. The target precision of CP measurements in the range of
a few µm is below the percent. This would allow for exclusions of non-Newtonian
forces in the α-λ-plane as depicted in ﬁgure 1.3.
The measurement principle is an atom interferometer measurement on an atomic
spatial superposition of two diﬀerent lattice sites as depicted in ﬁgure 1.4. This
superposition is created by coherently inducing tunneling between lattice sites us-
ing stimulated Raman transitions. After a certain evolution time, the two lattice
sites can be coupled again resulting in an atomic interference. The phase of this
trapped atom interferometer then depends on the potential diﬀerence between the
two lattice sites. In the realization far from the mirror surface, the potential gradi-
ent is given by the gravitational acceleration. In the vicinity of the mirror surface,
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Figure 1.4: FORCA-G measurement principle. The idealized measurement principle
consists in the creation of a superposition of an atomic wave packet in two lattice sites
that is created and recombined using stimulated Raman transitions. The measurement
in the vicinity of the lattice mirror surface allows to measure short range forces with
high spatial resolution and good control of the atom-surface separation distance.
the short range forces are measured as a perturbation of the latter.
Subject of this work is the demonstration of the process of Raman induced
tunneling in our vertical 1D-lattice in a proof-of-principle experiment. The in-
terferometer measurements that are realized far from the mirror surface allow to
study the short and long term stability of the acceleration measurement leading to
an estimation of the interferometer resolution for short range force measurements.
The Raman laser induced tunneling process far from the mirror surface was ﬁrst
demonstrated in [72] and described in more detail in [73]. Spectroscopic properties
of the tunneling process were then studied in [74] and the realized atom interfer-
ometer measurements were presented in [75]. The experimental studies presented
in this work were mostly obtained during the year of my research stay within
the framework of the jointly supervised PhD program. A detailed description of
the interferometer measurements realized after my stay are presented in another
dissertation [76].
1.3 Outline
This dissertation is organized as follows. First, the process of momentum state and
Wannier-Stark state coupling using stimulated Raman transitions is introduced in
chapter 2. The description is then used to evaluate the phase shifts in Raman
interferometers based on free-falling and trapped Rubidium atoms. This chapter
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also comprises the description of the sensitivity function formalism for the analysis
of the noise processes of the atom interferometer measurements. In chapter 3 the
CASI gyroscope experiment is presented. After a short introduction to the rotation
measurement method using the two interferometers, and to the impact of the align-
ment of the spatially separated Raman light ﬁelds, the experimental set-up and the
measurement procedure are described. A subsequent analysis of the drift sources
allows to identify the wave front impact as the dominant eﬀect and to demonstrate
an improvement of the long term stability by the use of a post-correction scheme.
Chapter 4 presents the FORCA-G experiment. The Introduction to the local
acceleration measurement via the determination of the Bloch frequency is followed
by a description of the experimental realization and measurement cycle. Next,
the tunneling process and the resulting Wannier-Stark spectroscopy is presented
before discussing the studies of the inﬂuences of diﬀerential light shifts induced by
the Raman and trapping light ﬁelds as well as the impact of vibrations of the me-
chanical structure of the optical set-up of the apparatus. These studies motivate
technical modiﬁcations that allow for an improved measurement stability, which
is presented thereafter. For future measurements close to the mirror surface, the
atoms will be prepared in one section of the vacuum chamber and transferred to
the interferometer measurement section. This will be realized using a coherent
transport mechanism based on a strongly accelerated optical lattice. The princi-
ple, set-up, and ﬁrst realization of this transport mechanism in our experiment are
presented in the end of the chapter. Chapter 5 gives a short outlook for the two
experiments.
14 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Chapter 2
Theoretical tools for atom
interferometry
In this chapter, mathematical tools are introduced which enable the theoretical
treatment of the coherent processes employed in our atom interferometers based
on free-falling and trapped atoms. In both cases, the manipulation of atomic wave
packets is performed using stimulated Raman transitions induced by two counter-
propagating light ﬁelds. We introduce a model of stimulated Raman transitions
based on a simple three-level system. This system can be under some conditions
approximated by a two-level atom interacting with an eﬀective laser ﬁeld. Extend-
ing this model to external degrees of freedom allows to describe the interferometer
states and their coupling for both, atoms in free fall and atoms trapped in a verti-
cal lattice. This results in a description of the time evolution of the states which
enables us to calculate the interferometer phase shift in the diﬀerent interferometer
sequences.
In addition, the sensitivity function formalism is introduced, which allows not
only to calculate the interferometer phase shifts, but also to evaluate the inﬂuence
of noise sources. This is followed by the introduction of the important features
of the used 87Rb atom involving the dominant frequency shifts of the internal
atomic state transition. In the end, the interferometer signal is introduced and the
expected interferometer phase shifts are discussed for both experiments.
2.1 Beam splitting with stimulated Raman tran-
sitions
Raman scattering describes inelastic scattering of light by atoms. If an atom
absorbs a photon with energy ~ω1, the internal energy changes by the same amount
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given that the internal structure allows for this transition. The relaxation of the
internal atomic state results in a re-emission of the photon by the atom. If now
the atom relaxes to a state that has an energy diﬀerence with respect to the
initial state of ~ωint, the photon energy changes to ~ω2 = ~ω1 − ~ωint due to
energy conservation1. If two light ﬁelds of frequencies ω1 and ω2 are applied to
the atom at the same time, the atom can undergo a two-photon process, a so-
called stimulated Raman transition. If the two-photon scattering is the dominant
process, the system of atom and light can be approximated by a two-level system
with an electromagnetic ﬁeld with a frequency ω1 − ω2.
In the following, the time evolution of the two-level system is derived. Then,
the stimulated Raman process is introduced enabling the extension of the two-level
time evolution to the case of momentum and Wannier-Stark state coupling in the
subsequent sections.
2.1.1 Two-level system
Let us consider an atom with two internal states, a ground state |g〉 and long lived
excited state |e〉, that have an energy diﬀerence Eeg = ~ωeg. The quantum state
of this two-level system reads
|Ψ(t)〉 = ag(t) |g〉+ ae(t) |e〉 , (2.1)
which is normalized with | 〈Ψ(t)|Ψ(t)〉 |2 = 1. The probability amplitudes to ﬁnd
the atom in the ground and excited state, ag(t) and ae(t), respectively, can undergo
so-called Rabi oscillations when an electromagnetic ﬁeld with the angular frequency
ωeg = Eeg/~ is present. The Rabi formula describing this process was derived many
times, for example in [77]. The derivation of the two-level system is brieﬂy outlined
here.
Finding the time evolution of this system consists in solving the Schro¨dinger
equation
i~ |Ψ˙(t)〉 = Hˆ |Ψ(t)〉 (2.2)
for the arbitrary quantum state |Ψ(t)〉. The Hamiltonian Hˆ of the system takes
into account the internal energies ~ωg and ~ωe, and the coupling given by the
electro-magnetic ﬁeld E = E0 cos (ωt+ φ) and the atomic dipole moment d
Hˆ = ~ωe |e〉 〈e|+ ~ωg |g〉 〈g| − d · E. (2.3)
Equating coeﬃcients results in a pair of coupled diﬀerential equations. The choice
of
ae(t) = ce(t)e
−iωet (2.4)
ag(t) = cg(t)e
−iωgt (2.5)
1We will neglect the photon recoil for now, which allows us to neglect momentum conservation
at this point.
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and the subsequent application of the rotating wave approximation allows to only
consider slowly varying terms. We then ﬁnd a pair of coupled diﬀerential equations
ic˙e(t) =
Ωeg
2
e−i(δt+φ)cg(t) (2.6)
ic˙g(t) =
Ω∗eg
2
ei(δt+φ)ce(t), (2.7)
in which δ = ω − ωeg is the detuning of the electro-magnetic ﬁeld to the atomic
resonance. In this, the Rabi frequency
Ωeg = −〈e|d · E0|g〉
~
(2.8)
is the interaction matrix element and represents the coupling strength. The system
can be represented in a spin-1/2 representation noting
|Ψ′(t)〉 =
(
ce(t)
cg(t)
)
. (2.9)
Using (2.6) and (2.7), the time dependent Hamiltonian can then be written as
Hˆ =
~
2
(
0 Ωege
−i(δt+φ)
Ω∗ege
i(δt+φ) 0
)
. (2.10)
A further transformation into a frame rotating with the detuning δ results in a
stationary Hamiltonian
Hˆr =
~
2
( −δ Ωege−iφ
Ω∗ege
iφ δ
)
. (2.11)
The time evolution of ce(t) and cg(t) is then derived by ﬁrst ﬁnding the eigenstates
of (2.11) and then projecting |Ψ′(t)〉 onto the latter. Transforming back to the
non-rotating frame the time evolution is given by(
ae(t0 + τ)
ag(t0 + τ)
)
= M(t0, τ,Ωeg, δ, φ) ·
(
ae(t0)
ag(t0)
)
(2.12)
with the matrix
M(t0, τ,Ωeg, δ, φ) =
e−iα11
[
cos
(
Ωrτ
2
)
+ i δ
Ωr
sin
(
Ωrτ
2
)] −ie−iα12 Ωeg
Ωr
sin
(
Ωrτ
2
)
−ieiα21 Ωeg
Ωr
sin
(
Ωrτ
2
)
eiα22
[
cos
(
Ωrτ
2
)− i δ
Ωr
sin
(
Ωrτ
2
)]

 (2.13)
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and the phases αij
α11 = (δ + 2ωe)τ/2
α12 = (δ + 2ωe)τ/2 + (δ + ωe − ωg)t0 + φ
α21 = (δ − 2ωg)τ/2 + (δ + ωe − ωg)t0 + φ
α22 = (δ − 2ωg)τ/2. (2.14)
Here, the generalized Rabi frequency for a small detuning is given by Ωr =√
Ω2eg + δ
2. The quantum state vector is represented in the spin notation
|Ψ(t)〉 =
(
ae(t)
ag(t)
)
. (2.15)
We can now determine the time evolution for an arbitrary initial state, Rabi fre-
quency and detuning using (2.13). In the following, we will consider a system that
is prepared in the ground state, where ag(t0) = 1 and ae(t0) = 0. The transition
probability of the system to the excited state is then found by the projection of
the ﬁnal quantum state onto the excited state as
Pe(t) = |〈e|Ψ(t)〉|2 (2.16)
= |ae(t)|2. (2.17)
For a ﬁnite pulse of duration τ , we ﬁnd the well known Rabi oscillations in the
formula
Pe(τ) =
1
2
(
Ωeg
Ωr
)2
[1− cos (Ωrτ)] . (2.18)
The transition probability is shown in ﬁgure 2.1 for diﬀerent detuning values. While
the Rabi oscillations show maximum amplitude for vanishing detuning, they are
faster and show less amplitude for a ﬁnite detuning. Vice versa, for a ﬁxed length
of a square shaped pulse τpi = pi/Ωeg, the transition probability can be rewritten
as
Pe(δ) =
pi2
4
sinc2
(
pi
2
√
1 +
δ2
Ω2eg
)
. (2.19)
This results in the typical spectrum of a square pulse as depicted in ﬁgure 2.1. The
spectral full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of such a Rabi pulse is here found to
be
δFWHM ≈ 1.6pi/τpi. (2.20)
Using the matrix (2.12), the time evolution can be studied not only for ﬁnite pulses,
but also during a free evolution between subsequent pulses, where no coupling is
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Figure 2.1: Rabi oscillations. The time evolution of the two-level system is given by
Rabi oscillations between the two states with an efficiency depending on the detuning δ
(left). Scanning the detuning allows to find the resonance frequency, which is found to
maximize Pe for the adequate choice of τpi = pi/Ωeg (right).
present. Choosing the appropriate pulse duration, this results in the so-called pi/2-
and pi-pulses that are represented by matrices
Mpi/2 = M(t0, pi/(2Ωeg),Ωeg, δ, φ) (2.21)
Mpi = M(t0, pi/Ωeg,Ωeg, δ, φ). (2.22)
The free evolution during a time T is then found by choosing zero coupling as
MT = M(t0, T, 0, δ, φ). (2.23)
Multiplying such matrices parametrizes an arbitrary pulse sequence and, if the
initial state is known, calculates the system’s output state.
2.1.2 Coherent coupling with stimulated Raman transi-
tions
The two-level system can be used to describe the time evolution in the stimulated
Raman transition. For this purpose, we will consider a system of three internal
atomic states and two electromagnetic ﬁelds. The two light ﬁelds have a large
common detuning ∆ with respect to the single-photon resonances. In addition to
that, the diﬀerence of the two light ﬁeld frequencies has to be resonant to the dif-
ference of two states. Thus, the two-photon transition is dominant and the system
can be approximated by a two-level system with an eﬀective electromagnetic ﬁeld.
The level scheme in ﬁgure 2.2 illustrates this situation. The intermediate state
|i〉 is not populated, while Rabi-oscillations can be driven between the states |g〉
and |e〉. This can be shown by introducing the Hamiltonian that also incorporates
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Figure 2.2: Stimulated Raman transition. The two electro-magnetic fields with angular
frequencies ω1 and ω2 couple the states |g〉 and |e〉, if the detuning ∆ is large against the
effective coupling strength Ωeff and the Raman detuning δ.
the intermediate state |i〉 and its energy as well as an electric ﬁeld consisting of
two frequencies ω1 and ω2. If the global detuning ∆ is large against the eﬀective
coupling, which is given by the eﬀective Rabi frequency
Ωeff =
Ω∗eΩg
2∆
, (2.24)
an adiabatic elimination of the intermediate state is possible. This allows to neglect
populations in this state. Here, Ωe and Ωg are the coupling strength of the ground
and excited state to the intermediate state given by (2.8). Furthermore, each of
the light ﬁelds induces an AC-Stark shift on the atomic ground and excited energy
level, which read
ΩACe =
|Ωe|2
4∆
(2.25)
ΩACg =
|Ωg|2
4∆
. (2.26)
These shifts combine to a diﬀerential light shift of the two-photon process
δAC = Ω
AC
e − ΩACg . (2.27)
The description introduced here will be extended to external degrees of freedom
of the atom n the following two sections. This will lead to the calculation of the
time evolution of momentum and Wannier-Stark states and allow for calculating
the interferometer phase shifts in the respective Raman interferometer geometries.
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Figure 2.3: Momentum state coupling using stimulated Raman transitions. Counter-
propagating Raman light fields allow for coupling of two well-defined momentum states
that are distinguishable via the internal atomic state. After beam splitting, the partial
wave packets separate with a velocity vr = ~keff/ma.
2.2 Coupling momentum states
During the two-photon stimulated Raman process, a momentum is transferred to
the atom interacting with the light ﬁelds. The simple picture is, that the atom
absorbs a photon which virtually populates the intermediate state. As the light
ﬁeld of the complementary frequency is also present, the atom is induced to emit
a photon into the mode of this second ﬁeld. A stimulated Raman transition takes
place with a ﬁrst momentum kick in the direction of the ﬁrst light ﬁeld propagation
and a second momentum kick in the opposite direction of the second light ﬁeld
propagation, as the photon is emitted into its mode and momentum conservation
demands that the atom recoils in the opposite direction. The momentum transfer is
maximal for counter-propagating light ﬁelds. The eﬀective momentum transferred
to the atom is thus ~keff with keff = k1 − k2 ≈ 2k1, if ωeg ≪ ωie, ωig. In this
system, the excitation of the internal state then coincides with a momentum kick
of ~keff, while the inverted process is accompanied by a momentum kick of −~keff.
The atom is found either in the ground state with its initial momentum p or in
the excited state and carrying a momentum p + ~keff. This allows to write the
eigenstates of the system as
|g〉 ⊗ |p〉 = |g,p〉 (2.28)
|e〉 ⊗ |p+ ~keff〉 = |e,p+ ~keff〉 . (2.29)
The time evolution of this system can be studied by following the procedure given
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in section 2.1 for the Hamiltonian
Hˆ =
pˆ2
2ma
+ ~ωi |i〉 〈i|+ ~ωe |e〉 〈e|+ ~ωg |g〉 〈g| − d · E(x, t) (2.30)
with ma being the atomic mass and E(x, t) the bi-chromatic electric ﬁeld vector
representing the electromagnetic ﬁelds with angular frequencies ω1 and ω2 which
reads
E(x, t) = E1 cos(k1 · x− ω1t+ φ1) + E2 cos(k2 · x− ω2t+ φ2). (2.31)
Similar to the two-level system, the time evolution is then derived with the matrix
Hˆ =
~
2
(
ΩACe (Ωeff/2)e
−i(δ12t+φeff)
(Ωeff/2)e
i(δ12t+φeff) ΩACg
)
, (2.32)
where φeff = φ1−φ2 is the diﬀerential phase of the two light ﬁelds and the eﬀective
detuning is given by
δ12 = (ω1 − ω2)−
(
ωeg +
p · keff
ma
+
~|keff|2
2ma
)
. (2.33)
Here, the detuning incorporates the Doppler detuning δD = p · keff/ma and the
necessary detuning of a recoil frequency ωr = ~|keff|2/2ma. With this, we can
derive a matrix similar to (2.13) leading to the calculation of the atomic state
evolution during the beam splitter process and within the free evolution
M(t0, τ,Ωeff, δ12, φ) = e
−i(ΩACg +ΩACe )τ/2 ×
e−iβ11
[
cos
(
Ω′rτ
2
)
+ i δ
′
Ω′r
sin
(
Ω′rτ
2
)]
−ie−iβ12 Ωeff
Ω′r
sin
(
Ω′rτ
2
)
−ieiβ21 Ωeff
Ω′r
sin
(
Ω′rτ
2
)
eiβ22
[
cos
(
Ω′rτ
2
)
− i δ′
Ω′r
sin
(
Ω′rτ
2
)]

 (2.34)
with the phases βij
β11 = (δ12 + 2ωe)τ/2
β12 = (δ12 + 2ωe)τ/2 + (δ12 + ωe − ωg)t0 + φeff
β21 = (δ12 − 2ωg)τ/2 + (δ12 + ωe − ωg)t0 + φeff
β22 = (δ12 − 2ωg)τ/2. (2.35)
Here, the Rabi frequency is Ω′r =
√
Ω2eff + δ
′2, and the eﬀective detuning is δ′ =
δ12 − δAC .
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2.2.1 Mach-Zehnder like interferometer for inertial sensing
Coupling momentum states using stimulated Raman transition is employed to
track rotations in our atom interferometer gyroscope presented in chapter 3 of this
work. This is realized using a Mach-Zehnder like interferometer geometry. The
atomic wave packet is split onto two paths using an initial pi/2-pulse, reﬂected after
a free propagation time T with a pi-pulse, and superimposed after an additional
time T with a second pi/2-pulse. The propagation of an arbitrary interferometer
input state can be evaluated using a multiplication of matrices which represent
the Mach-Zehnder pi/2− pi− pi/2 sequence and the free propagation of duration T
between the pulses. The respective pulse durations are chosen τpi/2 = pi/(2Ωeff) and
τpi = pi/Ωeff for the beam splitters and the mirror, respectively. The time evolution
matrices in these pulses will be denoted Mpi/2 and Mpi, respectively. The vanishing
Rabi frequency Ωeff = 0 and τ = T results in the free propagation matrix MT . For
a resonant transition (δ′ = 0), the output is given by(
ae(2T + 4τpi/2)
ag(2T + 4τpi/2)
)
= Mpi/2 ·MT ·Mpi ·MT ·Mpi/2 ·
(
ae(0)
ag(0)
)
. (2.36)
The interferometer measurement is realized for an input state with ae(0) = 0 and
ag(0) = 1. The interferometer signal is then given by the transition probability
from the internal ground state to the excited state Pe = |ae(2T + 4τpi/2)|2, which
is found to be
Pe =
1
2
[1− cos (Φ)] , (2.37)
where the interferometer phase Φ is determined by the total laser phase
Φ = ∆φ = φ1 − 2φ2 + φ3. (2.38)
This total laser phase is composed by the respective laser phase values of the three
beam splitting pulses
φ1 = φeff(0)
φ2 = φeff(T + τpi/2) (2.39)
φ3 = φeff(2T + 3τpi/2).
The sensitivity of such an interferometer sequence to rotations is easily derived
from the Sagnac formula via the area that is enclosed by the interferometer. This
area depends on the atomic velocity in the direction perpendicular to the beam
splitting process, and on the recoil velocity by which the two momentum states
drift apart from each other over time. This is represented in ﬁgure 2.3. For a given
atomic velocity vat and pulse separation time T , the enclosed area is
A = (vr × vat) · T 2. (2.40)
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Figure 2.4: Mach-Zehnder like geometry. The application of counter-propagating Raman
light fields in a pi/2−pi−pi/2 sequence allows to split, redirect and recombine the atomic
wave packets. For a given atomic velocity vat with non-vanishing components vat,⊥
perpendicular to keff, an area A is enclosed.
Inserting into (1.1) and replacing the recoil velocity vr = ~keff/ma results in an
expected phase shift of
ΦΩ = 2(vat × keff) ·Ω T 2. (2.41)
An exact calculation of the phase shift in the atom interferometer is provided
by the ABCDξ formalism introduced by Ch. Borde´ [78]. This formalism bases
on the idea of the ABCD matrices known from Gauss optics and provides the
possibility to exactly calculate the propagation of a wave packet for systems that
can be described by up to quadratic Hamiltonians. For instance, the propagation of
a wave packet undergoing the beam splitter pulses and free propagation in between
the pulses with external ﬁelds can be traced allowing for the interferometer phase
calculation [79]. In [80], this type of calculation is presented for gravitational
acceleration, gravity gradients and rotations being the external inﬂuences for a
system in which the apparatus, namely the lasers and, most importantly, the
Raman mirrors, are at rest. The total interferometer phase shift is here found to
be
∆Φ = ΦΩ + Φa + Φgrad + φ1 − 2φ2 + φ3 + ... (2.42)
with inertial phase shift terms ΦΩ arising from rotation as given in (2.41), and Φa
due to accelerations given by
Φa = a · keffT 2. (2.43)
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It can be shown that (2.42) is suﬃcient for our considerations as for the parameters
chosen in our conﬁguration the rotation phase (2.41) induced by the Earth rotation
is the leading term and higher order terms contribute to the total phase shift with
a relative magnitude of of less than 10−6 [55]. Similarly, Φa will be considered to
be the dominating term for the acceleration inﬂuence and impact of acceleration
gradients will be neglected.
The consideration of non-inertial phase shifts in our gyroscope will be given
in section 2.7.1 after the introduction of frequency shifts arising from the internal
structure atomic structure of 87Rb in section 2.5.
2.3 Coupling Wannier-Stark states
The situation considered in this section is an atom trapped in a vertical 1D-lattice.
For an appropriate choice of the lattice depth the atom is localized and remains in
the lattice for a long time compared with the duration of the experiment. The quasi
eigenstates of this system consisting of a periodic potential with a superimposed
uniform ﬁeld are so-called Wannier-Stark states [81]. By using coherent inter-site
coupling between these states, measurements of local forces can be performed using
Wannier-Stark spectroscopy and interferometry.
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Figure 2.5: Wannier-Stark state coupling using stimulated Raman transitions. Counter-
propagating Raman light fields induce coherent atomic tunneling between lattice sites.
The spatial separation after beam splitting amounts to ∆z = ∆m · λl/2 for a transfer
from site m to site m+∆m. g indicates the direction of the gravitational acceleration,
and k1 and k2 represent the Raman light field wave vectors.
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2.3.1 Atoms in an optical 1D-lattice
For a proper description of the atom’s dynamic inside the optical lattice, we con-
sider here 87Rb atoms as a three-level system (|g〉 and |e〉 are the two hyperﬁne
ground states, and |i〉 is the 52P3/2 excited state, see also section 2.5) in the presence
of two counter-propagating light ﬁelds. This system is described by a Hamiltonian
similar to (2.30). As we want to use state labeling for the trapped interferometer
measurement, we want the atoms to be trapped regardless the internal state. This
is possible if the single-photon detuning of the lattice light ﬁelds is large with re-
spect to ωeg. For now, we will consider an atom initially in the ground state |g〉.
The system then simpliﬁes to a two-level atom with a dipole interaction, which
reads [82]
Hˆ =
pˆ2
2ma
+ ~ωi |i〉 〈i|+ ~ωg |g〉 〈g| − d · E(x, t) (2.44)
with
E(x, t) = El cos (klx− ωlt) + El cos (−klx− (ωl + δ(t))t) . (2.45)
The two light ﬁelds feature a small relative detuning δ(t) and a common, global
detuning with respect to the atomic resonance of ∆l = ωl−ωig with ωig = ωi−ωg.
The two light ﬁelds have the same wave vector kl with opposed signs.
The system can be treated in a similar way as in the case of Raman transitions.
For a suﬃciently large detuning ∆l, an adiabatic elimination of the excited state
|i〉 allows us to rewrite the Hamiltonian to [83]
Hˆ =
pˆ2
2ma
+
U0
2
[1− cos (2klzˆ − δ(t)t)] , (2.46)
where kl = |kl| is the lattice wavenumber and zˆ is the position operator along the
lattice axis. As only oﬀ-resonant scattering was considered, the atom will stay in an
internal ground state. However, the atom experiences a periodic dipole potential
with a depth given via the AC-Stark shift of the ground state (2.26) by
U0 = 4Ω
AC
g =
~Ω2l
∆l
(2.47)
with the Rabi frequency Ωl = d · El/~. Hence, (2.46) represents an atom in an
optical lattice given by its periodic potential with a periodicity of half the lattice
laser wavelength λl = 2pic/ωl and lattice depth U0. The lattice depth is typically
given in units of the recoil energy of a lattice laser photon Er = ~ωr,l = ~
2kl/2ma.
Such a consideration can also be made for atoms in the excited state |e〉 leading
to a similar result. Indeed, for large detunings ∆l ≫ ωeg we can consider atoms
in the periodic potential regardless of their internal state, which may be |g〉 or |e〉
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or a superposition of both states. However, the two levels are in general shifted
diﬀerently, which leads to a diﬀerential AC-Stark shift of the atomic transition
frequency, which is discussed in section 2.5.1.
The Hamiltonian (2.46) is used to ﬁnd a description of the atomic wave packet
in an optical dipole lattice. Here, the relative detuning δ(t) can be interpreted as a
Doppler shift, arising from the relative motion of the lattice lasers with respect to
the atoms. We can therefore consider an accelerated lattice via a Doppler detuning
increasing linearly with time, which reads δ(t) = klat. The Hamiltonian is then
modiﬁed to
Hˆ =
pˆ2
2ma
+
U0
2
[
1− cos
(
2kl
(
zˆ − 1
2
at2
))]
. (2.48)
The system can then be transformed into the accelerated frame by applying a
unitary transformation, which results in rewriting the operator to [82, 84]
Hˆ =
pˆ2
2ma
+
U0
2
[1− cos (2klzˆ)] +maazˆ. (2.49)
This shows that the dynamics of an atom in an accelerated lattice is, in the refer-
ence frame of this lattice, the same as the one of an atom in a static lattice in the
presence of an external force.
First, we will consider the dynamics of the atom in a non-accelerated lattice.
The system simpliﬁes to a particle moving in a periodic potential, which reads
Hˆ =
pˆ2
2ma
+
U0
2
[1− cos (2klzˆ)] . (2.50)
As this Hamiltonian is invariant under translations of z with multiples of half the
lattice wavelength, the system can be studied using the Bloch theorem, which
enables us to represent the eigenstates and eigenenergies of the system in a band
structure [85]. In this representation, the energy of a particle in the periodic
potential is given as a function of the particle’s quasi momentum q. It is then
completely described in the quasi momentum representation in the Brillouin zone
reaching from −~kl to ~kl as depicted in ﬁgure 2.6. The eigenstates of this system
are given by Bloch states that feature two quantum numbers, the quasi momentum
q and the band index n.
If now an acceleration is applied to the system, the quasi momentum is in-
creased linearly in time. As the range of quasi momentum is limited to the ﬁrst
Brillouin zone, the linear increase results in a periodic phenomenon called Bloch
oscillations [35, 86]. This process was ﬁrst described for electrons in a crystal with
an applied homogeneous electric ﬁeld [87]. An atom described by a Bloch state ex-
periences a cyclic quasi-momentum increase from −~kl to ~kl, while it remains in
the same energy band (see ﬁgure 2.6). For a given acceleration a, these oscillations
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Figure 2.6: Bloch oscillations in Brillouin zone representation. The particle quasi mo-
mentum q increases under the influence of a linear acceleration. On the edge of the
Brillouin zone (q = ~kl), the atom either remains in the bottom band or, if the band
gap energy Egap is too small, the atom can undergo a non-adiabatic transition to the
excited band. The dashed line depicts the free particle energy. At positions (1) and (2),
the atom has identical momentum.
take place with the so-called Bloch period, which reads
τB =
2h
maaλl
. (2.51)
This process can be seen as a momentum transfer of the lattice to the atom of 2~kl
in each of the cycles. A consequence of these repeated momentum kicks is that
the atom remains in the lattice rest frame and thereby follows the movement of
the accelerated lattice. However, if the band gap on the edge of the Brillouin zone
is too small, the atom can undergo a non-adiabatic transition to an excited band.
This process is known as Landau-Zener tunneling [88]. In practice, the atom is
lost from the lattice if Landau-Zener tunneling occurs. A criterion for the atom to
be trapped in the lattice is found by following considerations in [89, 90]. Here, two
cases are considered, the weak binding regime in the limit of shallow lattices and
the tight binding regime in the limit of deep lattices. In both cases, a probability
is found for the atom still to be trapped in the lattice after a certain time as a
function of the applied acceleration. The probability for the atom to be trapped
after a given time Tl is found to be
P (Tl) =
[
1− exp
(
−ac
a
)] Tl
τB , (2.52)
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where ac is given in the case of weak binding (U0 ≪ 16Er) by
ac =
a0
16
(
U0
Er
)2
, (2.53)
and in the case of tight binding (U0 ≫ 16Er) by
ac =
√
2a0
(
U0
Er
)3/4
(2.54)
with a0 = ~
2k3l /m
2
a. For suﬃciently deep lattices we ﬁnd P = 1 even for long time
scales, while losses increase for shallow lattices (small U0) and large accelerations
a.
In general, an atom in a lattice is not described by a Bloch state. However, the
Bloch states can be used to construct (quasi-)stationary states describing the wave
function of an atom localized in the periodic potential [91]. In a non-accelerated
lattice, these states are degenerate in energy along the lattice axis. In the case
of an accelerated lattice, the presence of the linear term breaks the translational
invariance, and lifts the degeneracy, which leads to the description of the system
by Wannier-Stark states derived from (2.49). A thorough description of the math-
ematical treatment of the Wannier-Stark states can be found in [39] and references
therein [81, 92], as well as in [61].
The spatial spread of the wave function 〈z|Wm〉 of a Wannier-Stark state de-
pends on the lattice depth. For very deep lattices, the atom is strongly localized in
the m-th lattice site and the wave function is zero in the neighboring sites, while
for shallower lattices the wave function spreads out over many lattice sites. In
ﬁgure 2.7, the Wannier-Stark wave functions are depicted for two diﬀerent lattice
depth values.
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Figure 2.7: Spatial wave functions of Wannier-Stark states. In the case of U0 = 10Er
(left), the atom is strongly localized, while the wave function is spread over many neigh-
boring lattice sites in the case of a shallower lattice with U0 = 3Er (right). Here, z
stands for the lattice site index with z = 0 representing the lattice site of index m.
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Figure 2.8: Wannier-Stark ladder. The localization of the atoms in the lattice, together
with the gravitational acceleration, results in Wannier-Stark states, which, together with
the internal pair of states, form a so-called Wannier-Stark ladder. The states of adjacent
lattice sites are separated in energy by ~ωB.
2.3.2 Inter-site coupling
While stimulated Raman transition can be used to transfer a momentum kick to
an atom in free space, they can also serve to couple Wannier-Stark states, which
consists in inducing coherent tunneling of the atom between adjacent lattice sites.
For an appropriate choice of lattice depth, Rabi frequency and of the relation of
the two wavenumbers keff and kl, two states can be coupled resulting in a basis of
states
|g〉 ⊗ |Wm〉 = |g,Wm〉 (2.55)
|e〉 ⊗ |Wm′〉 = |e,Wm′〉 . (2.56)
If only one band of the lattice is considered, this system is represented by a
Wannier-Stark ladder of states (see ﬁgure 2.8) separated in energy by the diﬀerence
in the gravitational potential energy between adjacent sites
∆E = Em − Em−1 = magλl
2
, (2.57)
where g is the gravitational acceleration. In the presence of the Raman light ﬁelds,
the system is described by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ =
pˆ2
2m
+ ~ωi |i〉 〈i|+ ~ωe |e〉 〈e|+ ~ωg |g〉 〈g| − d · E+ Hˆext, (2.58)
which consists of the free-space Raman Hamiltonian (2.30) and Hˆext describing the
trapping potential and gravitational acceleration similar to the second and third
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term of (2.49). It is given by
Hˆext =
U0
2
[1− cos (2klzˆ)] +magzˆ. (2.59)
Here, the lattice acceleration is given by the local gravitational acceleration (a ≡ g).
This system is described in the following for a single-photon transition by solving
the Schro¨dinger equation for the Hamiltonian (2.59) and a state
|Ψ′(t)〉 =
∑
m
cmg (t)e
−iωmt |g,Wm〉+ cme (t)e−i(ωeg+ωm)t |e,Wm〉 , (2.60)
where ~ωm is the quasi eigenenergy of a Wannier-Stark state |Wm〉. Equating
coeﬃcients leads to diﬀerential equations similar to (2.6) and (2.7) [39]
ic˙me (t) =
∑
m′
Ωeg
2
e−iδm,m′ t〈Wm|eikszˆ|Wm′〉cm′g (t) (2.61)
ic˙mg (t) =
∑
m′
Ω∗eg
2
eiδm′,mt〈Wm|e−ikszˆ|Wm′〉cm′e (t), (2.62)
in which Ωeg is the free space Rabi frequency and δm,m′ = ω − ωeg + ωm − ωm′
is the detuning of the coupling ﬁeld to the transition |g,Wm〉 → |e,Wm′〉 on the
Wannier-Stark ladder. Here, the fast oscillating terms of the internal states have
again been factored out using
ame (t) = c
m
e (t)e
−iωet (2.63)
amg (t) = c
m
g (t)e
−iωgt. (2.64)
The frequency diﬀerence of two Wannier-Stark states is found to be equal to mul-
tiples of the Bloch frequency ∆mωB = ωm − ω′m with ∆m = m−m′ and
ωB =
2pi
τB
=
magλl
2~
. (2.65)
The eﬀective coupling strength is given by the overlap of the Wannier-Stark wave
function of the state |Wm′〉 and the state |Wm〉 shifted by the momentum transfer
of the coupling laser with wave number ks, which allows to write the corresponding
Rabi frequency
Ω∆m = Ωeg〈Wm|eikszˆ|Wm′〉. (2.66)
The set of diﬀerential equations (2.61) and (2.62) allows to consider diﬀerent sit-
uations depending on the coupling strength. In the case of strong coupling with
Ωm,m′ & ωB for many sets of m and m
′, the atoms initially in state |g,Wm〉 couple
to many states |e,Wm′〉. This situation is studied in detail in [93]. In the case
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of weaker coupling with Ωm,m′ ≪ ωB, choosing the correct detuning δm,m′ allows
for addressing only transitions ∆m = m − m′ for a ﬁxed ∆m. If we consider
only linear potentials, the energy diﬀerence is independent of the initial lattice site
number m and each pair of states |g,Wm〉 and |e,Wm′〉 can be described by a pair
of diﬀerential equations independent of the initial state as
ic˙m
′
e (t) =
Ω∆m
2
e−iδm′,mtcmg (t) (2.67)
ic˙mg (t) =
Ω∗∆m
2
eiδm′,mtcm
′
e (t). (2.68)
While in the previous paragraph only single-photon transitions are considered,
the same system is found for a Raman process using the procedure presented in
sections 2.1 and 2.2. The time evolution for a quantum state
|Ψ′(t)〉 = cmg (t) |g,Wm〉+ cm
′
e (t) |e,Wm′〉 (2.69)
is described by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ =
~
2
(
ΩACe (Ω∆m/2)e
−i(δ∆mt+φeff)
(Ω∗∆m/2)e
i(δ∆mt+φeff) ΩACg
)
. (2.70)
The inter-site Rabi frequency for the case of a Raman coupling is then given by
Ω∆m = Ωeff〈Wm|eikeffzˆ|Wm′〉. (2.71)
Similar to the case of momentum state coupling, the time evolution matrix for a
state
|Ψ(t)〉 =
(
am
′
e (t)
amg (t)
)
(2.72)
is found to be
M(t0, τ,Ω
′′
r , δ∆m, φ) = e
−i(ΩACg +ΩACe )τ/2 ×
e−iγ11
[
cos
(
Ω′′r τ
2
)
+ i δ
′′
Ω′′r
sin
(
Ω′′r τ
2
)]
−ie−iγ12 Ω∆m
Ω′′r
sin
(
Ω′′r τ
2
)
−ieiγ21 Ω∆m
Ω′′r
sin
(
Ω′′r τ
2
)
eiγ22
[
cos
(
Ω′′r τ
2
)
− i δ′′
Ω′′r
sin
(
Ω′′r τ
2
)]

 ,(2.73)
where the phases γij are given by
γ11 = (δ∆m + 2ωe)τ/2
γ12 = (δ∆m + 2ωe)τ/2 + (δ∆m + ωe − ωg)t0 + φeff
γ21 = (δ∆m − 2ωg)τ/2 + (δ∆m + ωe − ωg)t0 + φeff
γ22 = (δ∆m − 2ωg)τ/2. (2.74)
Here, the detuning with respect to the resonant transition is
δ∆m = (ω1 − ω2)− (ωe − ωg +∆mωB) (2.75)
and the eﬀective Rabi frequency is given by Ω′′r =
√
Ω2∆m + δ
′′2 with a total de-
tuning δ′′ = δ∆m − δAC .
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Coupling strength
The inter-site coupling strength Ω∆m from one lattice site m to another lattice site
m′ = m+∆m depends on the overlap of the addressed Wannier-Stark states (2.71)
which vanishes for strongly localized atoms. Hence, the choice of the lattice depth
U0 is a trade-oﬀ between the Wannier-Stark state lifetime and the spatial spread
of the wave function allowing for an eﬀective inter-site coupling. The lattice has to
be suﬃciently deep in order to allow for the atoms to be trapped for times that are
long against the duration of an experiment, while it has to be suﬃciently shallow
in order to allow for a ﬁnite coupling strength between neighboring lattice sites.
Besides the lattice depth, the relation of the coupling and lattice laser wavelength
also has an inﬂuence on the the eﬀective inter-site coupling strength [74]. The
choice of the coupling and lattice laser wavelength and the corresponding coupling
strengths are presented in the section 2.5.
2.3.3 Wannier-Stark spectroscopy and interferometry
The detuning δ∆m given in (2.75) contains multiples of the Bloch frequency ωB.
Thus, varying the relative Raman light ﬁeld detuning ω1 − ω2 allows to ﬁnd a
spectrum consisting of resonances that correspond to diﬀerent orders ∆m. The
determination of the frequency spacing of these resonances results in the mea-
surement of the Bloch frequency (2.65), which scales with the potential gradient
given by the gravitational acceleration and possible deviations due to e.g. short
range forces. For an accurate measurement, the ratio of the atomic mass ma and
the Planck constant ~, and the lattice laser wavelength λl need to be known with
suﬃciently high accuracy.
The application of this method to force measurements is studied in chapter 4 us-
ing Rabi spectroscopy and Ramsey interferometry. The Rabi interrogation consists
in the application of a single pulse of duration τpi = pi/Ω∆m, which results in cou-
pling the states |g,Wm〉 and |e,Wm+∆m〉 as shown in ﬁgure 2.9. The spectroscopy
measurement realized by measuring the internal state transition probability Pe to
the excited state of an atom initially in the ground state. The transition probability
is tracked for diﬀerent laser detunings ω1 − ω2, which results in
Pe =
pi2
4
sinc2
(
pi
2
√
1 +
(δ∆m − δAC)2
Ω2∆m
)
. (2.76)
Splitting up the pulse into two and separating the resulting pi/2-pulses by a time
T results in the separated oscillatory ﬁeld spectroscopy method introduced by
Ramsey [94]. The multiplication of the corresponding matrices(
ae(T + 2τpi/2)
ag(T + 2τpi/2)
)
= Mpi/2 ·MT ·Mpi/2 ·
(
ae(0)
ag(0)
)
(2.77)
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Figure 2.9: Coupling of Wannier-Stark states. Choosing the relative coupling laser
frequency to ω1 − ω2 = ωe − ωg +∆mωB allows to couple each Wannier-Stark state to
its ∆m-th neighbor if the potential gradient is constant along the lattice site.
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Figure 2.10: WSR interferometer. The WSR interferometer using Raman coupling of
different lattice sites allows to create a superposition of Wannier-Stark states (right).
After an evolution time T , the Wannier-Stark states are coupled a second time (left).
results in a fringe pattern with a periodicity inverse to the separation time
Pe = |ae(T + 2τpi/2)|2 ≈ 12 [1− cos (δ∆mT + φ1 − φ2)] (2.78)
for a given detuning δ∆m and the eﬀective phases φ1 and φ2 of the coupling light
ﬁelds during the pulse application. This scheme realizes an interferometer on the
two coupled Wannier-Stark ladder states. It will be referred to as Wannier-Stark
Ramsey (WSR) interferometer in the following.
Given this formalism, the time evolution of the states can be calculated for
an arbitrary pulse sequence. While this allows for a precise calculation of the
expected interferometer output, it is more convenient in practice to use a simpliﬁed
calculation based on the sensitivity function formalism presented in section 2.4.
This allows to evaluate the phase in a Wannier-Stark interferometer consisting of an
arbitrary pulse sequence. Furthermore, more than two states of the Wannier-Stark
ladder can easily be included in the calculation. We will realize such calculations in
section 2.7 for the WSR interferometer as well as for a modiﬁedWSR interferometer
with internal state spin echo. Also, the use of the sensitivity function is well
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adapted to the study of the response of the system to small ﬂuctuations, which is
introduced in the following.
2.4 Sensitivity function formalism
The sensitivity function formalism was initially used in the ﬁeld of atomic time
keeping, where it was employed for the study of noise source impacts on the fre-
quency measurement of atomic transitions. Similarly, it can be applied to atom
interferometry [95]. The formalism is based on the deﬁnition of the sensitivity
function g(t) via the response of the transition probability to a sudden phase jump
δϕ in the interferometer. This is expressed as
g(t) = 2 lim
δϕ→0
δPe(δϕ, t)
δϕ
, (2.79)
where δPe is a variation in the transition probability induced by δϕ. This deﬁnition
is based on the assumption that the interferometer phase is generally determined
in a mid-fringe measurement by choosing the total phase Φ = pi/2 [96]. The impact
of a phase jump onto the interferometer phase is written in a similar way and reads
g(t) = lim
δϕ→0
δΦ(δϕ, t)
δϕ
. (2.80)
For a given sensitivity function, the interferometer phase shift is then given by
δΦ =
∫ ∞
−∞
g(t)dϕ(t)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
g(t)
dϕ(t)
dt
dt (2.81)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
g(t)δ(t)dt. (2.82)
This allows to calculate the phase shift in an interferometer arising from a time
dependent frequency shift ϕ(t) or a detuning δ(t), which will be employed in sec-
tion 2.7 for the calculation of the expected interferometer phase shifts. Further-
more, this formalism enables the calculation of the impact of a given noise spectral
density to the interferometer phase using a sequence speciﬁc transfer function,
which is presented in section 2.4.1. Prior to this, the sensitivity functions for dif-
ferent interferometer schemes used in this work are introduced in the following. The
notation is chosen similar to the one used in section 2.1, where δ is the detuning
from resonance, Ωeff is the Rabi frequency for zero detuning and Ωr =
√
Ω2eff + δ
2
is the generalized Rabi frequency.
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Rabi pulse
A Rabi sequence consists of a single interrogation pulse. The central peak fre-
quency is determined by probing the transition probability on the half-maximum
positions of the peak side slopes. For a square-shaped pulse, this corresponds to a
detuning of |δ| ≈ 0.8Ωeff. The sensitivity function is given by [97]
g(t) =


0 , t < − τpi
2
gR(t) ,− τpi2 ≤ t < τpi2
0 , τpi
2
≤ t,
(2.83)
with
gR(t) =
δ/Ωeff
(1 + (δ/Ωeff)2)3/2
×
[sin(Ω1(t)) (1− cos(Ω2(t))) + sin(Ω2(t)) (1− cos(Ω1(t)))] . (2.84)
Here, the deﬁnitions for Ω1(t) and Ω2(t) are
Ω1(t) = pi
√
1 + δ2/Ω2eff ·
(
1
2
+
t
τpi
)
(2.85)
Ω2(t) = pi
√
1 + δ2/Ω2eff ·
(
1
2
− t
τpi
)
. (2.86)
This function is found to be well approximated by
g(t) =


0 , t < − τpi
2
cos
(
pi t
τpi
)
,− τpi
2
≤ t < τpi
2
0 , τpi
2
≤ t.
(2.87)
Plots of both functions are depicted in ﬁgure 2.11 (left).
Ramsey sequence
A Ramsey sequence is composed by two pulses of length τpi/2 = τpi/2, which are
separated by the Ramsey time T . The phase measurement is typically performed
on the side slope of a Ramsey fringe by choosing |δ| = pi/(2T ). For T ≫ τpi/2 the
detuning can be considered to be small against the Rabi frequency (|δ| ≪ Ωeff).
The sensitivity function is depicted in ﬁgure 2.11 (right) and is given by [97]
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Figure 2.11: Rabi and Ramsey sequence sensitivity function. The sensitivity function is
displayed in the case of a Rabi pulse (left) for the exact calculation (2.85) for δ = 0.8Ωeff
(dashed blue line) and for the approximation (2.87) (solid red line). The higher sensitivity
of the Ramsey sequence is depicted for an interrogation on resonance (right).
g(t) =


0 , t < −T
2
− τpi/2
cos
(
pi t+T/2
2τpi/2
)
,−T
2
− τpi/2 ≤ t < −T2
1 ,−T
2
≤ t < T
2
cos
(
pi t−T/2
2τpi/2
)
, T
2
≤ t < τpi/2 + T2
0 , T
2
+ τpi/2 ≤ t.
(2.88)
Mach-Zehnder sequence
A Mach-Zehnder sequence consists of two subsequent Ramsey sequences, of which
the central pulses are melt together to a pi-pulse of duration τpi. The sensitivity
function is given by
g(t) =


0 , t < −T − τpi
2
− τpi/2
cos
(
pi
t+T+τpi/2+τpi/2
2τpi/2
)
,−T − τpi
2
− τpi/2 ≤ t < −T − τpi2
−1 ,−T
2
− τpi
2
≤ t < − τpi
2
sin (pit/τpi) ,− τpi2 ≤ t < τpi2
1 , τpi
2
≤ t < T + τpi
2
cos
(
pi
t−T−τpi/2
2τpi/2
)
, T + τpi
2
≤ t < T + τpi
2
+ τpi/2
0 , T + τpi
2
+ τpi/2 ≤ t.
(2.89)
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This function is antisymmetric with respect t = 0, which depicts the insensitivity
to phase and frequency ﬂuctuations that are symmetric with respect to t = 0 (see
ﬁgure 2.12).
τ
π/2τπg(t)
T+2τ
π/2
-T-2τ
π/2
Figure 2.12: Sensitivity function for a Mach-Zehnder sequence. The Mach-Zehnder se-
quence corresponds to two subsequent Ramsey sequences, the first of the two being
mirrored with respect to g(t) = 0. Hence, constant frequency shifts cancel in this se-
quence.
2.4.1 Interferometer noise estimation
The sensitivity function allows for the determination of frequency or phase shifts
in the time domain. If these perturbations vary over time, the measured interfer-
ometer phase can ﬂuctuate from one shot to another. In principle, this could be
calculated using the sensitivity function repeated in time for weighting a pertur-
bation that is given as a time series. An equivalent noise impact evaluation can be
realized with the sensitivity function formalism in Fourier space.
Following [95], the interferometer noise can be given by the expected standard
deviation from shot to shot based on a Fourier spectrum of a noise source. For
uncorrelated noise, the expected interferometer uncertainty is linked to the power
spectral density Sϕ(ω) for ﬂuctuations of the phase ϕ via
σ2Φ =
∫ +∞
0
|H(ω)|2Sϕ(ω)dω, (2.90)
where |H(ω)| is the interferometer transfer function. The latter is given by |H(ω)| =
ω|G(ω)| with |G(ω)| being the Fourier transform of the sensitivity function
G(ω) =
∫ +∞
−∞
e−iωtg(t)dt. (2.91)
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As we consider atom interferometer measurements that are pulsed in time, the
cycle rate fc also has to be taken into account. This leads to a discrete sum
σ2Φ(τ) =
1
τ
∞∑
n=1
|H(2pinfc)|2Sϕ(2pinfc), (2.92)
where τ is the averaging time and τ ≫ Tc = 1/fc [95]. σΦ(τ) is the calculated
Allan standard deviation (see also appendix A) of the measured interferometer
phase.
We can derive a similar expression for the expected uncertainty of a frequency
measurement. For a Ramsey sequence, the relation of frequency and phase uncer-
tainties is given by
σ2Φ = 4pi
2
(
T 2 +
8Tτpi/2
2
+
16τ 2pi/2
pi2
)
σ2ν . (2.93)
Presuming beam splitter pulse length that are small against the Ramsey time T ,
we can consider τpi/2 → 0, which results in a frequency uncertainty of
σ2ν =
σ2Φ
4pi2T 2
. (2.94)
Before deriving the interferometer phase shift for our two cases, free-falling
and trapped interferometry, the 87Rb atom will be described. We will present the
internal interferometer states and introduce the most important frequency shifts
on the transition between these states.
2.5 Application to the 87Rb atom
The 87Rb atom is an alkali atom and features a single valence electron. The atomic
energy level structure results in spectroscopic properties which allows for eﬀective
magneto-optical trapping. Furthermore, the ground state hyperﬁne splitting pro-
vides long lived states for the realization of atom interferometry. A detailed de-
scription of the atomic structure and important numbers can be found in [98]. The
level scheme of the D2-line, which is used in the presented experiments, is shown in
ﬁgure 2.13. The electronic ground state 52S1/2 possesses two hyperﬁne states, one
for each of the two spin orientations of the valence electron. The hyperﬁne states
with total spin F = 1 and F = 2 have a frequency splitting of ωeg ≈ 2pi ·6.834 GHz.
Both states feature a Zeeman-splitting with sub-levels mF = −F, . . . ,+F (see ﬁg-
ure 2.14). Applying a homogeneous magnetic ﬁeld during the interferometer mea-
surement allows for lifting this degeneracy and to address single sub-levels with
the two-photon stimulated Raman process. The choice of the sub-levels used in
the interferometer is motivated by the sensitivity to stray magnetic ﬁelds. With
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Figure 2.13: 87Rb D2-line level scheme. The interferometer states are coupled with
light fields of frequencies ω1 and ω2 with a global detuning ∆ with respect to the state
|52P3/2, F ′ = 1〉.
the purpose of being to ﬁrst order insensitive to magnetic ﬁeld ﬂuctuations during
the interferometer measurement, the sub-levels with zero linear Zeeman shift are
chosen. This determines the internal interferometer states
|g〉 = |52S1/2, F = 1,mF = 0〉 (2.95)
|e〉 = |52S1/2, F = 2,mF = 0〉 . (2.96)
These states are coupled using a stimulated Raman transition by applying two
light ﬁelds with angular frequencies ω1 and ω2. The D2-line excited state 5
2P3/2
is used as intermediate state |i〉. For the two-photon transition coupling to the
hyperﬁne states with total spin F ′ = 1 and F ′ = 2 needs to be taken into account.
The addressed Zeeman sub-levels in the excited state are chosen by the helicity of
the transition, which is depicted in ﬁgure 2.14 for a σ+-transition.
Momentum state coupling
The application of the Raman laser light ﬁelds allows us to couple the internal
atomic states and to concurrently transfer a momentum of ~keff = ~ (k1 − k2)
to the atom. If the two light ﬁelds propagate in the same direction, we speak of
resulting co-propagating transitions whereas applying the light ﬁelds from opposite
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Figure 2.14: Internal interferometer states. The application of a magnetic field lifts the
degeneracy, which allows only to address the interferometer states |g〉 and |e〉 via the
two-photon detuning. Here, the Raman transition is depicted for the combination of two
σ+-transitions and is equivalent for σ−-transitions.
directions leads to so-called counter-propagating stimulated Raman transitions.
While the momentum transfer ~keff is negligible in the co-propagating case, it is
large enough to modify signiﬁcantly the momentum of cold or thermal atoms in
the counter-propagating case. In the following, the notation keff will be explicitly
used for the latter case.
Wannier-Stark state coupling
In the case of laser induced tunneling in a vertical lattice, only counter-propagating
light ﬁelds are considered. While the coupling strength in the case of momentum
states is determined by the choice of the correct single-photon and two-photon de-
tuning as well as the light ﬁeld intensity, the Wannier-Stark state coupling strength
depends strongly on the choice of the coupling and lattice laser wavelength [74].
In our case, the coupling laser eﬀective wave number is given by keff ≈ 4pi/780 nm.
This is an important criterion for the choice of the lattice laser wavelength, which
is, in addition to the coupling strength, driven by several other criteria. An im-
portant parameter is the Landau-Zener tunneling rate. It is more favorable at low
wavelengths. Moreover, the laser has to fulﬁll other criteria which are more related
to the experimental realization. It has to provide single frequency continuous wave
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Figure 2.15: Coupling strength as a function of lattice depth. The graph shows the
coupling strength Ω∆m of the tunneling transition from a Wannier-Stark state with
index m to a state of index m′ = m + ∆m in relative units of the free space coupling
strength Ωeff and as a function of the lattice depth U0 in units of Er. The numerically
simulated points are approximated by a spline. In the case of deep lattices, the inner-
site coupling (∆m = 0) becomes dominant. For lattices with depths of U0 . 10Er, the
inter-site coupling strength shows maxima for rising values of ∆m with falling lattice
depth.
operation, and the output power has to be suﬃciently large in order to realize suf-
ﬁciently large lattice depth with a beam waist of several hundreds of µm. A laser
wavelength responding to these demands is found to be λl = 532 nm. Figure 2.15
shows the coupling strengths between Wannier-Stark states, which are obtained in
numerical evaluation of (2.71). In the experimental realization presented in this
work, the lattice depths are chosen in the range of U0 = 1.5Er to U0 = 6.5Er.
Using (2.52) for the case of a shallow lattice and the local acceleration g, we ﬁnd
the losses due to Landau-Zener tunneling to be smaller than 0.5 % for a lattice
depth of U0 = 1.5Er for trapping during 100 s.
2.5.1 Frequency shifts
The external atomic states – being the momentum states and the Wannier-Stark
states in this work – are sensitive to potential gradients which allows for the mea-
surement of the latter. As also the internal atomic state is in a superposition during
the interferometer sequence, the interferometer phase is inﬂuenced by electromag-
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netic ﬁelds that induce diﬀerential energy shifts of the two states. In the case of
the 87Rb atom with the interferometer states |g〉 and |e〉, these are the quadratic
Zeeman shift and the AC-Stark shift which will be explained in the following.
Zeeman shifts
The linear Zeeman frequency shift is used to lift the degeneracy of the sub-levels
in the two hyperﬁne states |52S1/2, F = 1〉 and |52S1/2, F = 2〉, which allows for
addressing the desired interferometer states (see ﬁgure 2.13). While the choice of
the mF = 0 states for interferometry makes it possible to circumvent the deleteri-
ous eﬀect of the linear Zeeman shift inﬂuence onto the interferometer phase, the
quadratic Zeeman shift of these states, though much smaller, does also have an
inﬂuence. The diﬀerential frequency shift of the interferometer states amounts to
αqZ = 2pi · 575.15 Hz/G2, which results in a frequency shift
δqZ(x, t) = αqZ |B(x, t)|2. (2.97)
AC-Stark shift
The diﬀerential AC-Stark shift arising from the beam splitting light ﬁelds is given
by the diﬀerence of the AC-Stark shifts of each of the two states in (2.27). The
two diﬀerential shifts cancel each other if we choose the two contributions ΩACg and
ΩACe to be equal. This is possible for a total detuning |∆| < ωeg as in this case, one
of the beams is red detuned to both states whereas the other beam is blue detuned
to the one and red detuned to the other state. The former beam induces a negative
diﬀerential light shift which can be compensated by a positive shift induced by the
latter light ﬁeld. For given light ﬁeld intensities I1 and I2 and a detuning ∆, the
diﬀerential light shifts can be calculated taking into account the selection rules and
the respective Clebsch-Gordon coeﬃcients of the possible transitions [53, 96]. Out
of this, an intensity ratio I2/I1 can be deduced as a function of ∆, which allows
to cancel the diﬀerential AC-Stark shift induced by the coupling light ﬁelds for an
intensity ratio [96]
I2
I1
=
(
1
60(∆+ωeg)
+ 1
4(∆−∆2+ωeg) +
2
5(∆−∆3+ωeg)
)
−
(
5
12∆
+ 1
4(∆−∆2)
)
(
5
12(∆−ωeg) +
1
4(∆−∆2−ωeg)
)
−
(
1
60∆
+ 1
4(∆−∆2) +
2
5(∆−∆3)
) . (2.98)
Here, ∆2 and ∆3 are the detunings of the ﬁelds ω1 and ω2 with respect to the
F ′ = 2 and F ′ = 3 hyperﬁne levels in the intermediate state. The intensity ratio
is plotted versus the detuning in ﬁgure 2.13.
The compensation is applied in interferometers based on free-falling and trapped
atoms. In the case of an interferometer in a 1D-lattice, the trap light ﬁelds induce
an additional diﬀerential light shift. In our case, this potential is realized using a
far blue detuned optical lattice. Furthermore, lateral conﬁnement of the atoms is
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Figure 2.16: AC-Stark shift compensation. The two Raman beam splitter light fields
induce a differential AC-Stark shift on the internal interferometer state transition with
respectively opposed signs. The choice of the intensity ratio I2/I1 of the two light fields
depending on the Raman detuning ∆ according to the plotted line allows for an effective
compensation of the shift.
realized using a far red detuned dipole trap beam (see chapter 4). Trapping in the
periodic dipole potential of a lattice or in the Gaussian potential of a dipole trap is
possible due to the induced AC-Stark shift of the atomic energy levels introduced
in section 2.3.1. In that case, the AC-Stark shift is calculated with the assumption
of a detuning that allows for the application of the rotating wave approximation.
For a large detuning, the rotating wave approximation is not necessarily valid.
Furthermore, coupling to several atomic resonances has to be taken into account.
In the case of 87Rb, these are the D1- and D2-line. For this case, we will consider
a dipole potential of the form [99]
U(r) = −pic
2(1− PgFmF )
2ω30,D1
(
ΓD1
ω0,D1 − ω +
ΓD1
ω0,D1 + ω
)
I(r)
−pic
2(2 + PgFmF )
2ω30,D2
(
ΓD2
ω0,D2 − ω +
ΓD2
ω0,D2 + ω
)
I(r), (2.99)
where c is the speed of light, and ω0,D1, ω0,D2 and ΓD1, ΓD2 are the frequency and
scattering rate of the 87Rb D1- and D2-line. The trapping light is characterized
by its frequency ω, intensity I0 and PgFmF being 0 for linearly and ±1 for circu-
larly polarized light. While the absolute light shift on each of the states allows
for trapping, a diﬀerential light shift δACT is induced as the trapping light ﬁeld
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frequencies are slightly diﬀerently detuned with respect to the ground and excited
interferometer states
δACT (r) =
ωeg
ω0,D2 − ω
U(r)
~
. (2.100)
These diﬀerential light shifts cause frequency bias terms in the Bloch frequency
measurement and, as the light ﬁelds are not spatially homogeneous, result in de-
phasing over the atomic ensemble, which is presented in chapter 4.
2.6 Interferometer signal and measurement sen-
sitivity
The transition probability Pe describes the probability to ﬁnd an atom in the state
|e〉 after the interferometer pulse sequence if it was initially in state |g〉. It is given
by the projection of the interferometer output state onto the excited state. In
practice, an interferometer measurement is realized with many atoms at the same
time, which allows to derive a statistical expression of the transition probability.
This is determined via the normalized state population
Pe =
Ne
Ng +Ne
(2.101)
=
Ne
N
. (2.102)
Here, Ng and Ne are the number of atoms in the ground and excited state in-
troduced in the former section and N = Ng + Ne is the total number of atoms.
These numbers are measured after the interferometer sequence in a state-selective
detection process. Imperfections in the beam splitting and detection process lead
to a reduced interferometer contrast. We therefore express the real interferometer
signal as
Pe = Pe,0 − A cos(∆Φ) (2.103)
= Pe,0 − 12C cos(∆Φ), (2.104)
where Pe,0, A and C respectively denote the signal oﬀset, amplitude and contrast
of the normalized signal.
2.6.1 Sensitivity, stability and noise
The sensitivity that characterize our sensors are determined by the scaling factor
and the stability of the interferometer phase measurement. In our analysis we
will distinguish between diﬀerent time scales. In the range of seconds, we use the
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expression short term stability, whereas we refer to the stability of the measurement
over minutes and longer times as long term stability.
The stability of the phase measurement can be limited by diﬀerent noise and
drift sources. If we assume these sources to be uncorrelated, the phase noise
expressed by its variance is given by the quadratic sum of the single main noise
sources
σ2Φ = σ
2
Φ,Pe + σ
2
Φ,intertial + σ
2
Φ,non−inertial + σ∆φ,laser + . . . . (2.105)
It is composed by diﬀerent terms
• σΦ,Pe is the phase uncertainty arising from the uncertainty in the determi-
nation of the transition probability Pe, which is denoted σPe . For the point
of maximal phase sensitivity – the so-called mid-fringe position – this uncer-
tainty is related to the uncertainty of the transition probability via
σΦ,Pe =
2σPe
C
. (2.106)
σPe accounts for technical noise in the determination of the atom number
in the respective states and the atom number itself. The latter results in
a fundamental limitation of the detection process, the quantum projection
noise [100] that will be denoted with an uncertainty σQPN . It arises from the
fact that a ﬁnite number of atoms only allows for a ﬁnite resolution in the
transition probability. For a given transition probability value Pe, this is [96]
σQPN =
√
Pe(1− Pe)
N
(2.107)
with N being the total atom number per shot.
• σΦ,intertial is the noise of the measured inertial forces. It is induced by vibra-
tions of the apparatus and its environment.
• σΦ,non−inertial is a term arising from shifts of the internal atomic state.
• σ∆φ,laser is the uncertainty of the relative phase of the two Raman light ﬁelds.
The totality of the noise sources results in an interferometer noise from one shot to
another. The uncertainty of the phase measurement is then studied for a repeated
phase measurement over many cycles. For uncorrelated noise, the uncertainty
averages with τ−1/2 if τ is the total measurement time. On the contrary, slow
ﬂuctuations and drifts can lead to a diﬀerent averaging behavior (see appendix A).
Such long term ﬂuctuations can be suppressed using diﬀerent techniques that in-
volve subsequent measurements with diﬀerent sets of parameters. We employ such
techniques in both interferometers in order to suppress the inﬂuence of ﬂuctuations
in the detection and the non-inertial frequency shifts onto the inertial phase. In
the following, we will introduce the important interferometer phase shifts for both
experiments.
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2.7 Interferometer phase shifts
The sensitivity function formalism allows to calculate the impact of phase ﬂuc-
tuations and detunings onto the interferometer phase, which is discussed here for
both systems. First, the phase shifts in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with non-
inertial phases and frequency shifts will be considered. Then, the phase shifts are
calculated for a WSR and a symmetrized WSR interferometer in the case of a
trapped atom interferometer. This is done using (2.81) and (2.82) for phase and
frequency impacts, respectively.
2.7.1 Non-inertial phase shifts in a Mach-Zehnder inter-
ferometer
During the Raman beam splitter light ﬁeld application, the eﬀective Raman laser
phase φeff is imprinted onto the atoms, which is derived in section 2.2. For the
Mach-Zehnder sequence, this results in a total phase shift given by (2.38). On
the one hand, this allows to add an arbitrary oﬀset to the interferometer phase
by tuning the relative Raman laser phase. On the other hand, the relative phase
has to be well controlled in order to suppress phase noise. Not only the phase
control over time is important for the interferometer phase, the spatial phase of
the Raman laser beams, the wave fronts, also have an impact on the interferometer
measurement, which is introduced in section 3.2.
Other phase shifts arise from the non-inertial frequency shifts given in sec-
tion 2.5, namely an imperfectly compensated diﬀerential AC-Stark shift and the
quadratic Zeeman shift. An evaluation of these shifts are realized using the sensi-
tivity function formalism, which is presented for the case of our gyroscope in [56].
The scope of this work is the study of the sensor’s long term stability sighting for
phase shifts varying slower than the cycle time of the experiment. This enables
the application of the so-called k-reversal technique (see section 3.4.6) consisting
in alternating phase measurements with opposite area orientation. This allows to
reject phase shifts that are independent of the area orientation. This is the case
for the AC-Stark shift and mainly for the quadratic Zeeman shift. However, a
magnetic ﬁeld gradient along the beam splitter optical axis is not removed using
the alternating measurement scheme. This is also the case for the so-called two-
photon light shift (TPLS) arising from the chosen Raman beam conﬁguration in
our set-up (see section 3.5.1).
The impacts of the Raman laser wave front, the magnetic ﬁeld gradient, and the
TPLS on the long term stability are studied in detail in chapter 3. The derivations
for the calculation of these shifts are given in the respective sections.
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2.7.2 Phase shifts in Wannier-Stark interferometry
The phase shift in Wannier-Stark atom interferometers presented in this work
results from a frequency measurement. The measured frequency is determined
by the energy diﬀerence of the two coupled Wannier-Stark states, namely the
internal state transition frequency plus a multiple of the Bloch frequency. The
interferometer is calculated in the following for a small relative detuning of the
Raman laser frequency with respect to the transition frequency plus frequency
shifts arising from the coupling and trap light ﬁelds. This is done for a WSR and
symmetrized WSR interferometer.
In both cases, we consider a regime of a detuning that is small against the
Rabi frequency (δpi/2, δT ≪ Ω∆m). With this assumption, the WSR interferometer
contrast is not diminished by the Rabi envelope. The interferometer phase shift
∆ΦWSR is then calculated by inserting the respective detuning and the sensitivity
function of the Ramsey sequence (2.88) into (2.82)
∆ΦWSR = (δ∆m − δACT − δqZ)T +
+(δ∆m − δACT − δACR − δqZ)
4τpi/2
pi
+ φ1 − φ2. (2.108)
Here, δACT and δACR are the detunings due to the diﬀerential AC-Stark shift in-
duced by the trapping and Raman light ﬁelds, respectively, and δqZ is the detuning
induced by the quadratic Zeeman eﬀect.
A WSR interferometer is the simplest way to realize interferometry on Wannier-
Stark states. However, many diﬀerent states can be coupled by choosing diﬀerent
relative Raman detunings during subsequent pulses. This allows to symmetrize
the interferometer paths of the Ramsey sequence with respect to the evolution
time in the ground and excited internal state. As a consequence, shifts of the
internal state transition that are constant over the interferometer duration cancel
out. This symmetrization is realized by adding two pi-pulses driving the inner-site
transition. The pulse separations are then chosen such that the total evolution
times for both paths in the excited and ground internal state are equal. This
results in the interferometer scheme depicted in ﬁgure 2.17, which will be referred
to as symmetrized WSR interferometer in the following. In this sequence, the
internal states can also be coupled by a one-photon process, which is realized by a
microwave ﬁeld with angular frequency ωMW ≈ ω1 − ω2 in our case.
The time evolution of such an interferometer sequence can be described on a
system featuring four interferometer states. Thus, the formalism introduced in
section 2.3 needs to be extended to a four-dimensional basis. The phase shift
can be calculated in a simpler way using the sensitivity function formalism. This
calculation involves diﬀerent sensitivity functions for diﬀerent kinds of explicitly
internal, or internal and external coupling, respectively. Doing so, we ﬁnd a total
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Figure 2.17: Symmetrized WSR interferometer. Left: timing sequence of the Raman and
microwave pulses, which allows to symmetrize the internal free evolution times. Right:
coupling of a set of four states in the symmetrized WSR interferometer. The inner-site
coupling can be realized using Raman light fields or microwave fields.
phase shift in the symmetrized WSR interferometer of
∆ΦSWSR = δ∆m
4τpi
pi
+ (δ∆m − δACT − δqZ) 2T1 + (δ∆m + δACT + δqZ) 2T2 +
+(δ∆m − δACT − δqZ − δACR)
4τpi/2
pi
+
+φ1 − 2φMW,2 + 2φMW,3 − φ4 (2.109)
for arbitrary times T1 and T2 that deﬁne the pulse separations as depicted in
ﬁgure 2.17. Here, the phases φ1 and φ4 are the coupling laser phases during the
pi/2-pulse application, and φMW,2 and φMW,3 are the microwave phases during the
application of the pi-pulses. The symmetrization of the interferometer consists in
choosing the relation of T1 and T2 to
T2 = T1 +
2τpi/2
pi
. (2.110)
The phase shift of the symmetrized WSR interferometer is then given by
∆ΦSWSR = δ∆mT + (δ∆m − δACR)
4τpi/2
pi
+
+φ1 − 2φMW,2 + 2φMW,3 − φ4. (2.111)
In this phase shift, only the diﬀerential AC-Stark induced by the Raman lasers
is present. Presuming homogeneous frequency shifts, the constant contribution
of the trap induced diﬀerential AC-Stark shift and quadratic Zeeman shift cancel
independently.
The phase shift calculation presented here and also the theoretical tools of this
chapter will be used in the study of the short and long term stability of the trapped
interferometer in chapter 4.
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Chapter 3
Atom interferometer gyroscope
In this chapter, the atom interferometer gyroscope CASI is presented. After intro-
ducing the rotation measurement principle, we discuss the impact of wave front tilts
on the rotation measurement. Subsequent to this, the experimental set-up and the
employed interferometer sequence will be described. This is followed by the study
of the main sources for drifts and slow ﬂuctuations in the rotation measurement,
and by an analysis of the present long term stability of the sensor.
3.1 Rotation measurements with the CASI gy-
roscope
The CASI gyroscope is composed of two Mach-Zehnder interferometers with coun-
ter-propagating, parabolic atomic trajectories (see ﬁgure 3.1). The horizontal
orientation of the Raman beam splitting light ﬁelds results in a maximum sen-
sitivity to rotations around the vertical axis. The atomic trajectories are de-
ﬁned by an atomic forward velocity of vx,0 = ±2.79 m/s and an initial ver-
tical velocity of vy,0 = 0.73 m/s. In combination with the ﬁxed beam split-
ter distance of vx,0T = 6.5 cm, the beam splitting pulse separation time must
be chosen T = 23 ms. The area enclosed by the interferometer paths is then
ey ·A = 17.4 mm2. This results in a rotation phase shift induced by the horizontal
Earth rotation projection in Hanover (52◦22’N latitude) of ΦΩ = 2.74 rad in each
interferometer.
The interferometer phase is not only inﬂuenced by rotations, but also by accel-
erations. Although the beam splitting light ﬁelds are oriented horizontally, which
results in a vanishing acceleration phase (2.43), a slight misalignment of some tens
of µrad would already cause phase shifts in the same order of magnitude as the
Earth rotation rate phase shift. Furthermore, the beam splitter light ﬁelds are
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Figure 3.1: The atom interferometer gyroscope CASI. After the launch, the atoms are
prepared in the interferometer ground state before being split up, redirected and re-
combined by the use of stimulated Raman transitions. The counter-propagating beam
splitter light fields are realized using retro-reflection on mirrors, one mirror for each of
the interaction zones, which are denoted T1, T2 and T3 three as depicted. The view from
the top (in dashed box) shows the atom interferometer paths in the Mach-Zehnder con-
figuration. The beam splitting light fields are not perfectly perpendicular with respect
to the atomic forward velocity allowing for the selection of the beam splitting direction
via the Doppler detuning.
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realized in retro-reﬂection on three separate mirrors. If we presume diﬀerent po-
sitions in the z-direction z1, z2, and z3 for the three mirrors, we ﬁnd the phase
arising from the three mirror positions according to (2.42) to be
Φ∆z = keff (z1 − 2z2 + z3) . (3.1)
The rotation phase can be extracted from the interferometer phases by combining
the two interferometer signals. The second interferometer is operated with opposed
atomic forward velocity v
(1)
at,x = −v(2)at,x, and eﬀective wave vector k(1)eff = −k(2)eff ,
where (1) and (2) stand for the two interferometers. While the rotation phase shift
is common to both, the contributions of acceleration and relative mirror position
have respectively opposed sings. Hence, the average of the two measured phases
results in the rotation phase ΦΩ and the half-diﬀerence is the acceleration phase
Φa with an arbitrary oﬀset
ΦΩ =
Φ(1) + Φ(2)
2
(3.2)
Φa + Φ∆z =
Φ(1) − Φ(2)
2
, (3.3)
Before the experimental apparatus is introduced, the impact of wave front aberra-
tions of the Raman beam splitter light ﬁelds onto the atomic gyroscope signal will
be described in the following.
3.2 Impact of the Raman wave fronts on the in-
terferometer signal
Similar to (3.1) we will consider a spatial dependence of the wave front in the
directions perpendicular to the Raman beam splitter optical axis by introducing
the phase arising from the eﬀective wave fronts of the Raman beams in each inter-
ferometer pulse [101]
φWFi = φ(xi, yi). (3.4)
Here, (xi, yi) represents the lateral position of the atom within the beam split-
ting light ﬁeld during the pulse application of the i-th pulse. In a Mach-Zehnder
sequence, the total phase due to wave fronts is then given by
ΦWFMZ = φ(x1, y1)− 2φ(x2, y2) + φ(x3, y3). (3.5)
This spatially dependent interferometer phase can inﬂuence the measurement in
three ways. First, a phase shift bias is induced depending on the three positions
(xi, yi) of the beam splitter pulse application. Second, a ﬂuctuation of the atomic
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Figure 3.2: Tilt impact on single atom phases. Considering an initial position or velocity
difference, two atoms acquire different interferometer phases within the Mach-Zehnder
sequence given by (3.5) if the wave fronts are not perfectly plane waves or, as shown
here, not parallel. The differences in phase ∆φi between different atom positions lead to
a phase distribution over the atomic ensemble and, for large differences, to a loss in the
interferometer signal contrast.
initial position and velocity can cause the atoms to probe the laser phase on diﬀer-
ent positions in subsequent measurements resulting in a shot-to-shot noise in the
interferometer signal. Third, the atomic ensemble features a certain spatial spread
and expansion rate given by the initial cloud size and temperature, respectively.
The total interferometer signal is detected as an average of the single atom signals.
If the we consider phase variations over the expansion of the atomic cloud are
large, meaning in the range of 2pi and above (see ﬁgure 3.2), we ﬁnd a reduction in
the interferometer signal contrast. The alignment demands and the expected bias
on the rotation signal arising from wave fronts are introduced in the following two
sections.
3.2.1 Contrast reduction
The total interferometer signal is given as an average of the single atom interferom-
eter signals. This can be expressed by the integration over all possible transition
probabilities in dependence of the spatially dependent phase, weighted by the
atomic position and velocity distribution
Pe,total =
∫ ∞
−∞
Pe(∆Φ
WF (x, y, vx, vy)) · f(x, y) · fv(vx, vy) dxdydvxdvy. (3.6)
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The initial position and velocity distributions are given by
f(x, y) =
1
2piσxσy
exp
(
−(x− x0)
2
2σ2x
− (y − y0)
2
2σ2y
)
(3.7)
fv(vx, vy) =
1
2piσvxσvy
exp
(
−(vx − vx,0)
2
2σ2vx
− (vy − vy,0)
2
2σ2vy
)
(3.8)
with cloud radii σx and σy, and velocity widths σvx =
√
kBΘx/ma and σvy =√
kBΘy/ma. The latter are given by the atomic temperatures Θx and Θy, the
Boltzmann constant kB, and the atomic mass ma. The wave front is introduced
via an arbitrary function ∆ΦWF (x, y, vx, vy) describing the spatial wave front for
an arbitrary trajectory and pulse sequence. For the special case of free-falling
atoms on a parabolic trajectory with g pointing in −y direction and a wave front
tilt αx in x and αy in y direction, the phase of a single beam splitter pulse is found
to be
φi(x, y, vx, vy) = keff
[
(ai − x− vxti) sin(αx,i) +
(
bi − y − vyti + 12gt2i
)
sin(αy,i)
]
≈ keff
[
(ai − x− vxti)αx,i +
(
bi − y − vyti + 12gt2i
)
αy,i
]
. (3.9)
Here, ai and bi are the centers of mirror rotation, and αx,i and αy,i are the rota-
tion angles around the z-axis. For a Mach-Zehnder pulse scheme, the transition
probability is given by (2.37)
Pe = Pe,0 − AWFMZ cos
(
∆ΦWFMZ
)
(3.10)
with the signal oﬀset Pe,0, the signal amplitude A
WF
MZ , and the phase shift of
∆ΦWFMZ = φ1(x, y, vx, vy)− 2φ2(x, y, vx, vy) + φ3(x, y, vx, vy). Carrying out the inte-
gration (3.6) leads us to the wave front dependent signal amplitudes in the case of
wave front tilts in x and y-direction [56]
AWFMZ,x =
1
2
exp
[−1
2
(keffσx(αx,1−2 − αx,2−3))2
]
· exp [−1
2
(keffσvx(t1(αx,1−2 − αx,2−3)− 2Tαx,2−3) + χΩ)2
]
(3.11)
AWFMZ,y =
1
2
exp
[−1
2
(keffσx(αx,1−2 − αy,2−3))2
]
· exp
[
−1
2
(
keffσvy(t1(αy,1−2 − αy,2−3)− 2Tαy,2−3
)2]
(3.12)
with αx,1−2 = αx,1 − αx,2 and αx,2−3 = αx,2 − αx,3 being the relative angles of the
mirrors T1 and T2 as well as T2 and T3, respectively. In the chosen conﬁguration,
the term of the horizontal relative beam splitter tilt AWFMZ,x contains a term taking
into account the rotation of the apparatus χΩ = ΩzT
2(2 − α2x,1 − α2x,3), which
is negligible for our parameters if the apparatus rotates with the Earth. The
alignment tolerance of the respective beam splitter wave vectors is then given
by the amplitude full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) values of the relative mirror
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Figure 3.3: Symmetric Ramsey-Borde´ geometry. Two pairs of pi/2-pulses separated by
a time T are applied with an additional time T ′ in between. If the two pulse pairs of
the configuration are each applied in one interferometer zone, the interferometer signal
amplitude as a function of the respective mirror orientations only depends on the atomic
cloud temperature and the free evolution time T . This allows for a pairwise precise
relative beam splitter mirror alignment. The arrows represent the moments of pulse
application. The light fields the same as in the Mach-Zehnder interferometer case.
orientation angles. If only the central mirror is considered to be misaligned with
respect to the outer mirrors, the FWHM angle reads for a vertical misalignment
αy,2,FWHM =
√
8 ln(2)
(2keffσy)2 +
(
2keffσvy(t1 − T )
)2 . (3.13)
For our parameters, the alignment tolerance is found to be αy,2,FWHM ≈ 19 µrad
setting a high demand on the alignment of the beam splitting light ﬁelds at the
position of the atoms. Therefore, we employ the symmetric Ramsey-Borde´ (SRB)
interferometer geometry for the alignment of the relative beam splitter light ﬁeld
orientation presented in section 3.4.5. This geometry consists of two pairs of pi/2-
pulses as depicted in ﬁgure 3.3. A calculation similar to the one leading to (2.38)
can be performed for the SRB scheme which enables us to deduce to a total wave
front phase taking into account (3.4)
∆ΦWFSRB = φ(x1, y1)− φ(x2, y2)− φ(x3, y3) + φ(x4, y4). (3.14)
Carrying out a calculation similar to the one in the case of the Mach-Zehnder
geometry, the wave front induced signal amplitudes for tilts in x and y-direction
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are found to be
AWFSRB,x =
1
4
exp
[
−1
2
(keffTσvxαx,1−3 + χ
′
Ω)
2
]
(3.15)
AWFSRB,y =
1
4
exp
[
−1
2
(
keffTσvyαy,1−3
)2]
, (3.16)
if the two pulse pairs are each applied in one beam splitting zone as depicted in
ﬁgure 3.3. Once again, the term χ′Ω accounting for the apparatus rotation is small
and can be neglected for our experimental parameters. We then ﬁnd the alignment
tolerance of the SRB scheme
αy,1−3,FWHM =
√
8 ln(2)(
2keffσvyT
)2 . (3.17)
The scheme is suitable for a relative alignment of two Raman mirrors as it allows
for scaling the alignment tolerance by choosing the pulse separation time T (see
section 3.4.5).
3.2.2 Rotation phase offset
The wave front induced interferometer phase oﬀset can be calculated using (3.6),
which allows to extract the total interferometer phase oﬀset out of a the resulting
total transition probability in the form of (3.10). Once again, the case of relative
beam splitter light ﬁeld tilts is considered using (3.9). By introducing the center
of mass position and velocity components x ≡ x0, y ≡ y0, and vx ≡ vx,0, vy ≡ vy,0,
respectively, the phase transferred to the atoms during the i-th pulse reads
φi ≈ keff
[
(ai − x0 − vx,0ti)αx,i +
(
bi − y0 − vy,0ti + 12gt2i
)
αy,i
]
. (3.18)
It is easily shown that, in the case of a rotation measurement, the cloud overlap of
the atom interferometers is crucial. For this, the wave front induced phase oﬀset
of the rotation phase signal
ΦWFΩ =
Φ
WF (1)
MZ + Φ
WF (2)
MZ
2
(3.19)
is calculated similar to (3.2). Taking into account the geometry of our set-up we
ﬁnd
ΦWFΩ =
1
2
keff [∆x (αx,1 − 2αx,2 + αx,3) + ∆y (αy,1 − 2αy,2 + αy,3)]
= 1
2
keff [∆x (αx,1−2 − αx,2−3) + ∆y (αy,1−2 − αy,2−3)] , (3.20)
where x
(2)
0 ≡ x(1)0 + ∆x + D and y(2)0 ≡ y(1)0 + ∆y with D being the nominal
separation of the two atomic sources. This visualizes the wave front inﬂuence onto
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the interferometer phase. If the mirrors are perfectly aligned, all angles vanish
and the wave front dependent rotation phase shift is zero. However, an imperfect
alignment can lead to an interferometer phase oﬀset for an imperfect cloud overlap,
and to a phase jitter and drift if the atom source positions vary over time. This
eﬀect represents the dominant drift in the rotation measurement as we shall see
later in this chapter.
3.3 Experimental realization
The atom interferometer measurement is pulsed in time. The atoms are trapped,
cooled and launched on well deﬁned trajectories. After the preparation of the
interferometer input state, the atoms undergo the Mach-Zehnder interferometer
sequence. A hyperﬁne state selective detection scheme is then employed to de-
termine the transition probability, which allows us to read out the interferometer
phase and to determine the rotation signal. Figure 3.1 depicts the measurement
conﬁguration used in our atom interferometer gyroscope.
Before the experimental sequence of the atom interferometer measurement is
described in section 3.4, the atom gyroscope experimental set-up will be presented
including the apparatus itself, the laser sources for realization of the respective
monochromatic light ﬁelds for the atomic trapping, beam splitting and detection
as well as a computer real time system for control of the experimental parame-
ter values and timing. A detailed description of the control of radio and optical
frequencies can be found in [54], while the laser sources are explained in detail
in [55].
3.3.1 Apparatus
A schematic of the apparatus is depicted in ﬁgure 3.4. In the following, the vacuum
system, the atom sources and light detection systems will be brieﬂy described.
Vacuum system
The atom interferometer measurement takes place in ultra-high vacuum condi-
tions in order to suppress collisions with background gas, which would cause de-
coherence in the interferometer measurement. Our vacuum chamber system is
described in detail in [54]. It includes pumping and atomic source sections, which
are all connected to the interferometry chamber. The set-up allows for maintaining
good vacuum conditions in the interferometry chamber of below 10−9 mbar and
suﬃciently high Rubidium background vapor pressure in the source parts. This
is assured by diﬀerential pumping stages in the connection of the chambers of
the two-dimensional magneto-optical trap (2D-MOT) and the three-dimensional
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Figure 3.4: The atom gyroscope apparatus. The vacuum chamber features two source
sections and one interferometer chamber common to both interferometers. The applied
light fields are depicted as arrows. In addition to the MOT cooling beams, a pusher beam
(1) is applied to each 2D-MOT. The ‘blow away’ beams (2) needed for the interferometer
state preparation are applied from the top, while the detection light fields (3) are applied
from the sides.
magneto-optical trap (3D-MOT) of each source. The windows giving optical ac-
cess to the vacuum chamber are BK-7 substrates with anti-reﬂective coating and
a speciﬁed surface roughness of λ/10. They are attached to the chamber using an
Indium sealing technique. We employ an ion getter pump (IGP) and a titanium
sublimation pump for pumping during interferometer operation. An additional
valve allows us to connect a turbo molecular pump via ﬂange for fast pumping for
maintenance purposes.
Atom sources
The atom source system and its characterization is described in detail in [53]. It
is based on magneto-optical trapping [102] and sub-Doppler cooling using polar-
ization gradient cooling [103]. Both identical sources consist of a two-dimensional
magneto-optical trap (2D-MOT) creating a slow atomic beam traversing the diﬀer-
ential pumping stage which allows to load the three-dimensional magneto-optical
trap (3D-MOT) in the adjacent chamber with high atomic ﬂux. The copper coils
for magnetic ﬁeld generation in the 3D-MOT are directly attached to the 3D-
MOT chamber. The 2D-MOT coils and the beam shaping optics for the MOT
beams are ﬁxed on mounting structures that are connected to the vacuum cham-
ber. Two Rubidium reservoirs directly connected to the 2D-MOT chambers via
vacuum valves provide the required Rubidium vapor pressure. The reservoirs are
heated to around 50◦C. The trapping and launching experimental sequence will be
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explained in section 3.4, while the used laser sources are presented in section 3.3.2.
Bias field for atom interferometry
In order to lift the degeneracy between the Zeeman sub-levels during the interfer-
ometer sequence, we generate a well deﬁned homogeneous magnetic ﬁeld. For this
purpose, a specially designed wiring board is attached directly to the interferom-
eter section of the vacuum chamber from both sides (see ﬁgure 3.4). The typical
magnetic ﬁeld applied with these coils is approximately 400 mG/A.
Magnetic shielding
In order to shield the experiment from external constant and time varying magnetic
ﬁelds, the whole apparatus is enclosed by a µ-metal box of a total size of 120×90×
65 cm3. While the breadboard carrying the apparatus is embedded in the bottom
part of the box, the upper part can be removed for maintenance purposes. The
used µ-metal has a thickness of 2 mm and allows to suppress the Earth magnetic
ﬁeld inside the shielding by a factor of about 40 [53]. The IGP is placed inside the
shielding. It is enclosed in an additional µ-metal shielding in order to reduce the
stray ﬁelds originating from the magnets in the pump.
Atom monitoring and detection devices
The detection of light scattered by the atoms is of interest in two phases of the
experiment: before launch and in the hyperﬁne state selective ﬂuorescence de-
tection. The scattered intensity in the 3D-MOT atom sources is collected in 4f
conﬁgurations onto large surface photodiodes Hamamatsu S5107, which allows for
atom number determination. Also, an image of the trapped atoms is projected on
a CCD camera using a beam sampler and an appropriately conﬁgured objective.
The imaging systems used for the detection of the interferometer exit ports
each consist of two convex lenses (f = 30 mm and d = 30.8 mm) and a large
photodiode Hamamatsu S5107. The double lens collects the scattered light and
focuses it onto the photodiode. The numerical aperture of the detection system is
thus deﬁned by the lens diameter and the distance to the atomic ensemble. The
photodiode signal is ampliﬁed using variable gain low noise ampliﬁers of the type
Femto DLPCA-S. The state selective ﬂuorescence detection scheme realized with
the aid of these photodiodes is presented in section 3.4.4.
Light fields for manipulating the atoms
The laser light ﬁelds that we employ for all experimental steps are guided to
the experiment using polarization maintaining optical single-mode ﬁbers. The
collimators, mirrors and polarization optics for the Raman beam splitter process
and the atom state detection are presented in sections 3.3.4 and 3.4.4, respectively.
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3.3.2 Laser system
Trapping and cooling of 87Rb atoms as well as coherent beam splitting and ﬂuores-
cence detection is realized close to or on one of the resonances of the D2-line. This
requires single frequency laser sources with a wavelength of 780 nm and typical con-
tinuous optical output power of one Watt and below. The needed laser linewidth
and frequency stability are in the range of kHz to MHz. The light sources we use in
our experiment are external cavity diode lasers (ECDL), combined with optical am-
pliﬁers, so-called tapered ampliﬁers (TA), both based on semiconductor structures.
Together, these devices form master oscillator power ampliﬁer (MOPA) systems
with narrow linewidth and high output power. While a detailed description of the
lasers is given in [54, 55, 56], the laser system is brieﬂy described here.
Required light fields
The relevant frequencies of the light for all experimental steps are depicted in
ﬁgure 3.5. For atomic trapping, cooling and launching, narrow linewidth sin-
gle frequency light ﬁelds have to be employed to address the 87Rb D2-line cool-
ing transition |52S1/2, F = 2〉 → |52P3/2, F = 3〉 and the repumping transition
|52S1/2, F = 1〉 → |52P3/2, F = 2〉 for magneto-optical trapping in the 2D- and
3D-MOT. In the 2D-MOT, an additional pusher beam featuring a blue frequency
detuning relative to the cooling transition can be shined in along the atom beam
axis in order to enhance the atom ﬂux into the 3D-MOT.
Hyperﬁne state selective ﬂuorescence detection is realized on a closed cooling
transition for the atoms in the excited hyperﬁne state |52S1/2, F = 2〉. The combi-
nation of repumping light and cooling light allows for the detection of the atoms
in |52S1/2, F = 1〉.
For coherent atomic beam splitting, two single frequency light ﬁelds are re-
quired that feature a well-deﬁned relative frequency and phase diﬀerence in order
to drive the two-photon Raman transition coherently and to control the atom in-
terferometer phase via the relative light ﬁeld phase. While the frequency diﬀerence
of the two light ﬁelds needs to be close to the hyperﬁne transition frequency of
νeg ≈ 6.834 GHz, the absolute laser frequencies have to be detuned with respect
to the resonant cooling and repumper transitions by hundreds of MHz in order to
prevent for single-photon scattering during the beam splitting process.
Laser sources
The ECDLs we use in our experiment are based on a laser diode in a linear external
cavity set-up with an outcoupling mirror in cat-eye conﬁguration. The coarse
frequency selection is realized using an interference ﬁlter, while the diode current
and a piezo actuator, which controls the position of the outcoupling mirror, allow
for frequency ﬁne tuning. Typical mode hop free ranges of these lasers amount
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Figure 3.5: Required light fields. The purposes of the respective light fields are: (1)
reference laser, locked with an offset to the |52S1/2, F = 2〉 → |52P3/2, F = 3〉-line,
(2) 2D-MOT cooling light, (3) 3D-MOT cooling light with detuning for trapping and
molasses cooling, (4) pusher light for loading rate enhancement in 2D-MOT, (5) ‘blow
away’ light (-0.7 MHz), (6) detection light, (7) repumping light, (8) Raman laser 1 (ω1),
and (9) Raman laser 2 (ω2).
to several GHz. The free-running Gaussian linewidth is below 200 kHz and the
Lorentzian linewidth is in the order of 10 kHz. The continuous optical output
power is up to 50 mW. The concept was ﬁrst presented in [104].
Power ampliﬁcation is realized using tapered ampliﬁers (TA), which are seeded
using the ECDLs. The master oscillator power ampliﬁer (MOPA) conﬁguration is
presented in [105]. The tapered diodes used in our conﬁguration allow for power
ampliﬁcation of up to more than 20 dB while the spectral properties of the seed
light are completely reproduced as the input and output facet are anti-reﬂection
(AR) coated. We obtain continuous output powers of up to 1 W or 2 W per laser,
respectively, with narrow linewidth.
Five MOPA conﬁgurations are used in our experiment as reference laser, for 3D
and 2D cooling and coherent beam splitting using stimulated Raman transitions.
For this, the relative phase of two ECDLs is locked onto an ultra-stable low-noise
microwave reference.
In addition, we use a more compact laser set-up that provides high output
power in a single-stage set-up by self-seeding a tapered ampliﬁer diode. This
diode features a ﬁnite reﬂectivity at the output facet, which, together with a
high-reﬂection (HR) mirror at the input facet, forms the laser cavity. Frequency
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Figure 3.6: Laser set-up. Red: laser sources. Blue: beat set-ups and electronic frequency
controls. Green: optical frequency control and power distribution using AOMs. Yellow:
experimental purpose. The black arrows represent fiber connections while free space
laser beams are depicted with red arrows. Electric connections are shown as black lines.
(AOM: acousto-optic modulator, PD (OPLL): phase detector for the optical phase-locked
loop, ECDL: external cavity diode laser, MOPA: master oscillator power amplifier, TA:
tapered amplifier.)
selection is realized the same way as in the case of the presented ECDLs. This
so-called tapered laser (TL) is characterized and compared to the ECDLs in [106].
It serves as source for repumping light in our experiment.
Light field frequency control and distribution
The laser frequencies need to be well controlled with respect to the desired atomic
transition frequencies. Therefore, a reference laser system is employed which pro-
vides an absolute frequency standard using an error signal generated in a frequency
modulation transfer spectroscopy (FMTS) with a Rubidium vapor cell. An uncer-
tainty of 100 kHz is achieved with a long term stability of 92 kHz [55]. The laser
sources used for cooling, repumping and beam splitting are stabilized on this laser
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with oﬀset beat locking schemes. The frequency control and power distribution
scheme of the employed laser system is depicted in ﬁgure 3.6. Details on the
frequency control can be found in [54].
The light coming from the reference laser module can be shifted to the desired
frequency for detection, pushing in the 2D-MOT, and pushing the atoms out of the
interferometer zone (‘blow away’) using two subsequent passages through acousto-
optical modulators (AOM). With these, we can switch between the ﬁber couplings
for the diﬀerent purposes and control the frequency at the same time. The 3D-
MOT light ﬁelds have to be split into four frequencies, allowing for a precise
control of the direction and velocity of the atomic launch using the moving molasses
technique. The frequency control module is depicted in ﬁgure 3.7. After splitting
the light into four beams and controlling the respective frequency detuning for the
front, rear, top and bottom beams of the 3D-MOTs, the power is distributed in
additional modules into four (rear and front) and two (top and bottom) ﬁbers for
the twelve 3D-MOT beams of the two atomic sources.
Raman laser 2 (emitting light with frequency ω2) is frequency stabilized onto the
reference laser using an oﬀset lock. The relative frequency of the two Raman lasers
is stabilized by realizing an optical phase-locked loop (OPLL), which locks the
relative Raman laser phase onto an ultra-stable microwave reference by acting on
Raman laser 1 (emitting light with frequency ω1). The laser system is described in
detail in [107]. The two needed Raman beam splitter light ﬁelds are superimposed
with crossed linear polarizations. Before being guided to the experiment using
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Figure 3.8: Vibration isolation platform. The vibration isolation platform set-up of the
gyroscope is depicted in side view (top) and top view (bottom). The µ-metal shield
containing the apparatus mounted on a breadboard rests on two H-steel bars. The latter
connect two passive isolation platforms. 14 Sorbothane R© half spheres are introduced
between the µ-metal shield and the steel bars in order to damp acoustic vibrations.
optical singe-mode ﬁbers, a combination of a half wave-plate and a polarizing
beam splitter allows us to set the intensity relation I2/I1 of the two Raman light
ﬁelds for each interaction zone independently. The polarization is then parallel for
the two beams. Switching and power control is realized with AOMs.
3.3.3 Vibration isolation platform
The experimental apparatus enclosed in the magnetic shield is placed on a vibration
isolation platform in order to suppress vibrations of the reference planes, which are
given by the retro-reﬂecting mirrors of the beam splitter light ﬁelds. The set-up
is depicted in ﬁgure 3.8. It consists of two passive isolation platforms MinusK
650BM-1, which are rigidly coupled using two 10 cm H-steels of 2.5 m length. The
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bottom part of the magnetic shield poses on 2×7 Sorbothane R© half-spheres, which
are distributed equally on the H-steels over the length of the µ-metal shielding.
One leveling masses is placed above each isolation platform.
While the vibration isolation platform provides eﬀective isolation from high
frequency vibrations in vertical and horizontal direction, the orientation is not
necessarily constant over long time scales. The platform tilt is monitored over time
using a tilt sensor Lippmann 1K-Plattform-Tiltmeter over a period of about 30
hours. Typical tilts of approximately 10 µrad are observed within periods of 1000 s.
Furthermore, a large tilt of up to 50 µrad is observed over long time scales (see
ﬁgure 3.9).
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Figure 3.9: Platform tilt. The plot shows the tilt of the vibration isolation platform over
time. The temperature dependence of the tilt sensor is 2.2 µrad/K and the temperature
is typically stable within 1 to 2 K.
In order to exclude rotations of the isolation platform from limiting the sensor
performance, the platform orientation is tracked using an optical lever. The mea-
surement shows a periodic behavior of the platform orientation with a periodicity
of about 1800 s and a peak-to-valley value of less than 1 µrad. With this, the plat-
form orientation is found to cause rotation rates in the lower 10−9 rad/s regime,
which will not limit our measurement.
3.3.4 Optics for the coherent manipulation of the atoms
Coherent atomic beam splitting using stimulated Raman transitions necessitates
the application of two monochromatic light ﬁelds with well-controlled relative fre-
quency and phase. The beam proﬁle has to be large compared to the size of the
atomic ensemble in order to assure a homogeneous Rabi frequency and thereby
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Figure 3.10: Raman beam polarization configuration. The incident parallel linear
polarizations are transformed into circular polarizations, which, in combination with
the magnetic bias field B, in light fields that allow to drive σ+ or σ− transitions,
depending on the orientation of the quarter-wave plate (λ/4). The finite angle of
the mirror surface and the atomic trajectory allows for selecting the desired effective
wave vector keff,1 or keff,2 by choosing the respective relative Raman laser frequency
νR = (ω1 − ω2)/(2pi) = (ω0 ± ωD + ωr)/(2pi). The respective wave vector directions are
inverted when inverting the atomic velocity vat.
an eﬀective beam splitting. The beams of the lasers Raman 1 and Raman 2 are
superimposed and then guided to the experimental set-up for the application in
the three interaction zones. The light guides are three polarization maintaining
single-mode ﬁbers in which the light ﬁelds propagate with parallel linear polariza-
tion. For beam collimation we use an achromatic lens f = 200 mm focal length
and d = 50.8 mm diameter for each beam. Before the beams of approximately
w0 = 19 mm waist pass through the interferometer section of the vacuum cham-
ber, zero-order quarter-wave plates create circular polarizations of identical helicity
for both ﬁelds.
One retro-reﬂective mirror for each beam allows for the creation of two pairs
of counter-propagating light ﬁelds for velocity-selective Raman transitions with
momentum transfer ~keff. The mirrors for retro-reﬂection of the Raman light ﬁelds
(Raman mirrors) are aligned parallel to each other with regard to the eﬀective wave
front orientation in the vacuum chamber. This is described in detail in section 3.4.5.
A horizontal Doppler angle between the mirror surface and the atomic forward
velocity is chosen to be αD = 3
◦. This allows us to select the desired direction of
keff by tuning the relative Raman laser frequency (see section 3.4.2). The resulting
pairs of Raman beams and the counter-propagating pairs inducing velocity selective
stimulated Raman transitions are shown in ﬁgure 3.10.
Setting up the Raman beams in a retro-reﬂective conﬁguration results in com-
mon mode rejection in the relative phase for most of the optical path from the laser
to the atoms. Only the path between the atoms and the retro-reﬂective mirror is
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Figure 3.11: The Raman mirror bench. The Raman mirror bench carries all three
mirrors used for retro-reflection of the Raman beam splitter light fields. It is stabilized in
temperature using power resistors attached to the bottom. The bench itself is controlled
in vertical and horizontal orientation using ultra-high resolution piezo step motors for
coarse and piezo stacks for fine alignment. The two outer mirrors can be aligned using the
same ultra-high resolution step motors in mirror mounts. The beam paths are isolated
against air convection using paper tubes that are loosely attached to the bias field coil
board.
not common to both light ﬁelds and thus induces temporal phase ﬂuctuations due
to a ﬁnite travel time coupled with relative laser phase ﬂuctuations [108]. Also,
the optical wave front of the eﬀective beam splitting process is deﬁned by the ori-
entation and aberration of very few optical elements, namely the vacuum chamber
windows and the retro-reﬂective mirror itself. In particular, the relative mirror an-
gular alignment is crucial for the atom interferometer signal contrast [57]. Hence a
good control of the respective mirror angle of a few µrad is mandatory for a stable
and reliable rotation measurement.
For this purpose, we utilize a temperature stabilized and remote controllable
aluminum mirror bench carrying all three 2"-mirrors of type Thorlabs BB2-E03
mounted on Newport U100-A mirror mounts (see ﬁgure 3.11). The mirrors are
glued onto the mounts in order to realize a rigid compound and thus to minimize
acoustic vibrations of the mirrors. The vertical and horizontal tilt alignment of the
outer two mounts are remotely controlled using Newport NanoPZ high precision
step motors, which allow for an eﬀective angle resolution below the µrad. The
mirror bench itself is remotely controlled in its vertical and horizontal orientation
using Newport NanoPZ motors for coarse and piezo stacks for ﬁne control. A
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Piezomechanik PSt 150/7/40 piezo stack allows for addressing a horizontal angle
of 600 µrad and a Piezomechanik PSt 150/7/20 for controlling the horizontal
mirror orientation within 80 µrad by applying a voltage of 0 to 150 V to each of
the piezo stacks.
The mirror mount is temperature stabilized slightly above the temperature of
the structures in its proximity by heating the bottom of the aluminum structure
using three power resistors, one underneath each of the mirror mounts. The tem-
perature is read out using a NTC resistor. The NTC resistor value is read out and
used for temperature stabilization with a Newport 350 B temperature control unit
controlling the current in the power resistors. The control loop features a diode in
order to only allow heating when the temperature is below the set point value1.
The typical temperature stability of the bench is found to be better than 1 K. More
importantly, the temperature is kept within this range over a long time preventing
for hysteresis eﬀects due to temperature induced expansion in the mirror mounts
to cause a relative beam splitter mirror misalignment. The alignment is also re-
tained during maintenance procedures that require the removal of the µ-metal
shield although this causes harsh changes of the mirror bench surrounding.
3.3.5 Computer control and data acquisition
The experimental parameter control and timing is realized using one control com-
puter and one real time computer featuring a ﬁeld-programmable gate array (FPGA).
The software architecture bases on LabVIEW 2010. A detailed description of the
computer control can be found in [54]. As small modiﬁcations have been made
compared to [54], the system is brieﬂy described here. An overview is shown in
ﬁgure 3.12.
The control computer allows for setting up the experimental parameters and
timing, that are transmitted via an Ethernet connection to the real-time computer.
Here, the FPGA controls the transistor-transistor logic (TTL) signals for switching,
the analog output cards for experimental parameter set-point control, and the
direct digital synthesizer (DDS) cards. The atom photodiode signal and auxiliary
signals of the tiltmeter and temperature sensors are read in with the aid of two
analog input cards in the control computer.
The 3D-MOT laser global detuning and beam power are controlled using an
arbitrary wave form generator (AWG) LeCroy ArbStudio 1104, which is conﬁg-
ured using the control computer. A TTL trigger allows us to synchronize the
AWG output with the experimental timing. The beam power output steers volt-
age controlled attenuators on the four AOMs in the 3D-MOT light distribution (see
ﬁgure 3.7). While the global 3D-MOT detuning is chosen by using an AWG output
signal for frequency mixing in the oﬀset lock, the front, rear, top and bottom beam
1The actual temperature value is slightly smaller than the set point due to the diode’s finite
threshold voltage.
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Figure 3.12: Computer control schematic. The experiment control consists of two com-
puters, one control computer and one real time computer featuring a FPGA.
frequency detuning for the moving molasses are controlled using the AOMs with
four of the DDS cards as radio frequency (RF) sources. One DDS card enables the
frequency and phase control of the Raman laser phase-locked loop. This results in
a direct control of the relative Raman laser frequency and phase.
The piezo motors are connected to the control computer via USB, which allows
to steer the global and relative Raman mirror orientation using either the provider
software or LabView R©. The piezo stacks are steered by a high-voltage source
Thorlabs MDT693A. We can realize modulation of the mirror bench orientation by
applying an AWG signal to the modulation input of the latter.
3.4 Measurement sequence
The atom interferometer measurement is pulsed with a typical cycle time of Tc <
0.5 s. Each cycle can be divided in four parts. After the atoms are trapped
in the magneto-optical traps, they are launched onto parabolic trajectories using
the moving molasses technique. As a next step, the input state is prepared in
each interferometer before the Mach-Zehnder pulse sequence is applied. The last
step is the determination the transition probability in a hyperﬁne state selective
ﬂuorescence detection. The single steps of the experimental sequence are described
in the following.
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3.4.1 Atom trapping, cooling and launching
During the ﬁrst part of the atom loading and launch sequence, the 2D-MOT loads
the 3D-MOT with a typical loading rate of 109 atoms/s for 210 ms. The 2D-
MOT coils have high inductance and are therefore switched oﬀ ﬁrst. This initiates
the timing procedure for cooling and launching shown in ﬁgure 3.13. After this,
the 2D-MOT light is far detuned, which eﬀectively switches oﬀ the 2D-MOT. At
the same time, the 3D-MOT ﬁelds are switched oﬀ with a reverse voltage pulse
of 0.9 ms for fast switching. While the 3D-MOT detuning is −2.7Γ during the
loading sequence, it is further detuned after switching oﬀ the magnetic ﬁeld. Here,
Γ = 2pi · 6.0666 MHz is the 87Rb D2-line linewidth. The detuning value in the
case of far detuning is not exactly determined. The set-point being very far from
resonance (-230 MHz) is not completely reached by the cooling laser. However,
this set-point results in a reproductive and cold atomic temperature in the moving
molasses mentioned hereafter.
During the launch procedure depicted in ﬁgure 3.13, the 3D-MOT light is
ﬁrst tuned to be −2.7Γ in order to realize an eﬀective scattering and thereby an
eﬀective atomic acceleration. At the same time, the front, rear, top and bottom
beam detunings of the 3D-MOTs are chosen such that they are compensated by a
Doppler shift of atoms moving with velocities of vx = 2.79 m/s (vx = −2.79 m/s for
the second source, respectively) and vy = 0.73 m/s. This results in launching the
atoms on the desired parabolic trajectories. The acceleration phase is followed by
a moving molasses cooling phase, in which the 3D-MOT light is again far detuned
using the same set-point mentioned above with a frequency ramp of 1 ms length.
Simultaneously, the MOT beam intensities are ramped down within 2 ms. The
repumping light is switched oﬀ 3.2 ms after the MOT cooling light in order to
pump all atoms to the |52S1/2, F = 2〉 manifold after launch.
3.4.2 Preparation of the interferometer state
After the atomic ensembles have left the atom sources, they are distributed over
the |52S1/2, F = 2〉 Zeeman manifold and feature an ensemble temperature of
Θ1 = 10 µK and Θ2 = 8 µK. A ﬁrst velocity selective Raman pulse [109] with a
width of 25 µs selects an ensemble with a momentum width in the beam splitting
direction corresponding to a temperature of 1.2 µK. The Doppler angle of αD = 3
◦
allows to choose between the two possible transitions driven by the two counter-
propagating Raman beam pairs with the wave vector keff,1 and keff,2 as depicted in
ﬁgure 3.10. For this, the Raman laser frequency diﬀerence is tuned to be resonant
with ω0±ωD+ωr, where ω0 is the frequency of the Doppler insensitive transition,
ωD = vat · keff is the Doppler frequency and ωr is the atomic recoil frequency of
the two-photon transition.
After the application of the velocity selective Raman pulse, the atoms remaining
in the |52S1/2, F = 2〉-manifold are removed from the ensemble using the ‘blow
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Figure 3.13: Parameter timing in the launch sequence. The schematic depicts the optical
power (P) and global detuning (∆) values for the 3D-MOT and 2D-MOT cooling lasers
and the repumping laser. The magnetic fields (B) are switched off in advance such that
the magnetic gradients are zero at the beginning of the atomic launch. The 3D-MOT
field shut down is realized with a reverse voltage pulse.
away’ beam, which leaves the velocity selected atoms in the interferometer ground
state |g〉 plus a small amount of atoms in the |52S1/2, F = 1,mF = ±1〉-states:
The spontaneous emission induced by single-photon transitions during the Raman
pulse lead to a spontaneous decay to mF = ±1 Zeeman sub-levels of the F = 1
and F = 2 manifold. While the atoms in the F = 2 manifold are removed after
the preparation pulse using the ‘blow away’ beam, the |52S1/2, F = 1,mF = ±1〉-
states remain. This creates a small background in the interferometer signal of
approximately 5 % in transition probability.
3.4.3 Beam splitter pulse application
The Raman beam splitting light ﬁelds are applied when the atomic ensembles are
in the center of each of the beam splitter application zones. The typical pulse
duration is τpi/2 ≈ 12 µs in the application zones T1 and T3 for the beam splitting
pulses, and τpi ≈ 15 µs in the application zone T2 for the mirror pulse.
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Figure 3.14: Schematic of the detection set-up. The detection and repumping light
fields are common to both detection zones with opposite circular polarization. The
fluoresced light is detected using a double-lens system and a large area photodiode in
each interferometer. (λ/2: half-wave plate, λ/4: quarter-wave plate, PBS: polarizing
beam splitter.)
3.4.4 State selective fluorescence detection
We determine the transition probability on the output of the atom interferometers
using a hyperﬁne state selective ﬂuorescence detection. After the atoms have been
split, reﬂected and recombined during the Mach-Zehnder interferometer sequence,
both ensembles travel trough a detection area, one for each interferometer (see
ﬁgure 3.14).
The detection and repumping light ﬁelds applied to the two atomic ensembles
are common to both interferometers2. The repumping light coming from a ﬁber
is collimated using a single lens, whereas the detection light is collimated ﬁrst,
in order to realize a power monitoring on the exit of the ﬁber. A diﬀusor plate
(Thorlabs ED1-S20-MD) is used to create a diverging beam with a ﬂat intensity
proﬁle, which is then collimated by a single lens of focal length f = 75 mm. With
a detection beam power of Pdet = 8 mW, this results in a detection intensity of
Idet ≈ 2.3 mW/cm2 = 1.37 Isat, where Isat = 1.669 mW/cm2 is the saturation
2The polarization is not the same in the two interferometers, which results in an effective
driving of the |52S1/2, F = 2,mF = 2〉 → |52P3/2, F = 3,mF = 3〉 transition in one and of the
|52S1/2, F = 2,mF = −2〉 → |52P3/2, F = 3,mF = −3〉 transition in the other interferometer.
Taking into account the applied bias field, the frequency offset between the two transitions is
approximately 3 MHz.
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Figure 3.15: Detection signal. The photodiode signals of atom interferometers 1 (blue)
and 2 (red) are depicted for a typical detection signal. An offset of -10 V is added during
amplification. The dashed lines indicate the atomic signal for the total atom number for
the case of light turned on during the whole sequence.
intensity for the |52S1/2, F = 2〉 → |52P3/2, F = 3〉 transition driven by σ-polarized
light. An aperture is introduced into the detection beam in order to realize a
circular, almost ﬂat intensity proﬁle. The aperture diameter of approximately
10 mm shows the best trade-oﬀ in the relation of light scattered by the atoms
to background light. A schematic of the detection beam set-up is depicted in
ﬁgure 3.14.
We detect the scattered light using the photodiodes that are mounted on the
top of the vacuum chamber (see ﬁgure 3.14). The signals of the detection process
with a typical atom signal are shown in ﬁgure 3.15. The proﬁle of the scattered
intensity over time results from the convolution of the spatial proﬁle of the atomic
cloud and the detection laser intensity proﬁle, which is indicated by the dashed
lines in the photodiode signal. The detection process consists of the following ﬁve
pulses.
1. Detection of Se: A detection light ﬁeld pulse on the |52S1/2, F = 2〉 →
|52P3/2, F = 3〉 transition with circular polarization is applied in a retro-
reﬂected conﬁguration with a pulse duration of 800 µs. After a few scat-
tering processes this light ﬁeld drives a closed transition being |52S1/2, F =
2,mF = 2〉 → |52P3/2, F = 3,mF = 3〉 (or |52S1/2, F = 2,mF = −2〉 →
|52P3/2, F = 3,mF = −3〉). Spontaneous decay to the |52S1/2, F = 1〉 mani-
fold is eﬀectively suppressed. The scattered light is detected and results in
the excited-state signal Se.
2. Repumping: After the ﬁrst pulse, the atoms in the |52S1/2, F = 1〉-state
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are brought to the |52S1/2, F = 2〉-state by applying a repumping pulse of
400 µs duration.
3. Detection of Stotal: A second detection pulse of 800 µs duration allows to
detect the total number signal of atoms in both interferometer states Stotal.
4. Cloud arrival time pulse Sc: A third detection light pulse of 800 µs
duration is applied with a separation to the former of 400 µs. The pulse is
applied on the side slope of the detected Gaussian proﬁle, which enables an
arrival time determination using the relation of the arrival time pulse signal
height to the total atom number signal.
5. Background light detection Sbg: After the atoms have left the detection
zone, a last 800 µs long pulse of detection light is applied in order to determine
the background light due to reﬂections on the apparatus itself.
From the detection signals that are given by the mean values of the temporal
photodiode signal within the respective pulse period, the transition probability
is derived in two steps: First, the background Sbg is subtracted from the signals
Se, Stotal and Sc. The power monitoring on the ﬁber exit is used to correct for
slow ﬂuctuations of the detection light power that are common to the atom signal
and the monitoring signal. This results in the signals Ne, Ntotal and Nc, which
are proportional to the respective convolution signal, and to the excited state and
total atom number, respectively. Second, the arrival time ﬂuctuations are corrected
using the information gained in the third pulse. For this, we consider the transition
probability being calculated via
Pe =
Ne
Ntotal
. (3.21)
Here, an arrival time ﬂuctuation of the atomic ensemble results in an eﬀective error
in the determination of the transition probability. The three pulse scheme allows
for a suppression of this inﬂuence. Ntotal is does not vary in the presence of small
arrival time ﬂuctuations as the timing is chosen such that this pulse is applied on
the apex of the time of ﬂight proﬁle. The third pulse is on the slope of the time
of ﬂight signal and the changes arising from arrival time ﬂuctuations are opposed
to those of the Ne signal. We realize a compensation of the arrival time induced
ﬂuctuations in Ne in the calculation of the transition probability. The arrival time
of the atomic ensemble induces a variation in the relation
εAT =
Nc
Ntotal
, (3.22)
which therefore is a measure of the arrival time for small variations. If the three
pulses are symmetric with respect to the detection proﬁle center, this will be
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denoted εAT,0. We approximate the ﬁrst and third pulse signal by
N ′e = Ne (1 + se · tAT ) (3.23)
N ′c = Nc + sc · tAT , (3.24)
where se and sc are the respective slopes for arrival time changes onto the signals
Ne and Nc, respectively, and tAT is the mean arrival time. Eliminating the arrival
time results in
Ne =
N ′e
se
sc
(N ′c − εAT,0Ntotal) + 1
, (3.25)
which is the corrected atom number in the excited state. The transition probability
than reads
Pe =
N ′e
Ntotal
[
se
sc
(N ′c − εAT,0Ntotal) + 1
] . (3.26)
This simpliﬁes to (3.21) with a correction factor εAT if the pulses are perfectly
centered around the center of the detected proﬁle. The parameters se, sc and
εAT,0 are determined by introducing a delay into the experimental timing sequence
before the detection sequence. The diﬀerence between detection with and without
arrival time correction is qualitatively shown in ﬁgure 3.16. Here, two subsequently
recorded Rabi oscillation measurements are shown for both interferometers. We
have scanned the arrival time delay over 1 ms for each Raman pulse duration
within the Rabi scan in order to emulate an arrival time variation. While the
transition probability varies in the case without compensation, the compensated
transition probability does not depend on the delay. As N2 is slightly reduced
being recorded on the side of the detection proﬁle, the transition probability is
not optimally normalized. However, the phase measurement is not harmed by this
circumstance as the transition probability variations are always treated relative to
the signal contrast.
3.4.5 Measurement set-up
The rotation measurement demands an adjustment of the diﬀerential AC-Stark
shift, the interferometer horizontality and the relative Raman beam splitter light
ﬁeld orientations, which are described in the following. After that, the k-reversal
technique, which allows us to suppress systematic eﬀects and long term drifts, is
introduced.
Differential AC-Stark shift compensation
The diﬀerential AC-Stark shift is compensated by adjusting the relative laser in-
tensity of two Raman light ﬁelds in each of the interaction zones individually. For
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Figure 3.16: Arrival time drift compensation. Rabi oscillations with counter-propagating
Raman beam splitter light fields are depicted for the detection of atom cloud 1 (blue line)
and 2 (green line) (see figure 3.1). For each pulse duration value, a delay is scanned in
the experimental sequence producing an effective arrival time offset with a span of 1 ms
for each scan. While the transition probability changes with the arrival time in the case
without compensation (left), it does not in the case with compensation (right).
this purpose, we apply a Mach-Zehnder sequence with small interrogation times
T of 1 and 3 ms in the ﬁrst and third (T1 and T3), and in the second interaction
zone (T2), respectively. Between the second and third beam splitter pulse, an
oﬀ-resonant Raman light ﬁeld pulse is applied with a typical duration of a 3pi/2-
pulse in the case of T1 and T3 and of a 3pi-pulse in the case of T2. Switching this
oﬀ-resonant pulse on and oﬀ in subsequent measurements allows for minimizing
the absolute diﬀerential AC-Stark shift by minimizing the resulting relative phase
oﬀset by adjusting the Raman light ﬁeld intensity ratio I2/I1 in each interaction
zone.
The residual transition probability oﬀset is below 10−2 for subsequent mea-
surements, which results in a phase uncertainty of 20 mrad for fringe contrast of
25 %. Given a pulse duration of 30 µs, this corresponds to a residual diﬀerential
AC-Stark shift of
δAC ≈ 2pi · 100 Hz.
Interferometer horizontality
The orientation of the enclosed area relative to g is ensured using a long velocity
selective Raman pulse for the descending atomic ensembles, meaning in the third
beam splitter interaction zones of each of the interferometers. After a preparation
pulse of τpi = 25 µs duration and a subsequent ‘blow away’ beam, which removes
the residual atoms in the ﬁrst zone, a second velocity selective Raman interroga-
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tion pulse is applied in the last zone using reduced Raman light ﬁeld intensity and
a duration of τpi = 50 µs. At the moment of pulse application, the atoms have
gained a vertical velocity of vat = g ·T = g ·23 ms ≈ 0.226 m/s, which results in an
eﬀective Doppler shift of νDoppler = 578 kHz·α with α = cos−1 (keff · g/(|keff||g|)).
As the two interferometers employ eﬀective wave vectors of opposite direction, the
frequency oﬀset has opposed signs for the two. Aligning the Raman retro-reﬂection
mirrors’ horizontality is realized by superimposing the Raman spectroscopy pro-
ﬁles of the two counter-propagating ensembles by changing the vertical orientation
with the aid of the piezo step motor for coarse vertical alignment presented in
section 3.3.4. Here, We presume other frequency oﬀsets to be small against the
oﬀset arising from the Doppler shift. For a frequency uncertainty of 2 kHz, an
uncertainty of
σα < 2 mrad
can be deduced for the horizontal alignment of the interferometer area. Taking
into account the scaling factor of the rotation measurement, an uncertainty of
below 5 · 10−8 rad/s results for the absolute rotation value. This alignment is only
a coarse alignment and needs to be reﬁned for absolute accuracy studies of the
rotation measurement.
Raman mirror relative alignment
The respective mirror alignment is crucial for the contrast of the interferometer
signal (see section 3.2). An alignment scheme has been invented that uses the
atom interferometers in diﬀerent conﬁgurations in order to maximize the fringe
contrast by ﬁnding the optimal relative beam splitter light ﬁeld alignment [57].
The FWHM angle of the relative alignment depends on the atomic cloud initial
size and temperature for a given pulse separation time T . For typical values of
our experimental set-up, the alignment tolerance is in the range of tens of µrad.
The alignment scheme is described in further detail in [56] and will only be brieﬂy
outlined here.
A coarse alignment of the three Raman collimation telescopes is realized using
one large mirror, which has a total usable aperture of 170×40 mm2 and a speciﬁed
surface ﬂatness of λ/20. The Raman beam pointing is aligned by maximizing the
amount of light coupled back into the optical ﬁbers. In a second step, the mirror is
replaced by three single mirrors on the Raman mirror bench. The latter is depicted
in ﬁgure 3.11. By maximizing once again the coupling eﬃciency back into the
ﬁber, the mirrors are aligned parallel to each other. This technique allows for high
precision in the relative vertical and horizontal tilt alignment of the three retro-
reﬂective mirrors. However, the optimal alignment for the atom interferometer is
diﬀerent from the perfect parallel alignment as the vacuum windows are slightly
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Figure 3.17: Vertical relative mirror alignment tolerance. The graph depicts the vertical
relative mirror alignment tolerance as FWHM values for the signal contrast in depen-
dence of the relative mirror angle for a Mach-Zehnder (red line) and a SRB geometry
(blue line). In the case of the Mach-Zehnder geometry, the second mirror angle in rela-
tion to the first and third mirror is considered. The two pairs of pi/2-pulses of the SRB
scheme are considered to be applied each on one mirror. The parameters used for the
calculation are the atomic temperature Θ = 10 µK, the initial cloud size of σy = 3.8 mm
and the time of the application of the first pulse t1 = 50 ms.
wedged in order to prevent for etalon eﬀects. Therefore, the optimal relative mirror
orientations are found using the atom interferometer signal itself. This allows for
a parallel alignment of the wave fronts at the position of atom-light interaction.
The Mach-Zehnder interferometer scheme alignment tolerance is deﬁned by the
initial cloud size and temperature as well as the pulse separation time T. Whereas a
SRB scheme consisting of four pi/2-pulses is only sensitive to the cloud temperature
and to the separation time of the ﬁrst and second (third and fourth) pulse if the
two pairs are each applied on a single mirror (see section 3.2.1). Furthermore,
the pulse separation time can be chosen in the range from 0 up to 8 ms in our
apparatus. The alignment tolerance is depicted as FWHM-angle for the contrast
for a Mach-Zehnder and a SRB geometry in ﬁgure 3.17.
The alignment procedure consists in maximizing the interferometer signal con-
trast for a SRB scheme for increasing times T . This is applied on the ﬁrst and
second interaction zone of each of the atom interferometers. The FWHM decreases
with growing T and allows for a more and more precise relative vertical and hor-
izontal tilt mirror alignment of the mirrors T1 and T3 with respect to T2 using
the interferometer signal contrast of interferometer 1 and 2, respectively. If this
accuracy is not suﬃcient for the realization of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, an
additional SRB scheme with pulse applications of the ﬁrst and last pulse on the
outer mirrors and the second and third pulse on the central mirror can be em-
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ployed. This scheme shows the same sensitivity to the initial cloud size as the
Mach-Zehnder scheme. However, T can be chosen slightly smaller than the min-
imal separation time T in a Mach-Zehnder geometry corresponding to a larger
angular alignment tolerance.
The ﬁnal alignment step is realized using the contrast of the Mach-Zehnder
geometry. For this, it can be shown that the optimal contrasts of the two interfer-
ometers only coincide with respect to the relative mirror angles if the wave fronts
are parallel [56]. A beam walk like technique on the four angles of mirrors T1
and T3 allows for the ﬁne alignment. The residual uncertainty is in the low µrad
regime.
3.4.6 Rotation phase read out
From the determined transition probability Pe the phase measured in each inter-
ferometer can be deduced within an interval of [0, pi]
Pe,i = P0,i + Ai · cos (Φi) (3.27)
⇒ Φi = cos−1
(
Pe,i − P0,i
Ai
)
. (3.28)
Here, P0,i and Ai are the oﬀset and amplitude of the interferometer signal. A so-
called mid-fringe measurement consists in a repeated transition probability mea-
surement for deliberately applied phase oﬀset value chosen such that the mean
transition probability corresponds to Pe,i ≈ P0,i. The measured phase for each
interferometer cycle is then determined using (3.28). This phase read out faces
two problems in the experimental realization. First, the platform tilt is not stable
over longer time scales. A typical variation of tens of µrad of the platform tilt can
cause ﬂuctuations on the interferometer phases exceeding pi/2. Second, drifts in
the transition probability oﬀset and amplitude can mimic phase ﬂuctuations over
time.
The platform tilt can be compensated using the mirror bench. This allows for
locking the horizontality to one of the two interferometer signals, such that the
acceleration phase is constant for both interferometers. At the same time, phase
ﬂuctuations caused by rotations can still be extracted via the average of the two
phase values. Oﬀset and amplitude ﬂuctuations can be compensated using a more
sophisticated measurement scheme employing not only measurements on the mid-
fringe position, but also those closer to the top and bottom positions of the fringe.
Fitting a fringe pattern to the obtained transition probabilities then allows for
the determination of the interferometer phase as well as the fringe amplitude and
oﬀset.
In correlated interferometers, a parametric representation (Pe,1, Pe,2) forms an
ellipse. The relative phase of the two interferometers is encoded in the orientation
of the ellipse and can be extracted using an ellipse ﬁt method. This is employed in
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the cases of atomic gradiometry [110, 111] where the correlated shot-to-shot noise
of the interferometers is large resulting in ambiguities in the phase read out via
the fringe method. The ellipse ﬁt method not only rejects correlated ﬂuctuations
in each shot and over longer time scales, but it also is insensitive to slow signal
oﬀset and amplitude variations. Although the sensitivity from shot to shot is
reduced using this method, it is a useful, simple and robust tool for our case
as the horizontal orientation varies slowly over time and the eﬀective projected
acceleration measurement of gravity acceleration causes the interferometer phases
to ﬂuctuate slowly.
Ellipse fitting with controlled phase modulation
While ellipse ﬁtting is usually applied for phase read out in interferometers with
strongly correlated noise, the same situation can be achieved using a modulation
of the anti-correlated phase in order to determine the correlated phase (or vice
versa). In our case, it is possible to apply a well controlled acceleration phase by
slightly modulating the horizontal alignment of the beam splitting light ﬁelds and
thereby the projection of keff onto the gravitational acceleration g. For the pulse
separation time of T =23 ms and an angle of ∆α = 75 µrad we ﬁnd an acceleration
phase shift of ∆Φa = 2pi using (2.43). This allows us to apply large phase oﬀsets
on the acceleration signal of the correlated interferometers while modulation the
rotation phase by a negligible amount. The latter can be seen as a variation of the
projection nA · ΩEarth with nA = A/|A|, which results in estimated ﬂuctuations
in the measured rotation rate and rotation phase values using (2.41) of
∆(nA ·ΩEarth) ≈ 1.2 · 10−9 rad
s
∆ΦΩ ≈ 0.16 mrad.
Besides the direct modulation of the rotation value due to the modulation of the
area projection, the rotation phase measurement can experience an exceed in noise
due to two eﬀects. First, the rotation axis is not necessarily perfectly aligned to
the mean axis of the ﬁrst and second beam splitter. In this case, the angular modu-
lation can induce an eﬀective rotation phase modulation. Second, the modulation
of the mirror bench can induce a movement of the whole experimental platform.
This eﬀect is most likely to come into play when the modulation frequency is close
to a mechanical resonance frequency of the vibration isolation platform.
In order to exclude an increase in rotation noise due to the angular modu-
lation of the Raman mirrors, the modulation is realized for diﬀerent modulation
frequencies. Indeed, an increased rotation phase noise level is observed for mod-
ulation frequencies as high as ωmod = 2pi · 10 Hz. However, the noise level for
ωmod = 2pi · 1 Hz and ωmod = 2pi · 100 mHz is drastically smaller and does not di-
minish for lower frequencies. We use an angular modulation of α(t) = α0 cos(ωmod)
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with α0 ≈ 75 µrad and ωmod = 2pi · 100 mHz for the realization of an ellipse ﬁt
each 10 s.
The ellipse ﬁt method is chosen following the considerations in [110]. Here, the
parametric representation (Pe,1, Pe,2) of the two transition probability signals
Pe,1 = P0,1 + A1 cos (Φ) (3.29)
Pe,2 = P0,2 + A2 cos (Φ + ∆Φ) (3.30)
is ﬁtted by the conic form of an ellipse
u · x = Ax2 + Bxy + Cy2 + Dx + Ey + F = 0 (3.31)
with x = (x2, xy, y2, x, y, 1) and u = (A,B,C,D,E, F )T . A least squares (LSQ)
ﬁt method in a Matlab R© routine allows to determine the parameters of the conic
representation, and thereby to extract the phase diﬀerence from these parameters
via
∆Φ = cos−1
( −B
2
√
AC
)
. (3.32)
In our case, the rotation phase is determined by
ΦΩ =
∆Φ
2
=
1
2
cos−1
( −B
2
√
AC
)
. (3.33)
For the use of this ﬁt method with the given modulation period of 10 s, we ﬁnd
a good trade-oﬀ of temporal resolution and ﬁt uncertainty for a number of 15
shots for each ﬁt (see ﬁgure 3.18). The ﬁt uncertainty is not diminished for longer
intervals.
In order to evaluate the inﬂuence of the ellipse ﬁt method on the short term
sensitivity, the shot-to-shot sensitivity of the sensor can be extrapolated assuming
a 1/
√
τ averaging behavior to ﬁnd the expected standard deviation at 1 s measure-
ment time. The ellipse ﬁt method shows slightly higher short term noise than a
mid-fringe measurement. First, the method itself yields a factor of
√
2 as points of
lower sensitivity are taken into account in the measurement. Second, the detection
noise plays an important role. The relative phase in a mid-fringe measurement can
be chosen such that correlated detection noise in both interferometers cancels if the
fringe contrast is equal for both interferometers. In contrast to that, the relative
phase of the two interferometers changes drastically in the ellipse method. Hence,
correlated, anti-correlated and non-correlated detection noise have the same eﬀect
on the ﬁt uncertainty of the ellipse, detection noise does not cancel.
In the measurements presented in the following section the detection noise
and the intrinsic ﬁt uncertainty of the used routine cause an enhancement of the
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Figure 3.18: Ellipse fit example. A set of 15 shots with results (Pe,1, Pe,2) (blue dots)
is plotted parametrically and fitted by an ellipse (red line), which allows to extract the
common phase of the two correlated interferometers.
short term noise by a factor of almost 1.5. While the mid-fringe sensitivity is
σΩ ≈ 5.5 · 10−7 rad/(s
√
Hz) as given in [56], the extrapolation of the ellipse ﬁt
method yields a slightly decreased sensitivity of σΩ ≈ 8.5 · 10−7 rad/(s
√
Hz). The
method’s overestimation factor of the short term noise has been veriﬁed numerically
using reproduced datasets with the same characteristics.
k-reversal technique
The Doppler shift allows for the realization of interferometers using keff,1 and
keff,2 = −keff,1 with areas featuring respectively opposed normal vectors. Phase
oﬀsets arising from the quadratic Zeeman and the AC-Stark eﬀect have the same
magnitude and sign for the opposite directions of the beam splitting process. Con-
trary to this, the inertial phase shift due to rotations only keeps the same magni-
tude while ﬂipping the sign with the sign of the wave vector keff. If the phase shifts
that do not depend on the sign of keff vary slower than an experimental cycle, they
can be removed from the measurement by performing a so-called k-reversal mea-
surement. This consists in a repeated measurement of the interferometer phase
while alternating between keff,1 and keff,2 and extracting the rotation phase as half
diﬀerence of subsequent measurements. We will denote the respective eﬀective
wave vector conﬁgurations as k1 and k2 in the following.
In practice, the combination of ellipse ﬁt and k-reversal technique is realized
as follows. The k1 and k2 measurements are realized alternately. The phase for
each of the two resulting datasets is then read out using the ellipse ﬁt method
employing 15 points for each phase value. Taking into account our experimental
cycle frequency of fc = 2.12 Hz and an alternating measurement in the k-reversal
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technique, an ellipse with 15 points is obtained for each ki. Thus, we obtain a
rotation phase value every 14.3 s. Up to now the rotation phase denoted the half
sum of the phases of the two interferometers. In the following, the rotation phase
is considered to be the result of the combination of ellipse ﬁt phase read out and
k-reversal technique.
The k-reversal technique results in an eﬀective suppression of constant and
slowly varying phase shifts that are not dependent on the direction of beam split-
ting. This is the case for the residual diﬀerential AC-Stark shift and for the
quadratic Zeeman shift presuming negligible magnetic ﬁeld gradients. Phase shifts
from other eﬀects, namely the wave front, the two-photon light shift, and mag-
netic ﬁeld gradients along the beam splitting light ﬁelds are not rejected by the
k-reversal technique. This can lead to long term ﬂuctuations of the rotation phase
which will be considered in the following section.
3.5 Long term stability
We use a k-reversal measurement employing the modulation of the gravity accel-
eration projection for testing the long term stability of the rotation phase. This
technique suppresses phase drifts that do not depend on keff are eﬀectively sup-
pressed if the variations are slow against the cycle time of the experiment. More-
over, amplitude and oﬀset drifts of the interferometer signal do not inﬂuence the
phase measurement as the ellipse ﬁt method can be used to deduce the interferom-
eter phase shift. For this, it is necessary that the time constant of the ﬂuctuation
is large compared to the modulation period.
In the next section possible drift sources, which were investigated, are descried.
The main cause for drifts was the ﬂuctuation of the cloud overlap of the two inter-
ferometers. With the use of a post-correction scheme, an integration measurement
on the rotation rate results in an eﬀective improvement of the sensitivity of our
sensor of one order of magnitude compared to the previous status [56], which is
presented in the end of this section.
3.5.1 Drift sources
We consider three drift sources in the following, which are not suppressed using
the presented measurement scheme including the k-reversal technique. Besides the
wave fronts of the beam splitting light ﬁelds introduced in section 3.2, these are
the magnetic ﬁeld gradient along the beam splitting light ﬁeld optical axis as well
as the two-photon light shift.
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Figure 3.19: Two-photon light shift. The shift of the off-resonant two-photon transition
using keff,2 is depicted for the case of a keff,1-transition. The energy level shifts εg and
εg of the two interferometer states |g,p〉 and |e,p+ ~keff〉 result in a differential shift of
δωcpTPLS,+ = (εe − εg)/~ in this case.
Two-photon light shift
Besides the diﬀerential AC-Stark shift, the beam splitting light ﬁelds induce a so-
called two-photon light shift (TPLS), which arises in the retro-reﬂective Raman
beam conﬁguration. In our case, the two Raman beam splitting light ﬁelds are
shined in in the same direction with parallel linear polarization. Before interacting
with the atoms, the beams pass through a quarter-wave plate. This results in
circular polarizations, which, in combination with the magnetic ﬁeld, provides the
needed σ-polarized light ﬁelds in both counter-propagating transitions. As the two
light ﬁelds have the same polarization, the co-propagating transition can also be
driven with the ﬁelds in our set-up. Choosing one of the Raman transitions via
Doppler selection results in an eﬀective detuning on the other possible transitions.
These oﬀ-resonant two-photon couplings induce frequency shifts on the addressed
transition. This is depicted in ﬁgure 3.19 for the choice of keff,1 and the eﬀective
shifts of the keff,2-transition onto the interferometer states. In our conﬁguration,
the two shifts induced by the present light ﬁelds are [112]
1. the shift of the counter-propagating transition of opposite keff, which is
shifted out of resonance by 2ωD. The eﬀective TPLS is given by
δωcpTPLS,± =
Ωeff
2
±8ωD +
Ωeff
2
4(±2ωD) + 4ωr . (3.34)
2. the shift arising from the co-propagating transition, which is shifted out of
resonance by ωD, induces an eﬀective frequency shift of
δωcoTPLS,± =
1
4
Ωcp
2
±ωD + ωr , (3.35)
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where the Rabi frequency of the Doppler insensitive transition is experimen-
tally determined to be Ωcp ≈ 1.4Ωeff.
In both cases, + applies for keff,1 and − for keff,2. Given these frequency shifts, the
phase in the interferometer caused by TPLS is calculated using (2.82) to
ΦTPLS,± =
∫
g(t)δωTPLS,±(t)dt, (3.36)
where δωTPLS,± = δω
cp
TPLS,± + δω
co
TPLS,± and g(t) is the sensitivity function (2.89).
For constant light intensities and detuning, the interferometer phase shift is found
to be
ΦTPLS,± =
δω
(1)
TPLS,±
Ω
(1)
eff
− δω
(3)
TPLS,±
Ω
(3)
eff
(3.37)
with (1) and (3) denoting the ﬁrst and last Raman beam splitting pulse. In the
case of large ﬂuctuations in the beam splitting light ﬁeld intensity, we ﬁnd a
modiﬁed interferometer phase arising from TPLS taking into account imperfect
pi/2-pulses [112]
ΦTPL,S± =
δω
(1)
TPLS,±
Ω
(1)
eff
tan
(
Ω
(1)
eff τpi/2
2
)
− δω
(3)
TPLS,±
Ω
(3)
eff
tan
(
Ω
(3)
eff τpi/2
2
)
, (3.38)
where τpi/2 is the pi/2-pulse duration. For the evaluation of the impact on our
rotation signal, we have to take into account that the two interaction zones T1
and T3 are traversed in opposed order by the atomic wave packets in the two
interferometers. Therefore, the phase shift arising from TPLS has opposed signs
for the two interferometer if we presume an ideal interferometer overlap. The
inﬂuence of TPLS will be suppressed in the rotation signal as the rotation phase
extracted via ellipse ﬁtting corresponds to the half sum of the two interferometer
phases. A mismatch in cloud overlap on the other hand could induce a rotation
phase bias and, when ﬂuctuating, a slowly varying spurious rotation signal.
A detailed experimental analysis has not been carried out. While the main
drift source is identiﬁed to be the atom source position uncertainty coupled with
an imperfect beam splitter light ﬁeld alignment (see section 3.5.2), the TPLS can
not be excluded from being a source of ﬂuctuations over long time scales found in
the measurement presented in section 3.5.3. Nevertheless, the impact will be small
compared to what is found in the case of the wave front considerations.
If we assume a mismatch in Rabi frequencies in T1 and T3 of Ω
(3)
eff = 0.8Ω
(1)
eff , a
phase of ΦTPLS,+ ≈ 36 mrad is estimated for each interferometer. If the mismatch
of the cloud overlap is such that the beam splitting pulses in T1 and T3 are
applied on the center of the Gaussian beam proﬁles for one interferometer and
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Figure 3.20: TPLS phase shift and cloud overlap mismatch. The schematic depicts a
side view on the trajectories of interferometers 1 (blue) and 2 (red). The beam splitting
light fields Gaussian beam profiles are indicated in the single interaction zones T1, T2
and T3. While the Rabi frequencies Ωeff,i are identical for both interferometers in the
case of a perfect overlap in the x-y-plane (top), an overlap mismatch induces different
effective Rabi frequencies in the two (bottom). This results in a TPLS phase offset in
the rotation phase (see text).
at a position 10 mm oﬀ-center for the other, the eﬀective Rabi frequencies in the
second interferometer are reduced by 10 % with respect to the ﬁrst. This would
induce an eﬀective phase oﬀset on the rotation phase of ΦΩ,TPLS,+ ≈ 1 mrad. If
the overlap varies over time, phase ﬂuctuations can occur resulting in a spurious
rotation signal of 2 · 10−8 rad/s. These ﬂuctuations are small to which is found
to be caused by a misalignment of the beam splitter light ﬁelds. This will be
presented later in this chapter.
Although the ﬂuctuations arising from the TPLS are considered to be small, it
is desirable to further reduce their impact on the rotation signal for future mea-
surements. This can be accomplished by technical modiﬁcations that are discussed
in section 3.6.
Magnetic field gradient
The magnetic ﬁeld induces a quadratic Zeeman shift on the resonance frequency of
the two-photon Raman transition used for atomic beam splitting (see section 2.5.1).
The magnetic ﬁeld gradient along the atomic trajectory induces an eﬀective phase
shift in our set-up as the frequency shifts along the ﬁrst and second half of the
Mach-Zehnder sequence do not cancel each other. The phase oﬀset is estimated to
be 5.6 rad [56]. Nevertheless, this phase shift does not depend on the direction of
the beam splitting process. It is therefore equal in both measurements using keff,1
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and keff,2, respectively. It is therefore suppressed in the k-reversal measurement.
Contrary to this, a magnetic ﬁeld gradient along the beam splitting light ﬁeld
direction induces a phase shift of opposite sign for the two beam splitting directions.
Here, we will investigate the drift impact of such shifts on the measured rotation
phase.
For the calculation of the phase shift induced by a magnetic ﬁeld gradient we
consider a magnetic ﬁeld along the beam splitting direction of
Bz(x) = Bz,0(x, y) +
∂Bz(x)
∂z
z. (3.39)
For small ﬁeld gradients, it is possible to approximate the frequency shift (2.97)
with
δqZ(x) ≈ αqZ
(
Bz,0(x)
2 +Bz,0(x)
∂Bz(x)
∂z
∆z
)
. (3.40)
The ﬁrst term scaling with Bz,0(x)
2 allows to consider ﬁeld gradients along the
atomic trajectory canceling in the k-reversal technique (see above). The second
term accounts for ﬁeld gradients along the beam splitting light ﬁeld optical axis and
results in a phase shift for each interferometer, which can be calculated using (2.82)
ΦqZ,∇ = αqZ
∫ ∞
−∞
g(t)Bz,0(x(t))
∂Bz(x(t))
∂z
∆z(t)dt. (3.41)
Assuming a perfect overlap of the atomic trajectories, ΦqZ,∇ has the same absolute
value but opposite sign for the two interferometers. This phase would therefore
be suppressed in the rotation phase. However, the overlap of the atomic trajec-
tories is not perfectly known and the phase bias in the rotation phase is diﬃcult
to estimate. A resulting bias in the rotation phase would not be suppressed in
the k-reversal measurement. Nonetheless, ﬂuctuations arising from the magnetic
ﬁeld gradient can be excluded experimentally by performing measurements with
diﬀerent oﬀset ﬁeld values for Bz,0. In such a measurement, ΦqZ,∇ should show
diﬀerent ﬂuctuations for diﬀerent Bz,0 if it is a dominant source for ﬂuctuations
and drifts.
A long term measurement is performed for alternating magnetic oﬀset ﬁeld
values B1 ≈ 0.12 G and B2 ≈ 0.85 G. This results in an eﬀective measurement with
a set of four parameter pairs being (ki, Bj) for i, j = 1, 2. The two pairs (ki, B1)
and (ki, B2) allow us to determine the rotation phase value for the two diﬀerent
magnetic bias ﬁeld values. The diﬀerential phase of the two measurements results
in a ﬂuctuation over time, that is only due to magnetic ﬁeld ﬂuctuations. The
Allan standard deviation of the diﬀerential phase shift depicted in ﬁgure 3.21 does
not reveal drifts or oscillations over time. This excludes the magnetic ﬁeld from
being the dominant source for slow ﬂuctuations and drifts in this measurement.
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Figure 3.21: Allan standard deviation plot of magnetic field drift influence. The Al-
lan standard deviation is depicted for the rotation rates measured with the respective
magnetic field values B1 (blue) and B2 (green). Combining the two measurements leads
to an effective rotation rate fluctuation (red) and a differential rotation rate (cyan) of
subsequent measurements with different magnetic field values.
Wave fronts
Similar to the cases of TPLS and a magnetic ﬁeld gradient considered above,
a misalignment of the three beam splitter light ﬁelds leads to an oﬀset in the
rotation phase given an interferometer overlap mismatch (see section 3.2.2). A
slow ﬂuctuation or drift either of the relative alignment or in the cloud overlap can
lead to a slowly varying spurious rotation signal. The ﬂuctuation in the overlap can
be caused by variations in the initial position of the magneto-optical traps or of the
atomic velocity if the resulting displacement is not common to both interferometer
trajectories.
Using the alignment technique presented in section 3.4.5 for the relative Raman
mirror angular alignment, the wave fronts in the separated beam splitting light
zones are parallel with an uncertainty in the lower µrad regime. Taking into
account a relative position drift of the two atom sources of a few hundred µm, we
ﬁnd the typical phase ﬂuctuation in the rotation measurement to be in the range
of tens of mrad using (3.20). This corresponds to a limitation for the sensitivity
to rotations of several 10−7 rad/s. The wave front drift inﬂuence due to imperfect
alignment is considered in further detail in the following section.
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Figure 3.22: Induced pulse application mismatch. The picture shows the atomic tra-
jectories and the three interaction zones seen from the side. For an optimal timing,
the Raman pulse application positions are superimposed for both interferometers (top).
Adding a delay before the application of the Mach-Zehnder sequence induces a mismatch
of the pulse application position overlap in the two interferometers (bottom).
3.5.2 Relative beam splitter alignment and cloud overlap
The inﬂuence of an imperfect relative Raman wave front alignment on the rotation
phase is investigated here. As the phase oﬀset scales with the cloud overlap mis-
match, it can be observed when varying the cloud overlap by adding a time delay
to the interferometer timing sequence before the application of the Mach-Zehnder
pulse sequence. As presented in ﬁgure 3.22, this induces an eﬀective, mostly hor-
izontal mismatch of the cloud overlap. This mismatch can be tracked using the
arrival time information of our detection scheme, which is explained in detail in
section 3.4.4. Realizing such a measurement, we ﬁnd a clear coincidence of phase
oﬀset changes with the deliberately varied cloud overlap. Figure 3.23 depicts the
rotation phase variation and the respective arrival time variations of the two in-
terferometers for the application of delays ∆t of up to 400 µs, which correspond
to a MOT displacement of ∆x = 2vat∆t of up to 2.3 mm. Applying the timing
oﬀset after the Mach-Zehnder pulse sequence allows for validating this method.
The arrival time changes as before while the rotation phase value stays constant
within the errors.
The inﬂuence of the cloud overlap in horizontal direction can be quantitatively
investigated by tracking the rotation phase over a varying timing delay. This
results in a mapping of the resulting wave front seen by the interferometer and
allows for an estimation of the relative mirror alignment uncertainty using the
presented alignment scheme. Figure 3.24 represents the result of such a mapping
measurement. Approximating the rotation phase measurements with a linear ﬁt,
the total phase oﬀset is found to be 324 mrad, which corresponds to an eﬀective
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Figure 3.23: Rotation phase offset due to deliberate cloud overlap mismatch. The graphs
depict the rotation phase and the arrival time measurement in the interferometer 1 (blue,
solid line) and 2 (dashed blue line) for a deliberate timing delay added before (left) and
after (right) the Mach-Zehnder (MZ) pulse sequence application. The vertical dashed
lines indicate the moment in which the timing delay is changed to ∆t = −200 µs,
∆t = −400 µs and back to ∆t = 0 µs. In the case of the delay being applied after the
Mach-Zehnder pulse sequence, the applied time delay is ∆t = 400 µs, which results in
the step in arrival time at about 130 s measurement time.
misalignment of αx,1−2−αx,2−3 = 7 µrad. Furthermore, we gain information about
the shape of the wave front aberration out of this measurement. The linearity as
a function of overlap mismatch allows us to deduce that a wave front tilt is the
dominating wave front aberration.
The same measurement is realized for diﬀerent angles of one of the Raman
mirrors, namely the third mirror seen by the interferometer 1, mirror T3. As
depicted in ﬁgure 3.25, the rotation phase shows a diﬀerent slope for diﬀerent
mirror angles, which indicates an eﬀectively improved alignment for a small slope.
In fact, this only indicates that the relative mirror tilts compensate one for each
other (αx,1−2 − αx,2−3 = 0). However, the inﬂuence of a varying imperfect cloud
overlap should be strongly diminished. The corresponding mirror alignment is
suitable for an accurate and stable rotation measurement. This measurement not
only allows for an improved mirror alignment, but also for an estimate of the cloud
overlap. The intersection of the three phase slopes for diﬀerent mirror angles
indicates the correct timing for an optimal cloud overlap to be ∆t ≈ −200 µs. We
can conclude that taking into account the residual phase uncertainties of±75 mrad,
we can estimate an residual alignment uncertainty to about 3 µrad.
In the following, the resulting rotation phase drift or variation arising from
wave fronts will be estimated. Given the alignment uncertainty, the inﬂuence on
the rotation phase can be estimated for an overlap mismatch. A cloud overlap mis-
match can have diﬀerent reasons. Besides the initial MOT position, which results
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Figure 3.24: Overlap dependent rotation phase offset. The graph shows the rotation
phase values for different interferometer overlaps. The overlap is controlled by intro-
ducing a timing offset before the interferometer sequence, which is represented on the
horizontal axis. The measurements are not taken in order and the zero delay measure-
ment realized several times to test the reproducibility and drift behavior. While the
statistical errors are in the order of 10 mrad and therefore in the size of the symbols,
the repeated measurement for zero delay allows us to deduce a typical error of±75 mrad
over the time it takes to record the whole measurement set.
directly in an overlap mismatch if the displacement is not common to both sources,
the atomic velocity can vary. This would also lead to an eﬀective displacement of
the cloud position during the beam splitter process. However, the velocity is well
deﬁned by the relative detuning applied to the front and rear molasses beams
during the launch sequence. On the contrary, the initial position of the atomic
ensemble, namely the MOT position, is mainly deﬁned by the intensity balance of
the MOT beams, which can show variations over time.
Launch velocity fluctuations
The launch velocity ﬂuctuations are measured employing a SRB geometry using the
outer two mirrors. In this geometry, the wave front induced interferometer phase
oﬀset due to wave front tilts does not depend on the initial cloud position. This
allows to only consider velocity ﬂuctuations when employing the SRB sequence.
The single interferometer wave front phase shift in a SRB geometry for relative
beam splitter light ﬁeld misalignment is found using (3.14) and reads
ΦWFSRB = keffTv0,xαx,1−3. (3.42)
Here, T is the pulse separation time in each of the two pi/2 pulse pairs, vx,0 is
the forward launch velocity and αx,1−3 is the relative wave front alignment of the
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Figure 3.25: Overlap and tilt dependent rotation phase offset. The graph depicts rotation
phase values as a function for the induced cloud overlap mismatch for three different
horizontal tilt angles of the Raman mirror T3. The error bars take into account the phase
error between subsequent measurements due to slow fluctuations, which is deduced from
the measurement presented in figure 3.24. The statistical uncertainty on each point is
below 20 mrad.
two outer beam splitter application zones. It is apparent that the wave front phase
oﬀset only depends on the atomic velocity and not on the atom source position. We
expect a variation in the launch velocity to cause a phase shift directly proportional
to the misalignment angle of the two mirrors of
∆ΦWFSRB = keffT∆v0,xαx,1−3. (3.43)
The phase ﬂuctuations are measured for the optimal alignment, and for an angle
of αx,1−3 ≈ 1 mrad with a pulse separation time of T = 3 ms. The alignment in
the optimal case is estimated to be better than 10 µrad for the three mirrors as we
obtain good contrast in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer sequence. In both measure-
ments, we deduce peak-to-valley ﬂuctuations over long times of ∆ΦSRB < 10 mrad.
This allows us to deduce an upper bound for slow launch velocity ﬂuctuations of
∆vx,0
vx,0
<
∆ΦSRB
ΦWFSRB(αx,1−3 = 1 mrad)
= 7 · 10−5.
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The upper bound for phase ﬂuctuations in a Mach-Zehnder geometry being
∆ΦWFMZ = keff∆vx,0T (αx,1−2 − αx,2−3) (3.44)
can therefore be estimated for the given velocity ﬂuctuations to be
∆ΦWFMZ < 1.5 mrad
with a respective mirror misalignment of (αx,1−2 − αx,2−3) = 10 µrad. This corre-
sponds to a spurious rotation rate ﬂuctuation of 3 · 10−8 rad/s.
Atom source position fluctuations
In order to determine the atom source position ﬂuctuations over time, the MOT
position is measured directly before launch by reading an image with the MOT
monitoring camera. Several horizontal and vertical lines are extracted from each
image after subtracting the background image. Each of the lines is approximated
using a Gauss ﬁt, which yields a value for the center of mass of the atomic ensemble.
The center of mass positions of in total seven image lines is used to determine the
MOT position in the x- and z-direction. These are the directions of the horizontal
projection of the atomic trajectory and the horizontal direction perpendicular to
the latter, respectively. The short term stabilities of [113] being σx = 23 µm and
σz = 8.5 µm are found still to be valid. We ﬁnd σx = 22 µm and σz = 5 µm.
The ﬂuctuations over long times are an order of magnitude larger than the short
term variations, in the range of 300 µm over several minutes in the case of the
x-direction (see ﬁgure 3.26). However, these ﬂuctuations can be tracked using
the arrival time information. This is possible as the arrival time ﬂuctuations are
found to be dominated by the MOT position ﬂuctuation as depicted in ﬁgure 3.26.
Taking into account the velocities in x- and y-direction in the moment of detection,
we can furthermore consider the inﬂuence of the MOT position in y-direction onto
the arrival time measurement to be a factor of 10 smaller than the one arising from
the MOT position in x-direction. This motivates the application of the arrival time
as a measure of the initial horizontal cloud position and, thereby, of the horizontal
position of the atomic ensemble during the beam splitting process.
From typical arrival time ﬂuctuations we deduce a MOT position variation in
the order of 0.5 mm peak-to-valley over one cycle of the laboratory air conditioning
with a period of about 1000 s. As the arrival time is anti-correlated for the two
atom sources, this results in a total variation of the cloud overlap mismatch of up
to ∆x ≈ 1 mm. Using (3.20), this results in potential rotation phase ﬂuctuations
with peak-to-valley values of
∆ΦWF,xΩ = 24 mrad.
The resulting spurious rotation rate amounts to 5 · 10−7 rad/s.
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Figure 3.26: Correlation of MOT position and arrival time. The x-(black) and z-
component (blue) of the MOT position of atom source 1 and the atomic arrival time
of interferometer 1 (red) are depicted. The offsets of the MOT position are arbitrary.
The MOT position in x-direction show a correlation which motivates to use the arrival
time as monitoring for the initial MOT position in x-direction.
MOT beam power fluctuations
The MOT position ﬂuctuations are found to be caused by power balance ﬂuctua-
tions in the MOT beams, namely by the power distribution using the four AOMs
for top, bottom, front and rear beam frequency control. The power ﬂuctuations
measured in the MOT telescopes are well correlated with the power ﬂuctuations
of the distribution modules realizing the splitting from four to twelve ﬁbers (see
ﬁgure 3.6). This is the reason for the ﬂuctuations in z-direction to be much smaller
than the ones in x-direction. The ﬂuctuations mainly result in imbalances between
the horizontal red and blue detuned beams as each of the pairs being controlled
by one AOM. The imbalance between the two red detuned beams is much smaller,
which is also valid for the blue detuned beams.
The same behavior is discovered for the vertical MOT beams. The bottom
and top beams show relative power ﬂuctuations, which can result in a vertical
displacement of the two MOTs. However, this displacement is common to both
traps and does therefore not induce a mismatch in the cloud overlap ∆y. The
overlap ﬂuctuations in forward velocity can therefore be considered to be dominant.
While a more stable power balance could not yet be realized, the MOT position
ﬂuctuations can be tracked via the atomic arrival time using the three pulse detec-
tion scheme. The cloud overlap is a linear combination of the two positions, which
is used in the following section to correlate the rotation measurement ﬂuctuations
to the MOT positions. Having identiﬁed the position ﬂuctuations coupled with
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Figure 3.27: Rotation rate post-correction. The rotation phase (blue) is plotted over
time with three deliberate changes in the cloud overlap. The expected rotation phase
(red) as a linear combination of the arrival time values allows to remove the cloud overlap
impact from the rotation phase. The difference of both curves is the corrected rotation
rate (black).
the Raman beam splitter misalignment as the main drift source then allows for a
data post-correction and, thereby, to an eﬀectively improved rotation sensitivity.
Rotation phase post-correction
We track the arrival time of both atom interferometers with the three pulse detec-
tion scheme. This provides the relations of the second and third detection pulse
signals
εAT,1 =
Nc,1
Ntotal,1
(3.45)
εAT,2 =
Nc,2
Ntotal,2
(3.46)
for interferometers 1 and 2. As shown above for the case of interferometer 1, these
coeﬃcients are correlated with the initial atom source position in x-direction, which
allows us to use them as an eﬀective measure of the initial atom source position
and, when combining the two, for the cloud overlap ∆x. The resulting rotation
phase ﬂuctuations could than be given as a linear combination of the two arrival
time values
ΦWFxΩ = a1εAT,1 + a2εAT,2 + c, (3.47)
where a1, a2, and c are ﬁtted parameters. For n interferometer cycles, we ﬁnd
a dataset of expected rotation phase values ΦWFxΩ,i with i = 1 . . . n corresponding
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Figure 3.28: Rotation rate averaging measurement. Top: The rotation phase (black)
is plotted with the time series of expected rotation phase values ΦWFxΩ,i (red). The co-
efficients for the latter are found in a fit of a linear combination of the atomic arrival
times to the rotation signal. Bottom: Subtracting the expected phase values results in
a suppression of the wave front influence on the rotation phase. The offsets have been
removed.
to a dataset of measured rotation phase values ΦΩ,i. The ﬁtting parameters are
the result of a LSQ ﬁt in which the sum of the pairwise quadratic deviations∑n
i=1(Φ
WFx
Ω,i − ΦΩ,i)2 is minimized.
The post-correction of the rotation phase is then realized using expected ro-
tation ﬂuctuation values. Such a post-correction is shown in ﬁgure 3.27 for the
rotation phase measurement in which we deliberately induced a cloud mismatch.
3.5.3 Atom gyroscope sensitivity
In order to study the long term stability of our cold atom gyroscope we track
the measured rotation phase over time. We use the ellipse ﬁt method to extract
the rotation phase values from a dataset that is obtained by modulating the atom
interferometer acceleration phase. We analyze the time series of rotation phase val-
ues depicted in ﬁgure 3.28. This is an extraction from the dataset of the full run of
in total 150,000 shots. The data point intervals (1; 70, 000) and (110, 000; 150, 000)
are rejected due to cooling laser malfunctions leaving the interval (70, 000; 110, 000)
for data analysis.
The rotation phase shows slow variations in the range of 50 mrad over typically
60 minutes. Using the ﬁtting procedure of the post-correction method, we deduce
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Figure 3.29: Rotation signal averaging measurement Allan standard deviation. The
Allan standard deviation is depicted for the measured rotation signal (thin black line)
and the expected spurious rotation signal (red line). A post-corrected rotation rate
is found by subtracting the expected spurious rotation signal from the measured one,
which results in an improved averaging behavior of the gyroscope (bold black line). The
statistical errors on the Allan standard deviation are plotted in short dashed black lines.
The dashed line depicts an averaging of 8.5 · 10−7rad/(s√Hz).
the expected rotation phase values from the atom cloud arrival time measurements.
The expected and measured rotation phase values show good agreement over the
whole duration of the measurement.
We use the dataset of expected rotation phase values to correct for long term
ﬂuctuations that arise from impacts of the wave front misalignment coupled with
an imperfect cloud overlap. In order to deduce the long term stability of the
rotation phase, we subtract the datasets of the expected and measured rotation
rate. The two datasets and their diﬀerence are shown in time series in ﬁgure 3.28,
and corresponding Allan standard deviation is given in ﬁgure 3.29.
As seen before, the short term sensitivity is reduced using the ellipse ﬁt method.
The extrapolated rotation measurement uncertainty at one second measurement
time is
σΩ(τ) ≈ 8.5 · 10−7 rad
s
√
Hz
.
Over longer times, the signal starts to show a periodic behavior, which is also seen
in the atomic arrival time signals. The MOT positions ﬂuctuate slowly and the
positions of the pulse application move one to each other. A residual angle of a few
µrad translates this cloud overlap mismatch into a phase oﬀset, which varies over
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time. The periodic behavior manifests in a sinc-like curve on the Allan standard
deviation. Removing the signal that we infer to be caused by wave front inﬂuence,
the rotation phase averages into the lower 10−8 rad/s regime. A residual periodic
ﬂuctuation results in a plateau of 7.5 · 10−8 rad/s between 200 and 800 s, while for
an averaging time of 4000 s, we deduce a sensitivity to rotations of
σΩ = 2 · 10−8 rad
s
(at 4000 s).
The long term ﬂuctuations are reduced by a factor of up to 3 using the post-
correction method. Possible reasons for the residual ﬂuctuations imperfections
in the post-correction. These can be inferred small ﬂuctuations of the respec-
tive mirror alignment that can modify the impact of the cloud overlap mismatch.
Moreover, the inﬂuence of the vertical MOT position can cause ﬂuctuations in
the arrival time signal that do not cause a rotation phase shift if the ﬂuctuation
is common to both atomic sources. In the following, technical modiﬁcations are
discussed that will allow to further reduce the long term ﬂuctuation and, given an
improved short term stability, for a further increase in sensitivity.
3.6 Conclusions
The sensitivity of our atom interferometer gyroscope has been studied over long
integration times using an acceleration modulation technique and an ellipse ﬁt
method for rotation signal read out. The atom source position ﬂuctuations coupled
to imperfectly aligned wave fronts of the Raman beam splitter light ﬁelds are
identiﬁed to be the main reason of long term phase ﬂuctuations. A correction
method using the atomic arrival time information allows for a reduction of this
phase ﬂuctuation by a factor of 3 resulting in a sensitivity to rotation measurements
of the presented sensor of σΩ = 2 ·10−8 rad/s after 4000 s integration time. This is
an improvement of the sensor sensitivity of one order of magnitude compared to the
sensitivity at one second measurement time presented in the preceding work [56].
The residual phase ﬂuctuation is inferred to be caused by imperfections of
the correction method. Also, the TPLS was not experimentally excluded from
being a possible source for phase ﬂuctuations. The latter eﬀect can easily be
suppressed by realizing a modiﬁcation of the Raman light ﬁeld optical set-up.
The collimating telescope in T1 is removed and the light of telescope in T3 is
split and guided to the interaction zone T1 using a non-polarizing beam splitter
cube. Presuming a resulting Rabi frequency mismatch of Ω3/Ω1 of 5 % and Rabi
frequency ﬂuctuations arising from an imperfect cloud overlap of 5 %, we ﬁnd a
resulting rotation rate ﬂuctuation below 5 · 10−9 rad/s. Thus, we estimate minor
rotation phase ﬂuctuations induced by the TPLS even for an intensity mismatch
and ﬂuctuation which should easily be met by the use of common beam splitter
light ﬁelds in T1 and T3.
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The post-correction method using the arrival time measurement in the detec-
tion process enables rotation measurements with a sensitivity in the lower 10−8 rad
s
regime. However, it is desirable to realize an intrinsically higher stability of the
measured rotation phase. The observed ﬂuctuation in the rotation signal results
from a combination of MOT position ﬂuctuations and residual imperfections in the
relative beam splitter light ﬁeld alignment. An improvement of the stability can
be achieved by either reducing the position ﬂuctuations or the mirror alignment
uncertainty.
We found the MOT position ﬂuctuations to be mainly caused by relative power
ﬂuctuations in the MOT beams. The source is given by the periodically varying
temperature in our laboratory causing misalignments in the laser system. The
ﬂuctuations are mainly in the 3D-MOT distribution module used for frequency
and power control. An improvement of the power stability can be achieved by
reducing the temperature ﬂuctuations or the sensitivity of our optical set-up to
temperature. Also, the intensity can be actively stabilized. An active intensity
stabilization has been tried out and resulted in a suppression of the arrival time
ﬂuctuations by a factor of 2. Improving this intensity lock would allow for an
improvement in the MOT position stability. If the slow power ﬂuctuations of the
MOT beams can be reduced to the typical short term sensitivity value, a reduction
of a factor of 20 in cloud overlap ﬂuctuations could be realized.
The relative beam splitter alignment is realized based on the signal contrast
of our two interferometers. This alignment technique is estimated to allow for
an alignment with uncertainties of the relative angle of the Raman beam retro-
reﬂective mirrors of a few µrad [57]. Such an angle results not only in a signal
contrast reduction but also in an interferometer oﬀset. While this oﬀset is rejected
from the rotation phase for an ideal overlap of the atomic clouds of the two in-
terferometers, an overlap mismatch results in a spurious rotation phase shift. By
varying the cloud overlap on our ﬂat parabolic trajectories, we ﬁnd a residual total
angle of the Raman mirrors of 7 µrad in the horizontal direction. A reduction of
this angle with an uncertainty of about 3 µrad was achieved by alternating the
cloud overlap for diﬀerent relative mirror alignments. This was mainly limited by
slowly varying overlaps during the alignment procedure. This alignment technique
can be improved using a faster and direct rotation rate read out. For example, a
rotation phase read out every 10 s results in a sensitivity of 3 · 10−7 rad/s. For
an induced overlap mismatch of ±2 mm, this will allow for an alignment of the
relative angle of below 1 µrad.
Taking into account the considerations in section 3.5.2 we infer maximum spu-
rious ﬂuctuations of the measured rotation rate caused by velocity uncertainties of
below 3 · 10−9 rad
s
. The reduction in the atomic source position ﬂuctuations would
reduce the wave front induced ﬂuctuations of below 1 · 10−8 rad/s. The next steps
that need to be taken for a full sensor analysis are discussed in section 5.1.
Chapter 4
Atomic short range force sensor
This chapter presents the demonstrator experiment for the short range force sen-
sor project FORCA-G, in which the Raman laser induced tunneling in a vertical
1D-lattice is employed for Raman interferometry with trapped atoms. First, the
measurement principle and the experimental set-up are described. After that, the
demonstration of the tunneling process is presented and the resolution of the result-
ing Wannier-Stark spectroscopy is discussed. This leads to the subsequently pre-
sented short and long term stability studies of the acceleration measurement based
on Wannier-Stark Ramsey (WSR) and symmetric WSR interferometer schemes.
At the end of this chapter, the coherent ‘atom elevator’ is introduced that allows
for a low-loss quick coherent transport of the atoms over many centimeters. This
will be employed in future short range force measurements in our experiment.
4.1 Accelerometry in a trapped atom interfero-
meter
The sensitivity of accelerometry using our trapped atom interferometer is stud-
ied in this chapter. As the measurement takes place far from the mirror surface,
the potential gradient is considered to be constant. This allows us to realize a
force measurement with many atoms trapped in many lattice sites, which will all
contribute to the measurement equally. A schematic of the experimental set-up is
depicted in ﬁgure 4.1. The atoms are trapped in a vertical 1D-lattice, which is pro-
vided by a far blue-detuned standing light wave with a wavelength of λl = 532 nm.
In such a trap, the atoms are not trapped in the transverse directions. In order to
prevent the atoms from escaping in the horizontal directions, an additional trans-
verse dipole trap [114] is created using a running wave far red-detuned light ﬁeld
with λdip = 1064 nm. This conﬁguration will be denoted ’mixed trap’ in the follow-
ing. All beams used to create the mixed atomic trap and coherent beam splitting
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are vertically aligned in a collinear manner. This is realized using diﬀerent dichroic
mirrors that provide high reﬂectance for one wavelength and high transmission for
a diﬀerent wavelength at the same time.
transverse dipole trap beam
lattice beam
dichroic mirrors
HR @ 532 nm
AR @ 780 nm
AR @ 1064 nm
dichroic mirror
HR @ 780 nm
AR @ 1064 nm
PBS
λ/4
dichroic mirror
HR @ 780 nm
AR @ 1064 nm
Raman beams
Raman beam 1 (blocked)
Raman beam 2 (reflected)
trapped
atoms
Figure 4.1: Short range force sensor schematic. The atoms are trapped in the mixed
trap consisting of a vertical standing laser wave and a vertical traveling wave. Raman
laser beams that are applied along the lattice optical axis allow for coupling of lattice
sites that are separated up to several µm. The beam set-up is realized using dichroic
mirrors. As the induction of tunneling using Raman lasers results in a state labeling, the
transition probability between lattice sites can be determined by detecting the internal
atomic state after release from the trap.
Within this set-up, we realize coherent tunneling of the trapped atoms by
applying the Raman light ﬁelds in the depicted counter-propagating conﬁguration.
During the application of the Raman pulses, inter-site coupling appears if the
relative Raman laser detuning matches the energy diﬀerence between two Wannier-
Stark states plus the hyperﬁne transition frequency. This is equivalent to setting
the total detuning δ∆m in (2.75) to the respective Wannier-Stark resonance ∆m to
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zero. The resulting resonance condition for the Raman laser detuning reads
νR = νeg +∆mνB, (4.1)
where νR = (ω1 − ω2)/(2pi) the relative Raman laser detuning, νeg = ωeg/(2pi) is
the internal state transition frequency, and νB is the Bloch frequency according
to (2.65). This is now given by
νB =
magλl
2h
. (4.2)
Here, ma is the atomic mass, g is the local gravity acceleration and λl is the lattice
laser wavelength. The internal state transition frequency itself can be inﬂuenced
by diﬀerential shifts on the two interferometer states. These are in particular the
quadratic Zeeman shift νqZ = δqZ/(2pi), given in (2.97), and the diﬀerential light
shifts induced by the mixed trap light ﬁelds νACT = δACT/(2pi), given in (2.100),
as well as by the Raman light ﬁelds νACR = δACR/(2pi).
The resonance condition (4.1) allows for a measurement of the Bloch frequency
using Raman spectroscopy or interferometry. If the ratio of the atomic mass,
Planck’s constant, and the lattice laser wavelength value are known, this allows
for the measurement of g. In the following, the experimental apparatus and the
measurement sequence are introduced. Then, the inter-site coupling is demon-
strated and the mixed trap inﬂuence on this process is discussed. After this, Bloch
frequency measurement stability studies are presented. Identifying the limits of
the stability motivates modiﬁcations in the set-up, which allow for an improved
stability.
4.2 Experimental realization
For the accelerometry measurements we employ the mixed trap and Raman beam
conﬁguration depicted in ﬁgure 4.1. In the following, the experimental set-up for
these experiments is introduced including the vacuum system, the laser sources,
the beam set-up and detection devices. A ﬁrst description can be found in [73].
4.2.1 Apparatus
The apparatus bases on similar technology as the atom gyroscope described in
chapter 3. The single parts are introduced in the following.
Vacuum system
The vacuum system used for this experiment consists of a 2D-MOT chamber, and a
combined 3D-MOT and interferometry chamber featuring at its bottom a detection
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 interferometry zone
current
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Figure 4.2: Vacuum chamber and 3D-MOT beam configuration [115]. The interferometer
and 3D-MOT chamber features a detection zone on its bottom (left). The 3D-MOT beam
configuration is chosen such that the mixed trap beams can be applied on the vertical
axis (right). The magnetic quadrupole field is produced by a pair of coils oriented along
the vertical axis.
region in which the atoms fall after release from the mixed trap. The vacuum
conditions of below 10−9 mbar are maintained using an ion getter pump (IGP),
which is attached to the pumping part of the vacuum system that has a connection
to the interferometry chamber. The 2D-MOT section, which shows a pressure of
about 10−8 mbar, is connected to the interferometer part via a diﬀerential pumping
stage.
Atomic source
The atomic source is based on the same principles as the atomic sources in the
case of the atom gyroscope. The 87Rb atoms are provided by an atomic reser-
voir heated to a temperature between 40◦C and 50◦C. This source is attached to
the 2D-MOT chamber in order to realize a suﬃciently high Rubidium vapor pres-
sure. The 3D-MOT is loaded by forming an atomic beam in the 2D-MOT that
passes through the diﬀerential pumping stage. The magnetic quadrupole ﬁelds for
magneto-optical trapping are provided using copper coils that are attached to the
respective chamber parts.
Magnetic shielding
The whole system is shielded by a one-layer magnetic shield in octagon shape with
a top and bottom cover. The shield features holes that allow for optical access
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for atom cooling, trapping and detection. We compensate for residual magnetic
ﬁelds using three pairs of copper coils mounted inside the magnetic shield, one in
each of the three directions. This results in a residual ﬁeld with a magnitude of
approximately 1 mG [73].
Bias field for atom interferometry
During the interferometry and detection sequences, a homogeneous ﬁeld in z-
direction is applied. The ﬁeld of 0.17 G deﬁnes the quantization axis for the atomic
magnetic moment in the vertical direction. The typical diﬀerential quadratic Zee-
man shift on the internal state transition amounts to 17 Hz.
Microwave antenna
A λ/4 microwave antenna is attached to the vacuum chamber, that allows for
direct coupling between the two Rubidium hyperﬁne states using a 6.834 GHz
signal delivered by an ultra-stable synthesizer. The ﬁeld homogeneity allows us to
perform Rabi oscillations with a contrast close to 100 %.
Atom detection set-up
Two photodiodes of type Hamamatsu S-1337 with one common imaging lens mount-
ed on the detection zone of the vacuum chamber collect a part of the light that is
scattered from the atoms when passing through the detection zones, which allows
for detecting the total atomic transition probability (see section 4.3.4). We em-
ploy optical band pass ﬁlters in front of the photodiodes in order to suppress the
inﬂuence of stray light at 532 nm and 1064 nm. The two resulting electric signals
are ampliﬁed and logged by the computer using an analog input card.
4.2.2 Laser system
The light ﬁelds for laser-cooling and magneto-optical trapping as well as for other
processes in which resonant scattering on the 87Rb D2-line is employed are provided
by laser sources similar to the ones presented in section 3.3.2. The mixed optical
dipole trap requires two lasers. The ﬁrst one emits blue-detuned light with a
wavelength of λl = 532 nm. The second laser is red-detuned and emits light at a
wavelength of λdip = 1064 nm.
Required light fields
The light ﬁelds required for magneto-optical trapping, molasses cooling, optical
pumping, detection and Raman beam splitting are depicted in ﬁgure 4.3. In ad-
dition to the cooling and trapping light as well as hyperﬁne selective ﬂuorescence
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Figure 4.3: Required light fields. The used light fields are: (1) reference laser, locked
80 MHz below the repumping transition |52S1/2, F = 1〉 → |52P3/2, F ′ = 2〉 and, when
compensated by an AOM, used for repumping (2) 2D- and 3D-MOT cooling light (3)
’depumping’ light (4) optical pumping light (5) detection light (6) Raman laser 1 (ω1)
(7) Raman laser 2 (ω2).
detection, a so-called ’depumping’ light ﬁeld is needed in the experimental se-
quence of the atomic short range force sensor. This light ﬁeld serves for pumping
all atoms from the |52S1/2, F = 2〉 to the |52S1/2, F = 1〉-state by resonantly driving
the |52S1/2, F = 2〉 → |52P3/2, F ′ = 2〉 transition (see section 4.3.2).
Coherent tunneling in the vertical optical lattice based on stimulated Raman
transitions requires two light ﬁelds stabilized in phase, similar to the free space
case. The typical Rabi frequencies used in the trapped set-up have to be small
compared to the Bloch frequency in order to resolve the transition orders ∆m,
which reduces the amount of required laser intensity. Furthermore, the coupling on
the inter-site transition will be reduced with respect to the free atom case (these are
depicted in ﬁgure 2.15). In order to reduce spontaneous single-photon scattering
to a minimum, the global detuning is chosen to be ∆ = −2pi · 3.4 GHz. This value
suppresses spontaneous scattering while keeping the possibility to compensate the
Raman light ﬁeld induced diﬀerential AC-Stark shift.
Besides the light ﬁelds for resonant single- and two-photon resonant coupling,
two light ﬁelds are needed for optical trapping of atoms in the mixed trap, one
blue-detuned lattice light ﬁeld and another red-detuned light ﬁeld for transverse
conﬁnement. The demands on the lattice laser are given on the one hand by the
eﬀective coupling strength depending on the relation of the lattice and coupling
laser wavelength. The coupling strength given by (2.71) is indeed found to be small
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for wavelengths close to the Raman laser wavelength, while our choice of λl =
532 nm allows for relatively large inter-site coupling [74]. On the other hand, the
laser has to provide a single-frequency light ﬁeld with high optical output power.
For a large detuning, a high power is needed in order to enable the realization of
lattice depths of several Er while keeping a relatively large waist. This is important
for a transverse homogeneity of the trap depth over the lateral expansion of the
trapped atomic ensemble. These demands can be met by a frequency doubled
solid state laser with an output wavelength of λl = 532 nm. The second light ﬁeld
needed in the mixed trap needs to feature a large red detuning with respect to the
87Rb D1- and D2-line and high output power in order to eﬃciently trap the atoms
laterally in the center of the lattice.
The transverse dipole trap light ﬁeld induces a position dependent shift on
the internal state transition, which results in an eﬀective spectroscopic broadening
which will be discussed in section 4.4.2. The shift can be compensated using a
fairly weak light ﬁeld inducing a diﬀerential shift opposed to the ﬁrst. This can be
realized with a light ﬁeld that has a frequency close to the one of the Raman laser
1 (see ﬁgure 4.3).
Laser sources, frequency control and distribution
The laser sources at 780 nm used in the experiment are external cavity diode lasers
(ECDL) [104] with tapered ampliﬁers (TA) for power ampliﬁcation [105], similar
to the lasers used in the atom gyroscope experiment. Acousto-optical modulators
are employed for frequency and power control and mechanical shutters are used
at appropriate positions in oder to eﬀectively prevent for any resonant light from
being coupled into the ﬁbers during the spectroscopy or interferometer sequence.
A schematic of the diode laser set-up is shown in ﬁgure 4.4, while more details on
the laser system can be found in [73]1.
Four ECDLs are used in our experiment. The optical set-up is separated into
two parts. One part consists of one cooling laser and one repumping laser. The
other part includes Raman laser 1 and Raman laser 2.
The repumping laser is locked to the |52S1/2, F = 1〉 → |52P3/2, F ′ = 2〉 transi-
tion with a frequency oﬀset of -80 MHz via a lock-in technique using an electro-
optic modulator (EOM) for frequency modulation. The light coming from this laser
serves as a reference for other lasers, which can thereby be stabilized using oﬀset
beat locks. Furthermore, the light is used for repumping during magneto-optical
trapping and molasses cooling, as well as during detection. In both cases, the
light is shifted on resonance with a 80-MHz-acousto-optical modulator (AOM).
Optical pumping requires the light to be resonant with the |52S1/2, F = 1〉 →
1Two changes have been made with respect to [73]. The so-called ’blower’ light is now used
as ’depumping’ with a different frequency. Furthermore, the repumping light is now also used for
optical pumping which is possible by shifting the frequency by an additional AOM double pass.
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Figure 4.4: Diode laser set-up. Red: laser sources Blue: beat set-ups, electronic frequency
controls, AOMs for frequency control and switching Green: frequency and power control
using AOMs Yellow: experimental purpose. The black arrows represent fiber connections
while free space laser beams are depicted with red arrows. Electric connections are shown
as black lines. In the case of the detection, an AOM serves for power stabilization of the
cooling light by diffracting a part of the light into the diffracted order. (AOM: acousto-
optic modulator, PD (OPLL): phase detector for the optical phase-locked loop, ECDL:
external cavity diode laser, TA: tapered amplifier, FM: frequency modulation.)
|52P3/2, F ′ = 0〉 transition. This is achieved by passing through a 80-MHz-AOM
double pass in the -1st order.
The cooling laser is power ampliﬁed to approximately 200 mW using a ta-
pered ampliﬁer and frequency locked to the repumping laser via an oﬀset beat
lock with a variable frequency oﬀset around -6.8 GHz, which allows to drive the
|52S1/2, F = 2〉 → |52P3/2, F ′ = 2, 3〉 transitions. We us the light of the cooling
laser for magneto-optical trapping, molasses cooling, detection, and ’depumping’.
The detuning needed in trapping and molasses cooling is controlled by acting di-
rectly on the beat lock frequency oﬀset. Power control and switching is realized
using an AOM. For detection, the cooling light is power controlled when passing
trough an AOM in 0th order. For ’depumping’, the laser frequency is tuned ex-
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actly to the |52S1/2, F = 2〉 → |52P3/2, F ′ = 1〉 transition and the light is directly
coupled into a ﬁber.
Two ECDLs serve as Raman lasers. The Raman laser 1 is locked to the re-
pumping laser via an oﬀset beat lock with a frequency oﬀset of -3.4 GHz to the
|52S1/2, F = 1〉 → |52P3/2, F ′ = 2〉 transition. The the relative phase of the two
Raman lasers is stabilized onto an ultra-stable microwave reference using an op-
tical phase-locked loop (OPLL). Within the OPLL, the beat note signal is ﬁrst
mixed with an ultra-stable signal at 6.934 GHz and, in a second step, frequency
divided by 2 and compared on a phase detector to a signal coming from a 50 MHz
direct digital synthesizer (DDS). Thereby, the DDS signal allows for convenient
control of the relative Raman laser frequency and phase around the hyperﬁne fre-
quency νeg = ωeg/(2pi). As we need four times the optical power in Raman laser
2 compared to Raman laser 1, the light coming from Raman laser 2 is ampliﬁed
using a tapered ampliﬁer.
The optical 1D-lattice light ﬁeld is provided by a solid state frequency doubled
Nd:YVO4 laser of type Coherent Verdi V-12, which features a chiller for heat
dissipation ThermoTek T255P. The light ﬁeld is guided to the vacuum chamber
in a free-space set-up. For the realization of the transverse conﬁnement dipole
trap beam, we use a Yb-ﬁber laser of type Manlight ML-CW-P-TKS featuring a
maximum optical output power of 20 W at a wavelength of 1064 nm. Switching
and power control of both, the lattice and dipole trap beam, are realized using
80-MHz-AOMs.
4.2.3 Mixed trap and Raman beam set-up
The set-up depicted in ﬁgure 4.1 requires the lattice, transverse dipole trap and
Raman beams as well as the diﬀerential light shift compensation beam to share a
vertical optical axis. Superimposing the beams is realized by the use of dichroic
mirrors, which is depicted in ﬁgure 4.5 (right). The lattice and dipole trap beams
are aligned vertically and onto the center of the magneto-optical trap. The align-
ment can easily be optimized on the total number of trapped atoms.
The lattice beam is applied from the bottom and retro-reﬂected on a dichroic
mirror that is mounted above the vacuum chamber. This results in a standing light
wave realizing the optical lattice. The upper window is slightly tilted in order to
prevent for parasitic reﬂections. The beam waist is set to 600 µm using a Keplerian
telescope before passing through the AOM. The dipole trap laser beam is shined in
from the top collinear to the lattice beam and is dumped after the passage through
the chamber. The beam waist of 200 µm at the position of the atomic cloud is
realized by using a lens of focal length fIR = 400 mm in a distance of 400 mm
from the mixed trap position.
A counter-propagating Raman beam conﬁguration is realized by shining in
both Raman light ﬁelds from below and retro-reﬂecting only one of the two beams
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Figure 4.5: Mixed trap and Raman beam set-up. The Raman laser set-up (left) allows
to realize a retro-reflective configuration while only choosing one momentum transfer
direction. This is realized by reflecting only one of the Raman light fields while filtering
out the other light field using a polarizing beam splitter cube (PBS). The trap and beam
splitter set-up (right) is realized using dichroic mirrors (dashed edging) that allow to
superimpose all fields on one optical axis. The arrows indicate the beam propagation
directions while the actual optical axis are collinear.
as depicted in ﬁgure 4.5 (left). For this, the polarizations of the two Raman
light ﬁelds need to be circular and orthogonal. This allows us to choose only
one pair of beams with frequencies ω1 and ω2 with the same polarization while
the other pair is suppressed as the second beam is ﬁltered out as depicted in
ﬁgure 4.5 (right). The two Raman light ﬁelds are guided to the experiment in one
polarization maintaining single-mode optical ﬁber with orthogonal polarizations.
Switching and power control are realized with an AOM before ﬁber coupling. After
the exit of the ﬁber, the beam is enlarged to a collimated beam with a waist of
5.6 mm. The beam polarization is controlled using a half-wave plate and a quarter-
wave plate before superimposing the Raman light ﬁelds with the mixed trap beams
on dichroic mirrors. A second quarter-wave plate on the top of the experimental
chamber allows to ﬁlter out the Raman beam 2 using a polarizing beam splitter
cube before Raman beam 1 is retro-reﬂected and guided back to the mixed trap.
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4.2.4 Lattice laser frequency stabilization
An accurate Bloch frequency measurement demands a precise knowledge and con-
trol of the lattice laser frequency. The stabilization of the laser frequency of a
532 nm laser on a molecular transition of bi-atomic iodine molecules has shown
to be a method providing high precision and stability. I2 features many transi-
tion lines in the visible electromagnetic spectrum thanks to rovibronic transitions,
which are each split into either 15 or 21 hyperﬁne structure lines. Using cooled
iodine vapor cells in advanced optical set-ups for modulation spectroscopy, relative
frequency uncertainties in the lower 10−13 regime can be achieved in 1 s averaging
time [116]. The accuracy can be as low as 10−12 in relative units [117].
The lattice laser frequency is locked using a frequency modulation transfer
spectroscopy (FMTS). As the demands are moderate in our case, the lock set-up is
simpliﬁed in comparison to the realizations presented in [116, 117]. Details on the
frequency lock can be found in appendix B. The linewidth of the transition that
is used for locking is determined to be δνl=9 MHz. Considering this linewidth as
the relative uncertainty of the lock leads to a relative uncertainty and accuracy in
the lattice laser wavelength of below
δνl
νl
= 1.6 · 10−8.
The free-running frequency stability is found to be not limiting the present mea-
surement precision. Therefore, the lock is not used during the measurements pre-
sented in this work. Nevertheless, it serves for long term stability and accuracy
studies presented in [75].
4.2.5 Computer control and data acquisition
The experimental parameters and timings are controlled using a computer. An
analog output card allows for controlling experimental parameters by setting a
set-point voltage for e.g. power control in AOMs, frequency and phase control
of sinusoidal signals using a DDS and a synthesizer. Switching processes are con-
trolled using TTL signals generated by the computer. An analog input card enables
the high resolution read out of e.g. photodiode signals.
Besides parameter and timing control, a C based software allows to realize a
computer based locking scheme. From shot to shot, experimental parameters can
be automatically modiﬁed following control parameters that are generated based on
information gained in the precedent interferometer cycle. This realizes a software
based lock of the atom interferometer to, for example, a fringe slope.
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4.3 Measurement sequence
We perform the spectroscopy and interferometry measurements in experimental
cycles of a typical length of 1.4 s to 2 s. After trapping and cooling the atoms in
the magneto-optical trap, they are loaded into the mixed trap, where the interfer-
ometer state preparation and spectroscopy or interferometer pulse sequence take
place. After the completion of the pulse sequence, the atoms are released from
the trap. The dropped atoms pass a detection zone in which the hyperﬁne state
selective ﬂuorescence detection allows to determine the transition probability via
the measurement of the internal state populations.
4.3.1 Trapping and cooling
The atomic source for the trapped interferometry is realized using a 2D-3D magneto-
optical trap (MOT) system. During the loading sequence of T = 500 ms, about
107 atoms are loaded into the 3D-MOT [73]. The 2D-MOT ﬂux, and thus the
loading rate, is mainly limited by a Rubidium deposit on the bottom vacuum win-
dow leading to a partial intensity imbalance between the ascending and descending
2D-MOT laser beams.
After trapping in the MOT, the atoms are cooled down in an optical molasses.
While the detuning is chosen to be -3Γ during the MOT phase, the molasses is
realized using a detuning of -20Γ, where Γ = 2pi · 6.067 MHz is the linewidth of
the cooling transition. Parallel to the detuning ramp from -3Γ to -20Γ of 1 ms
duration, the magnetic ﬁeld is switched oﬀ. After 10 ms of molasses cooling, the
3D-MOT light intensity is ramped down using a shutter with typical switching
times of approximately 500 µs. This leaves an ensemble of 107 87Rb atoms with a
temperature of 2 µK.
The cold atomic ensemble is then loaded into the mixed trap consisting of
the vertical 1D lattice and the superimposed optical dipole trap. For a measured
power at the atomic position of Pl = 7 W and the given waist of w0,l = 600 µm, we
ﬁnd a theoretical maximum lattice depth of U0 = 7.4Er using (2.99). This depth
corresponds to an atomic temperature of Θat = U0/kB = 2.8 µK with kB being the
Boltzmann constant. Hence, the atoms are trapped in the vertical direction with
relatively high eﬃciency. The lattice depth found in the experimental sequence
is slightly lower. We ﬁnd depths of up to U0 = 6.5Er for optimal alignment.
We typically U0 = 1.8Er and U0 = 4Er, which corresponds to temperatures of
Θat = 0.7 µK and Θat = 1.5 µK, respectively.
The trapping eﬃciency in the lateral direction is mainly limited by the relatively
small trap volume. Approximately 4 ·104 atoms are trapped in the mixed trap that
features an eﬀective lateral radius of about 200 µm. The initial MOT size results
in a vertical spread of trapped atoms of about 2.5 mm. For the two diﬀerent trap
depth values, we ﬁnd a number of trapped atoms after Ttrap = 0.5 s of N = 18, 000
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Figure 4.6: Optical depumping and optical pumping. Left: Optical ’depumping’ pumps
the atomic ensemble from the F = 2 to the F = 1-state. Right: Optical pumping on
the F = 1 → F ′ = 0-transition with light linearly polarized along the quantization axis
results in accumulating the atoms to the interferometer ground state.
and N = 50, 000, respectively.
4.3.2 State preparation
In order to fulﬁll the assumption that Pe(t = 0) = 0, we prepare all atoms in the
interferometer ground state |g〉. After being trapped in the MOT and loaded into
the mixed trap, the atoms are equally distributed over all ﬁve Zeeman sub-levels
of the |5S1/2, F = 2〉-state.
The two steps of the state preparation depicted in ﬁgure 4.6 are based on optical
pumping [118]. First, the atoms are brought to the |52S1/2, F = 1〉-state using the
’depumping’2 light ﬁeld. The ’depumping’ is realized by driving the |52S1/2, F =
2〉 → |52P3/2, F = 2〉 transition. The atoms are accumulated in the |52S1/2, F = 1〉
Zeeman manifold. Second, optical pumping is performed on the |52S1/2, F = 1〉 →
|52P3/2, F = 0〉 transition. The interplay of the linearly polarized light ﬁeld and
the magnetic ﬁeld quantization axis along this polarization eﬃciently suppresses
the pi-transition. As a consequence, |g〉 = |52S1/2, F = 1,mF = 0〉 represents a
dark state, in which the atoms accumulate. The eﬃciency of this process of 95 %
is limited by polarization impurities of the optical pumping beam. Applied optical
power and pulse time are chosen by making a trade-oﬀ between pumping eﬃciency
and atom loss.
A way to remove the residual |52S1/2, F = 1,mF 6= 0〉 atoms is given as follows.
We can transfer the |52S1/2, F = 1,mF = 0〉 atoms to the |52S1/2, F = 2,mF = 0〉-
2The term ’depumping’ refers to the fact that the atoms are brought from the Zeeman manifold
around the excited interferometer state to the one around the interferometer ground state, which
realizes a counterpart to the process described by the term ’repumping’.
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state using a resonant microwave pi-pulse and further shine in the optical pumping
beam. The polarization impurities then would cause heating in the atomic en-
semble which removes the residual atoms after a suﬃciently long application time.
This process could be realized in shorter time by changing the polarization of the
optical pumping beam to an arbitrary one, e.g. by inserting a half-wave plate
glued on a controllable lever.
4.3.3 Raman laser and microwave pulse application
The application of Raman light ﬁeld pulses is realized using an acousto-optical
modulator for switching and power control. The pulses show typical durations
of a few ms up to more than 1 s. The maximum laser intensities used in the
measurements presented in this work are I1,max = 0.25 mW/cm
2 and I2,max =
0.54 mW/cm2 for typical pulse lengths of the order of 10 ms. The microwave can
be used to drive the internal state transition without transferring momentum to
the atoms. The intensity and frequency are controlled by the synthesizer that
provides the microwave signal.
4.3.4 State selective fluorescence detection
After the release from the trap, the populations of both internal states Ng and Ne
are determined in a hyperﬁne state selective ﬂuorescence detection. This results
in the transition probability
Pe =
Ne
Ng +Ne
. (4.3)
The two atom numbers are determined via the resonantly scattered light intensity
of the atoms in the respective states when falling through two light sheets under-
neath the mixed trap after being released from the lattice by switching oﬀ the
lattice and dipole trap laser (see ﬁgure 4.7(left)). The light ﬁeld in these two light
sheets is almost resonant with the |52S1/2, F = 2〉 → |52P3/2, F ′ = 3〉 transition
and circularly polarized. This allows us to drive a closed transition between the
mF = 2 and m
′
F = 3-states. The detection beams are applied in a retro-reﬂected
conﬁguration in order to minimize heating and thus maximize the number of scat-
tered photons during the passage. The bottom part of the retro reﬂecting mirror
is blocked, which results in heating and pushing of the detected atoms out of the
second light sheet’s zone of interest.
Detecting light scattered in the ﬁrst sheet thus enables us to determine Ne.
The atoms in the ground state do not ﬂuoresce in the ﬁrst light sheet. They are
then optically repumped in a third light sheet, which is placed between the two
detection light sheets. The subsequent detection in the second detection light sheet
results in the population number Ng.
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Figure 4.7: Detection scheme (left picture taken from [73]). Left: The population of
the two internal states are measured when the atoms pass through the detection and
repumping light sheets after being released from the lattice. The fluorescence signals
of each sheet corresponding to the population Ne and Ng, respectively, are captured
by two separate photodiodes. The detection intensity is stabilized using the residual
transmission of the retro reflection mirror of the detection molasses. The light sheets
are realized with apertures in front of the Gaussian beams coming from the collimators.
Right: The fluorescence signals are integrated within the computer data treatment. The
resulting value is proportional to the state population Ng and Ne, respectively. The
signals show a 100 Hz modulation caused by incident the laboratory light. This is
averaged out if the integration time is chosen to be a multiple of 10 ms.
Tracked over time, the two ﬂuorescence signals result in time of ﬂight signals
representing a convolution of the light sheet’s intensity proﬁle and the spatial
distribution of the atomic ensemble during detection (see ﬁgure 4.7(right)). After
subtracting the corresponding oﬀsets from these signals, their integrated values are
proportional to the state populations Ne and Ng.
For an appropriate operation of this detection scheme, the light intensities have
to be adapted. The repumping beam intensity is chosen such that the atoms are, on
the one hand, suﬃciently repumped in the excited state during their passage, and,
on the other hand, not repumped by diﬀused light before entering the detection,
which is the case if the intensity is too high. The detection light intensity is
adjusted to be well in the saturation regime, in the order of a few mW/cm2.
This intensity is stabilized on a controllable reference voltage [73]. A photodiode
measuring the residual transmission of the detection beam’s retro reﬂection mirror
provides the error signal for this stabilization (see ﬁgure 4.7(left)).
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Figure 4.8: Particle number dependent detection noise. The detection noise σPe is
measured (black squares with statistical error bars) as a function of the total number of
atoms in free-falling configuration. For this, the 2D-MOT loading time is varied in order
to achieve the wanted atom number in the detection. The different regimes are given
by a fit (black line), representing a quadratic sum of the different regimes of 1/N (blue
dotted line), 1/
√
N (red solid line) and constant noise (green dashed line).
Detection noise
As the transition probability detection shows an intrinsic noise σPe , it potentially
limits the signal-to-noise ratio of the spectroscopic and atom interferometer mea-
surements. While the fundamental limit of the detection resolution is given by
the quantum projection noise (QPN), technical limitations like ampliﬁer noise and
detection light power and frequency ﬂuctuations are sources for detection noise.
Depending on their origin, the diﬀerent noise sources show diﬀerent power laws
with respect to the atom number N [119].
Technical noise which does not depend on the atom number scales with 1/N .
Here, these noise sources are mainly the photodiode dark current, the electric am-
pliﬁer noise, and background light detected by the photodiode. QPN is a classical
fundamental limitation, which scales with 1/
√
N [100]. Noise inﬂuences scaling
with the atom number cause a noise ﬂoor, which is constant in regard to the total
atom number. Noise sources of this kind are ﬂuctuations of the detection laser
frequency and optical output power.
An evaluation of the detection noise is performed in two ways, by dropping
the atoms directly after the molasses phase, and by trapping the atoms in the
mixed trap before release and detection, respectively. In order to determine the
regime we work in and the ultimate noise limit of the detection system, when
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Figure 4.9: Detection uncertainty over time. The detection noise is depicted as an Allan
like standard deviation over the number of shots for 3·104 atoms that are directly released
after molasses cooling (black boxes) and for 4 · 104 atoms, that have been trapped in the
mixed trap for 1 s (red dots). The curves can be approximated by σPe = 0.75 · 10−2 and
σPe = 1 · 10−2, respectively (dotted lines). Taking into account the 1/N behavior, the
detection noises for atoms coming from the molasses and coming from the mixed trap
are found to be the same.
performing measurements in the mixed trap, we ﬁrst measure the noise in the
transition probability σPe as a function of number of atoms directly dropped after
molasses cooling (see ﬁgure 4.8). For this measurement, a microwave pi/2-pulse
with negligible power as well as frequency noise provides a transition probability
with a typical working point value of Pe = 0.5.
In order to compare the detection noise in the two cases, the noise is measured
in a time series for atoms dropping after the molasses phase and atoms being
dropped after a holding time in the mixed trap of 1 s. The resulting Allan standard
deviation given in ﬁgure 4.9 shows similar behavior of the detection for both cases
when we suppose that the total number of detected atoms is equal for trapped and
free-falling ensembles and take into account operation in the 1/N regime.
The working point is predetermined by the number of atoms loaded in the
composed trap and the trap lifetime, resulting in typically 3 · 104 to 4 · 104 atoms
at a total trap time of 500 ms to 1 s, which clearly puts the measurement in the
1/N regime with a typical detection noise on Pe for N = 3 · 104 of
σPe = 1 · 10−2 per shot.
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4.3.5 Compensation of differential AC-Stark shifts
The presence of oﬀ-resonant electromagnetic ﬁelds induces a diﬀerential AC-Stark
shift on the internal state transition of the interfering Rubidium atoms. The light
ﬁelds inducing this shift are the Raman beams as well as the trapping laser beams.
The size of the Raman laser beams being much larger than the size of the mixed
trap, the diﬀerential AC-Stark shift induced by the beam splitting light ﬁelds can
be considered to be homogeneous over the extend of the atomic ensemble. This
results in a frequency oﬀset on the measurement that, in principle, can vary over
time. For our case, it is in the order of several hundreds of Hz for pi-pulses of a
typical duration of 10 ms. However, the choice of an appropriate intensity ratio
I2/I1 of the two beam splitting light ﬁelds allows for compensation of the two
diﬀerential shifts induced by each of the Raman laser ﬁelds (see section 2.5.1).
The compensation is optimized on an inner-site transition spectrum by using a
microwave coupling pulse with a duration that is similar to the Raman coupling
pulse durations typically used in our experiment. Parallel to the application of the
microwave ﬁeld the Raman light ﬁelds are shined in. The detuning ∆ to the re-
spective single-photon transitions stays unchanged while the two-photon detuning
is chosen to several MHz with respect to the hyperﬁne transition frequency. With
this setting, the Raman beams do not induce any coupling via a two photon tran-
sition, but the Raman light ﬁelds’ diﬀerential AC-Stark shift on the internal state
transition is the same as in the case of Raman coupling. This allows for a direct
determination of the shift by driving the microwave transition with and without
the presence of the Raman light ﬁelds. We are able to compensate the diﬀerential
AC-Stark shift with an accuracy of several Hz by choosing the intensity ratio to3
I2/I1 ≈ 2.
The lattice laser induced AC-Stark shift is comparatively small as the detuning
to the Rubidium D-lines is large and the atoms are trapped in the intensity minima
of the laser standing wave. Also, the shift is homogeneous over the atomic ensemble
as the atoms are conﬁned in the center of the lattice laser’s transverse beam proﬁle
using the dipole trap for lateral trapping. Performing a microwave interrogation
for diﬀerent lattice laser intensity values, the total shift is found to be 0.4 Hz for
the maximum laser power and the chosen waist of w0,l = 600 µm. The diﬀerential
light shift is stable and does not cause dephasing over the atomic ensemble. It
therefore has to be taken into account in accuracy studies of the measurement but
is not expected to show strong ﬂuctuations and thus can be neglected here.
The dipole trap laser beam realizing the lateral conﬁnement induces an in-
homogeneous diﬀerential AC-Stark shift on the internal state transition over the
atomic ensemble. While the mean diﬀerential light shift is determined to 3 Hz/W,
3The theoretical intensity ratio for the compensation is I2/I1 = 3.43 (see figure 2.16), and
therefore I2/I1 = 1.72 in our beam configuration. In reality, partial reflections on the dichroic
mirrors and imperfect suppression of the retro-reflection of Raman light field with frequency ω2
slightly changes the intensity ratio.
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Figure 4.10: Differential light shift compensation. The schematic depicts the differential
light shift of the internal state transition induced by the dipole trap laser beam (left),
the differential light shift compensation beam (center) and the compensated differential
light shift when superimposing the two (right), which leads to a vanishing differential
AC-Stark shift. The internal state transition frequencies in the trap center ωeg,c is smaller
than the one on the edge of the trap ωeg,e for the dipole trap beam and vice versa for
the differential light shift compensation beam.
the peak broadening of the microwave transition is found to be 2 Hz/W. This leads
to a broadening in a Rabi pulse spectroscopy and to contrast decay in the Ram-
sey measurement on the inner- and, more importantly, on the inter-site transition
(see section 4.4.2). Therefore, the diﬀerential light shift is compensated using a
technique presented in [120], which is similar to the idea of the diﬀerential light
shift compensation in the coupling laser case. The eﬀective red detuning of the
internal state transition is counterbalanced by a weak light ﬁeld, which is tuned
in between the two hyperﬁne transition states and spatially mode-matched to the
trapping beam. While this light ﬁeld is blue detuned for the upper state, it is
red detuned for the lower state, which results in an eﬀectively positive diﬀerential
light shift (see ﬁgure 4.10). The Raman light ﬁeld coming from Raman laser 2 has
the appropriate frequency. This allows us to use a part of this light for light shift
compensation in the dipole trap. For this purpose, a part of the beam is picked up
and coupled into a ﬁber after passing through an AOM. The AOM shifts the light
by 80 MHz and therefore prevents for interference eﬀects between the compensa-
tion beam and the Raman beam splitter light ﬁeld. As the required intensity for
this compensation beam is only in the range of a few nW in our case, the light
ﬁeld can be shined in via the Raman retro-reﬂective mirror by using the residual
transmission (see ﬁgure 4.5). The beam is mode-matched to the dipole trap beam
by using a lens of focal length fIR. The performance of the diﬀerential light shift
compensation and the optimization of the superposition with the dipole trap beam
is presented in section 4.4.2.
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4.4 Wannier-Stark spectroscopy and interferometry
The measurement of the Bloch frequency with high resolution using Wannier-Stark
spectroscopy and interferometry necessitates coherent coupling of the Wannier-
Stark states. Here, the inter-site coupling is shown in Wannier-Stark spectra for
a single pulse and Ramsey interrogation scheme. After discussing the dipole trap
diﬀerential AC-Stark shift as a limitation for the measurement resolution and its
compensation, the limitations on the resolution of a single pulse are described.
4.4.1 Wannier-Stark spectra and coherent coupling
The transition probability pattern resulting from a scan of the relative Raman laser
frequency around the internal state transition frequency is a so-called Wannier-
Stark spectrum. This appears as structure of many peaks, that are separated
one from another by multiples of the Bloch frequency. This spectrum is found by
rewriting (2.76) to peaks of the form
Pe,∆m =
pi2
4
sinc2
(
pi
2
√
1 + (2pi∆ν∆m)
2
Ω2
∆m
)
. (4.4)
Here, the eﬀective frequency detuning is given by ∆ν∆m = νR − νeg − ∆mνB −
νqZ − νACT − νACR. This is valid when the Rabi frequencies Ω∆m are chosen
to be smaller than the peak frequency separation, which is given by the Bloch
frequency. Hence, the Raman laser power is chosen such that the typical pulse
length is τpi = pi/Ω∆m ≫ pi/ωB ≈ 1 ms.
We probe the inter-site coupling by applying a single Raman pulse of a length
of τ = 10 ms with Raman intensities I1,max and I2,max after trapping the atoms
in the mixed trap and preparing all atoms in the ground state. The recorded
detected transition probability is measured subsequent to releasing the atoms after
a trapping time of 500 ms. In ﬁgure 4.11, two spectra are depicted for two diﬀerent
lattice depths, which are realized by varying the lattice beam’s optical power. We
observe peaks for relative Raman detunings at multiples of the Bloch frequency
values plus a small oﬀset νR = νeg +∆m · νB + ν0. The single peaks correspond to
coupling from any lattice site m to a neighbor m′ = m + ∆m. Here, the internal
state transition frequency shift is given by ν0 = νqZ + νACT + νACR .
The pulse duration is chosen smaller than a pi-pulse duration for all transitions.
Hence, the relative peak heights are a good measure of the coupling strengths as
a function of ∆m. Indeed, we can precisely determine the lattice depths seen by
the atoms by comparing the peak heights of the respective orders ∆m. Using the
coupling strength plot as a function of the lattice depth in ﬁgure 2.15, we ﬁnd the
lattice depth values to be U0 = 3.9Er and U0 = 1.6Er for the two spectra depicted
in ﬁgure 4.11. It can be seen clearly that coupling between further separated lattice
sites is possible in shallower lattices. On the other hand, for even shallower lattices,
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Figure 4.11: Wannier-Stark spectra. The spectra are obtained by tracking the transition
probability after a single Raman pulse for atoms initially in the ground state for different
relative Raman laser detuning. The relative detuning is plotted as an offset to the internal
state transition frequency. The lattice depth values are found to be U0 = 3.9Er (top)
and U0 = 1.6Er (bottom).
the number of trapped atoms is strongly reduced which makes a spectroscopic
measurement very noisy and even impossible. We ﬁnd the trade-oﬀ that has been
described in section 2.3.
Given the coupling between lattice sites, the coherence of the transition needs
to be investigated. This is done by driving Rabi oscillations on single inter-site
transitions. For this, the Raman frequency is chosen to be on resonance with one
of the inter-site transitions and the duration of the Raman pulse is scanned from
shot to shot. Rabi oscillation plots are shown in ﬁgure 4.12 for the transition
∆m = 3 for the two selected lattice depth values. Indeed, the Rabi frequency is
larger in the case of the deeper lattice as expected from numerics. Furthermore,
the damping is stronger in the case of the shallower lattice. This can be explained
by a Bloch frequency inhomogeneity. A slightly inhomogeneous coupling, which
is given by a lattice depth inhomogeneity induced by the Gaussian lattice beam
proﬁle, results in an certain Rabi frequency distribution over the atomic ensemble.
The width of this distribution is relatively small for a local maximum of Ω∆m/Ω0,
while it is larger on the slope of the inter-site coupling strength with respect to the
lattice depth. A small width results in a relatively homogeneous Rabi frequency
over the atomic ensemble and a relatively slow damping of the Rabi oscillations.
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Figure 4.12: Rabi oscillations on the inter-site transition ∆m = 3. The transition
probability is plotted versus the duration of the single Raman pulse for U0 = 3.9Er
(black) and U0 = 1.6Er (red).
The coupling strength can be studied for diﬀerent lattice depth values. The
determination of Rabi frequencies for diﬀerent lattice depth values for oscillations
on the transitions ∆m = 1, 2, 3, 4 allows to reproduce the numerical solutions
of (2.71). The Rabi frequency values for diﬀerent lattice depths and diﬀerent
diﬀraction orders are depicted in ﬁgure 4.13 with the free space Rabi frequency
Ωeff being a adjustable factor.
So far, the coherent coupling of lattice sites has been demonstrated for atoms in
the same lattice band. By choosing the appropriate relative Raman laser frequency,
it is possible to measure the Bloch frequency using a single pulse interrogation.
However, the theoretical description is only valid for a system that only features
one band of the lattice being populated [39]. Indeed, by extending the Wannier-
Stark spectrum in ﬁgure 4.11 to frequencies in the order of 15 kHz in the case
of the deep lattice (U0 = 3.9Er), a broad plateau of the transition probability is
found, which indicates that the atoms undergo an inter-band transition. Hence, the
Raman laser interaction allows for coupling between bands. For a shallower lattice,
the inter-band transition moves to lower frequency values as expected. However,
only a blue sideband is observed. This suggests that no atoms are present in
the excited band, as the coupling from the excited to the bottom band would
necessitate a red sideband transition. Indeed, we ﬁnd a rather short life time of
states in the excited band of only 16 ms. Hence, atoms that are initially trapped
in the excited state are lost before the moment of pulse application. This leaves
us with the desired system of atoms in the bottom band of a vertical 1D-lattice.
Using the coherent coupling of the inter-site transition, a WSR interferometer
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Figure 4.13: Rabi frequency mapping. The measured Rabi frequencies (boxes) follow the
theoretical calculations (lines) versus the lattice depth, which is depicted for different
values ∆m.
can be realized. This represents a simple interferometer on the Wannier-Stark
inter-site transition. Following the considerations in sections 2.6 and 2.7.2, we ﬁnd
the interferometer signal to be
Pe,∆m = Pe,0 − C
2
cos(∆ΦWSR) (4.5)
with a WSR phase shift given in (2.108). For a small detuning from the resonance
of the ∆m transition, this fringe pattern can be obtained by scanning the Raman
laser frequency νR as in the case of the Wannier-Stark spectrum using a single-pulse
interrogation. The resulting fringe pattern is then given by
Pe,∆m = Pe,0 − C
2
cos
(
2pi∆ν∆m,R
(
T +
4τpi/2
pi
))
. (4.6)
Here, the eﬀective detuning ∆ν∆m,R allows to account for the fact that the diﬀer-
ential Raman laser AC-Stark shift is only present during pulse application. The
detuning
∆ν∆m,R = νR − νeg −∆mνB − νqZ − νACT − νACR
4τpi/2
pi
T +
4τpi/2
pi
(4.7)
then results in the resonance condition for the relative Raman laser frequency
ν∆m,R = νeg +∆mνB + νqZ + νACT + νACR
4τpi/2
pi
T +
4τpi/2
pi
. (4.8)
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Figure 4.14: WSR spectrum for U0 ≈ 3.9 Er. The transition probability is plotted
against the relative Raman laser frequency minus the internal state transition frequency.
A zoom on the transition ∆m = 3 is depicted within the blue dashed box.
The same frequency scan as employed in the single pulse conﬁguration results
in maxima around the values for zero detuning ∆ν∆m,R = 0. The spectrum for
a Ramsey sequence with pulse durations of τpi/2 = 5.5 ms and a Ramsey time of
T = 100 ms is depicted in ﬁgure 4.14 for the case of a lattice depth of U0 = 3.9Er.
It shows the WSR fringes with Rabi envelopes for large detuning. A zoom of the
pulse on the transition ∆m = 3 is depicted in the same ﬁgure, which shows the
expected fringe spacing of 1/(T +
4τpi/2
pi
) ≈ 10 Hz as well as a fringe contrast of
approximately 30 %.
4.4.2 Influence of the transverse optical dipole trap
The lateral conﬁnement of the atoms in the center of the intensity proﬁle of the lat-
tice laser beam using the transverse dipole trap has consequences on the Wannier-
Stark spectroscopy and interferometry. The Gaussian intensity proﬁle of the dipole
trap determines the shape of the potential the atoms are trapped in. Classically
speaking, the atoms oscillating in the transverse dipole trap potential have dif-
ferent maximum deﬂection from the trap center depending on their total energy.
Quantum mechanically speaking, the dynamics in the dipole trap can be described
by a harmonic oscillator if the potential can be approximated by a parabola [121].
The atoms populate many of the eigenstates depending, once again, on their total
energy. The modes of the harmonic oscillator are separated in energy by hνdip
with νdip being the trap frequency. States with higher energies have larger position
uncertainty, which is the equivalent to the classical average deﬂection from the
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center. The total energy is determined by the positions and velocities in x- and
y-directions at the moment the atoms are trapped in the dipole trap.
The transverse proﬁle of the dipole trap beam results in a position depen-
dent diﬀerential AC-Stark shift. The diﬀerential light shift proﬁle is given by the
Gaussian beam proﬁle of the dipole trap beam with maximum light shift in the
center. This leads to a diﬀerent diﬀerential light shift for atoms with diﬀerent
kinetic energies in the transverse directions. The atoms with higher energy have a
larger average position spread and therefore experience a smaller total diﬀerential
light shift. The actual position and energy distribution of the atoms in the dipole
trap result in a diﬀerential light shift distribution proﬁle. In the case of a single
spectroscopy pulse, the width of this distribution translates into an eﬀective peak
broadening, while in the case of a WSR interferometer, fringe contrast is strongly
reduced due to an eﬀective dephasing of the atomic ensemble. We counteract on
these eﬀects with the diﬀerential AC-Stark shift compensation beam. This light
ﬁeld induces a diﬀerential light shift that is exactly opposite to the one of the
dipole trap laser beam. The performance of the compensation is investigated for
the Rabi and WSR case. As this is a pure internal state eﬀect, the study is realized
using a microwave inner-site coupling.
A second eﬀect of the transverse conﬁnement onto the Wannier-Stark spectrum
is given by coupling of the harmonic oscillator states. The eigenstates of the
harmonic oscillator in transverse direction can be coupled during the stimulated
Raman transition. If the transverse component of keff is suﬃciently large, an atom
can gain or lose transverse momentum in the interaction with the Raman light
ﬁelds during an inter-site transition, resulting in a change of the vibrational state.
This leads to sidebands on the spectroscopic line as we shall see below.
Rabi peak broadening
The eﬀective broadening of a peak on the inner-site transition is studied by using
a microwave pulse of variable duration. The power is adjusted for each pulse such
that a pi-pulse is realized. Scanning the frequency around νMW = νeg + ν0 allows
us to realize sinc2-like spectra. While the pulse width is found to be given by
the Fourier limit for pulse durations of up to 200 ms, a limit of the ﬁnesse is
observed for long interrogation times being a full-width-half-maximum (FWHM)
value of 3 Hz for a dipole trap total power of 1.5 W. However, the application of
the diﬀerential light shift compensation beam allows for a reduction of the peak
broadening. We ﬁnd the microwave spectra to be Fourier limited up to pulse
durations of more than 1 s with an optimized power and mode-match adjustment
of the compensation beam as depicted in ﬁgure 4.15 (left). From the comparison
of spectra for a pulse of 1.478 s duration with and without diﬀerential light shift
compensation we can deduce not only the peak broadening, but also the average
diﬀerential AC-Stark shift (see ﬁgure 4.15 (right)).
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Figure 4.15: Fourier limited microwave spectroscopy. A microwave single pulse interro-
gation on the internal state transition allows to realize Fourier limited peaks in presence
of the differential light shift compensation beam. Left: The FWHM values of the mi-
crowave inner-site coupling are Fourier limited (dashed line) for pulse durations of up to
1.5 s in the presence of the differential light shift compensation beam (red circles), while
a minimum peak width of 3 Hz is found without compensation (black boxes). For longer
interrogation times, the atom number is too low. The Fourier limit is νFWHM = 0.8/τpi
as derived from (2.20). Right: A peak for a microwave pulse of a duration of 1.478 s is
depicted with (black) and without (red) the light shift compensation beam being applied.
The profile is smoothed by realizing an averaging of intervals of 5 points (blue dashed).
Ramsey fringe contrast
The impact of the diﬀerential light shift distribution with ﬁnite width is given
by a loss of contrast of the Ramsey and WSR fringes. This loss is induced by
a dephasing of the atoms in the atomic ensemble. As the diﬀerential light shift
distribution can be extracted from the broadening of the spectrum in the case of a
single pulse, it is possible to predict the time behavior of the Ramsey contrast with
increasing interrogation time. Using the spectrum shown in ﬁgure 4.15 (right), we
can derive the Ramsey fringe contrast as a function of the duration of the Ramsey
interferometer by calculating the fringe pattern as an average of the single atom
fringe pattern, which is weighted with the diﬀerential light shift distribution f(ν).
The total transition probability is then given by an integral of the form
Pe,total(φ) =
∫∞
−∞ f(ν)Pe(ν, φ) dν∫∞
−∞ f(ν) dν
. (4.9)
Here, Pe(ν, φ) is the transition probability of a single atom as a function of the
diﬀerential light shift. Scanning φ and ﬁnding the maxima and minima of the
resulting pattern allows for a deduction of the contrast. In practice, the integral
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Figure 4.16: Ramsey contrast versus interrogation time. The numerically calculated
(red circles) and measured (black boxes) are depicted for measurements without (left)
and with the differential light shift compensation beam (right).
can be replaced by a sum
Pe,total(φ) =
∑N
i=1 fi · Pe(i · ν, φ)∑N
i=1 fi
, (4.10)
where fi is the discrete frequency distribution given by the single pulse spectrum
depicted in ﬁgure 4.15 (right).
The measured contrast of the Ramsey fringe pattern is determined by record-
ing a Ramsey fringe pattern with pulse durations of τpi/2 = 0.5 ms and varying
interrogation time T . The resulting fringe contrast shows good agreement with
the numerical predictions as shown in ﬁgure 4.16. The actual fringe contrast is
slightly underestimated for longer Ramsey interrogation times. This is due to the
fact that the measured distribution is a convolution of the Fourier width of the
probe pulse and the actual diﬀerential light shift distribution. More importantly,
both distributions show a revival of the fringe contrast after a certain time.
The Ramsey contrast can be increased for longer interrogation times by ap-
plying the compensation beam. The calculation we employed before can now be
used for an estimation of the residual eﬀect of the diﬀerential light shift. For this,
the frequency width of the measured distribution is numerically reduced. We ﬁnd
a good agreement of calculated and measured contrast values. From this we can
deduce a residual peak broadening of less than 0.5 Hz.
Transverse mode coupling
The Raman beam splitter eﬀective wave vector keff is aligned along the lattice laser
beam optical axis. An imperfect alignment results in a non-vanishing projection
of keff onto the x- and y-axis. This results in the possibility to couple diﬀerent
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Figure 4.17: Transverse mode coupling. The Wannier-Stark spectrum is shown for tran-
sition ∆m = 3 for perfect collinear alignment of the Raman and lattice laser (black line)
and for a slight misalignment (red dashed line). The red and blue sidebands are clearly
visible with a spacing to the carrier peak of approximately 23 Hz.
harmonic oscillator modes of the transverse dipole trap. Depending on the Raman
frequency, the transition can be an excitation or disexcitation, which visualize in
a blue and red sideband on the Wannier-Stark transition peak. The separation of
the sidebands with respect to the carrier is given by the trap frequency νdip. The
spectrum around the Wannier-Stark peak ∆m = 3 is depicted in ﬁgure 4.17 for
imperfect alignment with two diﬀerent dipole trap frequencies and for the case of
a good alignment. The trap frequency for the typically used dipole laser power is
found to be νdip ≈ 20 Hz.
For pulse durations τpi/2 > 1/νdip, these sidebands can be resolved and have,
in principle, no eﬀect on the Bloch frequency measurement. However, for short
pulses as used in a Ramsey sequence, the sidebands result in an eﬀective damping
of the Rabi oscillations and thus in a reduced fringe contrast. We have to align the
Raman and lattice laser beam optical axes to assure a high WSR fringe contrast.
4.4.3 High resolution Bloch frequency measurements
Single pulse Wannier-Stark spectroscopy and the realization of a WSR interferom-
eter on an inter-site transition allows for the determination of the Bloch frequency
νB and thereby the potential gradient between the involved lattice sites. The Bloch
frequency is derived from the position of the center of a resonance curve. For op-
timal sensitivity, we alternate measurements on both sides of the resonance, by
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Figure 4.18: Raman spectroscopy resolution. The FWHM values of the single-pulse
interrogation is plotted for the inter-site transition ∆m = 3 with (red circles) and without
(black boxes) differential light shift compensation beam. The microwave interrogation is
plotted for comparison (open symbols). The Raman interrogation is about a factor of 2
above the Fourier limit (dashed line), which is νFWHM = 0.8/τpi as derived from (2.20).
adjusting the detuning of the Raman lasers. From the diﬀerence between two con-
secutive measurements, we derive an error signal which we use to lock the Raman
frequency diﬀerence onto the center of the resonance.
The signal to noise ratio of this repeated frequency measurement is potentially
limited by the slope of the resonance curve. A steep slope results in a large change
of the signal for a given frequency ﬂuctuation resulting in a high signal-to-noise
ratio. This demands a narrow, high peak in the case of Rabi spectroscopy and a
large contrast for large interrogation times in the case of a WSR interferometer.
The presented set-up involving the diﬀerential AC-Stark shift compensation
enables high resolution Wannier-Stark spectroscopy using a single Rabi pulse. The
resolution is studied for long pulses in a similar way as for the microwave transition.
Here, the frequency scan of the Raman frequency around the resonance of the
inter-site transition ∆m = 3 is employed to determine the FWHM values of the
Wannier-Stark transition for varying pulse durations. The resulting FWHM values
are depicted in ﬁgure 4.18. While the peak width decreases with 1/τpi as expected,
we ﬁnd a peak broadening with respect to the Fourier limit by a factor of 2. As this
broadening does not depend on the pulse length, we infer this constant factor to a
diﬀerential light shift inhomogeneity over the atomic ensemble caused by intensity
inhomogeneities on the Raman beam proﬁles.
In the case of a WSR interferometer, we ﬁnd relatively high contrast even for
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Ttrap U0 ≈ 4Er U0 ≈ 1.8Er
∆m = 3 ∆m = 7
0.5 s N ≈ 50, 000 N ≈ 18, 000
σPe ≈ 0.6 % σPe ≈ 1.7 %
1 s N ≈ 25, 000 N ≈ 9, 000
σPe ≈ 1.2 % σPe ≈ 3.3 %
Table 4.1: Detection noise levels. The detection noise scales with the inverse of the
total detected atom number. Here, the detection noise levels are given for different
measurement configurations resulting in different total atom numbers N . The mixed
trap holding times Ttrap define the maximum total length of the realized Rabi pulse
or WSR interferometer. The interrogation on ∆m = 3 allows for a deeper lattice of
typically U0 ≈ 4Er whereas it is necessary to lower the lattice depth to U0 ≈ 1.8Er for
measurements on transitions between further separated lattice sites, here ∆m = 7. The
shallower lattice leads to a smaller number of trapped atoms.
long interrogation times of up to 1 s. In the following, typical interrogation times
of T = 400 ms are employed, for which we ﬁnd contrast values of about C = 35 %.
4.5 Bloch frequency measurement stability
The short and long term stability of the Bloch frequency measurement determines
the sensitivity to inertial forces along the lattice laser optical axis. The stability
of such a measurement is studied for the case of a WSR interferometer with a
separation time of T = 400 ms in the following. Potential noise and drift sources
are identiﬁed and their impact on the measurement stability is evaluated.
A Bloch frequency measurement consists of tracking a multiple of the Bloch
frequency ∆m·νB in a repeated frequency measurement on the inter-site transition
∆m. The computer control allows us to realize a feedback loop and thereby to track
the resonance frequency ν∆m,R given in (4.8). As the uncertainty of the detection
process averages down with τ−1/2 on short time scales and only shows drift behavior
for longer time scales (see section 4.3.4), this prevents slow ﬂuctuations and drifts
of the detection process from limiting the measurement.
In order to suppress the inﬂuence of internal state transition shifts on the
Bloch frequency measurement, the frequencies ν∆m,R and ν−∆m,R are measured al-
ternately. If the internal state transition frequency ﬂuctuations are slow compared
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to the cycle time, the multiple of the Bloch frequency is then given by the half
diﬀerence
νB,∆m =
ν∆m,R − ν−∆m,R
2
(4.11)
= ∆m · νB.
The typical set of four measurements is taken within time scales of less then 10 s.
Although perturbations in the detection are suppressed on longer time scales,
they can be the limiting noise source from shot to shot, which is not suppressed by
the alternating measurement on the two side slopes of the fringe. The transition
probability noise σPe depends on the number of detected atoms. In table 4.1, four
diﬀerent noise values are given for typical measurement conﬁgurations. These are
deﬁned by the trap time in the mixed trap Ttrap and the chosen lattice depth,
which is in each case optimized for coupling the transition ∆m = 3 or ∆m = 7,
respectively. For a Ramsey interrogation, the short term noise of the frequency
measurement resulting from detection noise is then given by
σν,det =
σPe
piC
(
T + 4τpi/2/pi
) . (4.12)
The described measurement is realized for ∆m = −7. With the alternating
measurement of ν−7,R and ν+7,R and a cycle time of Tc = 1.4 s, this results in one
Bloch frequency value every 2.8 s. Figure 4.19 shows the Allan standard deviation
for the frequency values ν−7,R and νB,7. The Allan standard deviation values for
small times is characteristic for the feedback loop and has no metrological meaning.
The short term stability value can be found by approximating the Allan standard
deviation curve with σ(τ = 1 s)/
√
τHz, where τ is the averaging time. At short
time scales, the measurements show the same stability. A factor of
√
2 between
the single noise of the interrogation on one and alternating on both sides arises
due to the fact that the determination of νB,7 includes both, the measurement of
ν−7,R and ν+7,R.
For averaging times longer than 30 s, we observe a drift on the ν−7,R value,
whereas the measurement of the Bloch frequency multiple νB,7 shows an averaging
behavior of τ−1/2. The Allan standard deviation plot can be approximated with
0.23 Hz/
√
τHz, which results in a measured frequency short term stability of
σνB,7 = 0.23
Hz√
Hz
.
For the Bloch frequency measurement, the resulting relative stability is then
σνB
νB
= 5.8 · 10−5 1√
Hz
.
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Figure 4.19: Allan standard deviation of the WSR Bloch frequency measurement on
∆m = +7 and ∆m = ±7. The Allan standard deviation is plotted versus the integration
time τ for the tunneling transition ∆m = ±7 (black line) and ∆m = −7 (blue line),
respectively. The frequency resolution for both measurements can be approximated by
0.23 Hz/
√
τHz (dashed line).
While the frequency measurement on the two transitions ∆m = ±7 show a drift
after 30 s integration time, the eﬀective Bloch frequency measurement that is real-
ized by alternating on the two transitions averages down over the full measurement
time. After an averaging over 2000 s we ﬁnd a relative uncertainty of
σνB
νB
= 1.3 · 10−6.
The long term stability of a measurement of ν∆m is clearly limited by the
drift of ν0. In the following, the potential limitations of the short term stability
are investigated. In principle, the ﬂuctuations of the measured frequency can arise
from ﬂuctuations of the Bloch frequency itself, from an unstable shift of the internal
state transition frequency, or from ﬂuctuations of the Raman laser phase.
Bloch frequency ﬂuctuations can be induced by a ﬂuctuating lattice laser wave-
length or by vibrations of the whole apparatus, which results in a noise on g. These
uncertainties are expected to scale with the frequency value and, in particular, with
∆m. In order to investigate the potential limitation of the measurement by these
ﬂuctuations, the measurement described above is realized for ∆m = 3. The result-
ing stability is depicted as Allan standard deviation in ﬁgure 4.20. As the short
term stability is found to be equal for both measurements, we can exclude Bloch
frequency ﬂuctuations from being the dominant noise source.
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Figure 4.20: Allan standard deviation of the WSR Bloch frequency measurement on
∆m = ±7 and ∆m = ±3. The Allan standard deviation is plotted versus the integration
time τ for the tunneling transition ∆m = ±7 (black line) and ∆m = ±3 (red line),
respectively. The frequency resolution for both measurements can be approximated by
0.23 Hz/
√
τHz (dashed line).
For both measurements, the detection noise inﬂuence is calculated using (4.12).
This results in frequency noise values of σν,det ≈ 3.5 · 10−2 Hz/
√
Hz (N = 23, 000,
C = 35 %) for the measurement on the transition ∆m = 7, and σν,det ≈ 1.6 ·
10−2 Hz/
√
Hz (N = 50, 000, C = 35 %) in the case of ∆m = 3. Hence, the
detection noise is not the dominant noise source in the two measurements.
In the following, the diﬀerential light shift will be investigated as possible noise
source. In order to exclude Raman phase perturbations and Bloch frequency ﬂuctu-
ations from the measurement, a Ramsey type sequence is realized using microwave
pulses to drive the internal state transition. By using only the microwave inter-
rogation, the inﬂuence of the mixed trap diﬀerential light shift can be studied
independently from frequency and phase ﬂuctuations arising from the interaction
with the Raman laser ﬁelds. Furthermore, the Raman laser diﬀerential light shift
is investigated by simultaneously applying a microwave pulse and an oﬀ-resonant
Raman laser pulse of identical length as described in section 4.3.5. For the stability
studies using the microwave inner-site coupling, a higher lattice depth of U0 ≈ 4Er
is chosen in order to trap a large number of atoms.
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Figure 4.21: Mixed trap differential light shift influence. The Allan standard deviation
values are plotted for the frequency deviation in a Ramsey measurement: Ramsey fre-
quency measurement using microwave pulses (black), the calculated frequency influence
of the power fluctuations of the dipole trap laser (green) and the differential light shift
compensation beam (blue). The detection noise on the frequency is calculated taking
into account the fringe contrast and Ramsey time (red). The Allan standard deviation
of the frequency measurement ν−7,R is plotted for comparison (gray dashed line). The
drift observed in the microwave Ramsey measurement is stronger than in the WSR in-
terferometer measurement, which we infer to a slightly varying drift rate. This can be
due to a different temperature fluctuation in the laboratory or to a different alignment
quality in the second measurement.
4.5.1 Mixed trap differential light shift fluctuations
Here, the inﬂuence of the ﬂuctuations of the diﬀerential light shift of the dipole
trap laser and the diﬀerential light shift compensation light ﬁeld are studied. The
inﬂuence of the lattice laser is considered to have a smaller eﬀect. We investigate
the impact on the WSR measurement using a microwave Ramsey scheme with an
interrogation time T = 400 ms and pulse durations τpi/2 = 0.7 ms. The obtained
fringe pattern shows a typical contrast of C ≈ 90 %. During this measurement the
optical power of the dipole trap and diﬀerential light shift compensation beam are
recorded with photodiodes. The frequency shift of the dipole trap and compensa-
tion laser power is directly calibrated on a Ramsey frequency measurement. This
allows to evaluate the power ﬂuctuation measurement by calculating the frequency
shift of each interferometer cycle using the photodiode signal that is recorded dur-
ing the Ramsey sequence.
Comparing the Allan standard deviations depicted in ﬁgure 4.21, the diﬀeren-
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tial light shift is found not to be dominant of the Bloch frequency measurement
on short time scales. The drift on the long term measurement shows good agree-
ment for the inter-site and the microwave Ramsey interrogation. However, as the
ﬂuctuations are slow, alternating on the ∆m and −∆m can eﬀectively suppress
the diﬀerential light shift inﬂuence of the mixed trap beam set-up. The microwave
Ramsey measurement itself is limited by the detection noise.
Comparing the microwave Ramsey measurement with the calculated frequency
ﬂuctuations caused by intensity drifts of the dipole trap and diﬀerential light shift
compensation beam, we ﬁnd the microwave Ramsey signal to show a stronger
drift than it is derived from the intensity ﬂuctuations. From this we infer the drift
mainly to be caused by a slowly varying relative misalignment of the dipole trap and
diﬀerential light shift compensation beams. Indeed, the pointing of the beams was
tracked in a similar study using quadrant-photodiodes. Although we could not ﬁnd
a clear correlation between calculated and measured frequency ﬂuctuations, the
pointing instabilities were found to result in frequency ﬂuctuations of the observed
magnitude.
4.5.2 Raman laser differential light shift fluctuations
In order to study the Raman laser diﬀerential light shift inﬂuence, an oﬀ-resonant
Raman pulse is applied during the duration of the microwave pi/2-pulse application.
The microwave power and timing as well as the Raman beam power is adjusted
to a pulse duration of τpi/2 = 5 ms. The fringe contrast is C ≈ 70 % in this
case. The microwave Ramsey averaging measurement is then realized for two
situations. First, all Raman laser beams are shined in. Second, the retro-reﬂection
of the Raman laser is misaligned such that only the ascending Raman beams are
present during the microwave pulse. The diﬀerential AC-Stark compensation of
the Raman laser beams shift and the mode matching of the diﬀerential light shift
compensation beam are optimized for each of the measurements.
The measurements are compared using the Allan standard deviation values
shown in ﬁgure 4.22. On time scales in the range of tens of seconds, the Ramsey
measurement is limited by ﬂuctuations of the diﬀerential AC-Stark shift of the
Raman laser beams. These ﬂuctuations are stronger in the presence of all three
Raman light ﬁelds. Furthermore, the short term stability is slightly decreased
with respect to the detection noise in the presence of the Raman beams. This
is even more the case if all Raman beams are present. We infer this ﬂuctuations
to the polarization instabilities of the Raman light ﬁelds. These are guided to
the experiment using one polarization maintaining single-mode optical ﬁber with
crossed polarizations. Although the polarization is maintained when the light
passes through the ﬁber, the polarization axis orientation of the light ﬁelds in the
experiment can rotate by a few degrees. In our chosen beam conﬁguration (see
ﬁgure 4.5), this ﬂuctuation translates into power ﬂuctuations of the retro-reﬂected
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Figure 4.22: Raman laser differential light shift influence. The Allan standard devia-
tion values are plotted for the frequency deviation in the Ramsey measurements using
microwave pulses and off-resonant simultaneously applied Raman laser pulses. This is
shown for the presence of all Raman beams (green), and of only the ascending beams by
misaligning the retro-reflection (blue). The detection noise on the frequency is calculated
taking into account the fringe contrast and Ramsey time (red). For comparison, the Al-
lan standard deviation of the frequency measurement ν−7,R is plotted (gray dashed line).
The drift rate in the microwave Ramsey measurement is again found to be stronger than
in the WSR Interferometer measurement. This can arise from a varying drift rate due to
different temperature fluctuations or a slightly different suppression factor of the Raman
induced differential AC-Stark shift in the two measurements.
Raman laser beam. In addition, the suppression of the retro-reﬂection of the second
beam becomes imperfect.
For measurement times that are large against the experimental cycle time, the
instability of the Raman laser induced diﬀerential light shift can be suppressed us-
ing the procedure of alternating measurements on the transitions ∆m and −∆m.
On short time scales, it is found not to be the dominating noise source. Never-
theless, the short term noise is signiﬁcantly higher then the detection noise, which
motivates the technical modiﬁcation of the Raman laser beam set-up presented in
section 4.6.
4.5.3 Symmetrized WSR interferometer
A diﬀerent way to distinguish between the inﬂuence of the diﬀerential light shift of
the Raman beam splitter light ﬁelds and the mixed trap is to use the symmetrized
Ramsey sequence introduced in section 2.7.2. This scheme allows to symmetrize the
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Figure 4.23: Bloch frequency measurement stability for the symmetrized Ramsey scheme.
The Allan standard deviation of the symmetrized Ramsey scheme frequency measure-
ment is shown for the frequencies ν+3,R (blue line) and νB,3 (black line). Extrapolation
of the frequency uncertainty at 1 s measurement time is possible with 0.19 Hz/
√
τHz
(dashed black line).
duration of the time evolution in the internal ground and excited state. Therefore,
the mixed trap induced diﬀerential light shift cancels out and leaves only the
Raman light ﬁeld diﬀerential light shift in the interferometer phase.
A symmetrized Ramsey scheme is realized on the transition ∆m = 3. While
the ﬁrst and last coupling pulse consist in a Raman coupling, the pi-pulses for
inner-site coupling are realized using the microwave ﬁeld. The timing is chosen to
be τpi/2 = 5.5 ms, τpi = 1.2 ms, T1 = 96.7 ms and T2 = 99.4 ms. This meets the
symmetrization condition (2.110) with a mismatch of 0.8 ms for T2. Hence, we
expect the diﬀerential light shift inﬂuence of the mixed trap to be suppressed by
a factor of about 100.
We realize a Bloch frequency measurement by software-locking the Raman laser
frequency on the fringes of the transitions ∆m = ±3. Indeed, we ﬁnd no inﬂuence
of changes in the mixed trap diﬀerential light shift. When changing the light
shift by 30 %, we would expect a change in the measured frequency of more than
1 Hz. Doing so, we do not ﬁnd a signiﬁcant change of the measured frequency
which stays in a range of 0.2 Hz over the whole measurement period of 4 min
duration. Also, this change in trap power would lead to a contrast loss due to the
increased inhomogeneity of the diﬀerential light shift which is not observed in this
measurement.
The long term stability of a Bloch frequency measurement using the sym-
metrized WSR interferometer is realized alternately on the transitions ∆m = ±3.
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The Allan standard deviation plot is depicted in ﬁgure 4.23 for the measured fre-
quency values ν+3,R and νB,3. The long term stability of the interrogation on only
the transition ∆m = 3 appears to be more stable over long time scales. Although
the uncertainty around 100 s is slightly lower compared to the measurement using
the microwave Ramsey scheme presented in section 4.5.2, the Raman light ﬁelds
are still found to limit the measurement at a level of about 4.5·10−2 Hz uncertainty.
The short term stability if found to be the same as for a WSR measurement in the
beginning of this section.
4.5.4 Vibrations of the apparatus
Vibrations of the apparatus inﬂuence the measured frequency value in two ways.
First, the measured quantity itself, the Bloch frequency, changes. This is true for
accelerations of the whole apparatus for which the movement of all components,
especially mirrors, is common. Furthermore, vibrations of the apparatus can induce
vibrations of the mirrors in the experimental set-up. In particular, the Raman
retro-reﬂection mirror and the lattice mirror can show a relative movement. This
relative distance ﬂuctuation induces a phase ﬂuctuation of the Raman laser phase
at the position of the coupled lattice sites and, therefore, a phase noise in the
measurement.
For both kind of vibration inﬂuences we can evaluate the phase noise of the
measurement by using the interferometer transfer function as described in sec-
tion 2.4.1. The vibrations of the apparatus are measured using a seismometer of
type Lennartz LE-1DV, which is placed on the top of the retro-reﬂection part of
the optics set-up. From the acceleration measurement, we deduce a power spectral
density of the vibration Sa(ν). The measured power spectral density for accelera-
tions is depicted in ﬁgure 4.24.
The vibration inﬂuence is calculated as an Allan standard deviation value at
τ = 1 s averaging time using (2.92). For the case of common vibrations, the
resulting phase noise power spectral density is given by the Bloch frequency per-
turbation, which results in a phase noise spectral density that reads
Sϕ(ω) =
Sω(ω)
ω2
=
(
maλl∆m
2~
)2
Sa(ω)
ω2
. (4.13)
The calculation of the vibration inﬂuence in the case of relative vibrations demands
the knowledge of the relative position of the two mirrors during the Ramsey in-
terrogation. The realization of such a measurement is a technically complex task.
In order to estimate the inﬂuence of a relative mirror vibration, we consider the
following. One of the mirrors is considered to be stationary whereas the other
mirror follows the accelerations that are given by the measured vibration. This
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Figure 4.24: Acceleration power spectral density. The spectrum is measured on the top
of the experimental apparatus using a seismometer.
assumption is even more motivated by the fact that one of the mirrors is mounted
with an angle of 90◦. The vibrations of the mirrors are caused by vibrations in
diﬀerent directions. With this assumption, the phase noise spectral density is then
given via the spatial Raman phase δϕ = keff · δx by
Sϕ(ω) = k
2
effSx(ω)
= k2eff
Sa(ω)
ω4
. (4.14)
The respective phase and frequency noise standard deviations for the Ramsey
sequence. We consider the pulse duration to be negligible versus the total Ramsey
interrogation time. The calculated values for T = 400 ms and τ → 0 are given in
table 4.2. Here, the frequency standard deviation is calculated using (2.94) and the
relative standard deviation is given for an interrogation on the inter-site transition
∆m = 7.
As the Bloch frequency and its ﬂuctuations scale directly with the order ∆m,
the vibration induced Bloch frequency noise would induce an exceed in the short
term measurement uncertainty when comparing repeated frequency measurements
on diﬀerent transition orders ∆m. This reasoning already allowed us to exclude the
vibration of the whole apparatus from being the dominant noise source by realizing
a Bloch frequency measurement on the transitions ∆m = 3 and ∆m = 7 (see
above). Indeed, the calculated inﬂuence of vibrations of the whole retro-reﬂection
part of the Raman and lattice beams is found to be one order of magnitude below
the observed short term stability of the Bloch frequency measurement.
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mirror vibrations σΦ σν σνB/νB
common 5.6 · 10−2 rad√
Hz
2.2·10−2 Hz√
Hz
5.5 · 10−6 1√
Hz
relative 4.86 rad√
Hz
1.93 Hz√
Hz
4.8 · 10−4 1√
Hz
Table 4.2: Vibration induced noise. The Allan standard deviation values are given for
the interrogation on the transition ∆m = 7. Common and relative vibrations of the
Raman and lattice retro-reflective mirrors are considered. The standard deviation is
given in units of phase σΦ, frequency σν , and in relative units σνB/νB. The latter is
calculated here for the Bloch frequency multiple νB,7 = 7 · νB.
The impact of vibrations of only one of the two mirrors leads to an estimate of
the impact of relative displacements of the Raman and lattice laser retro-reﬂection
mirrors. Assuming that only one of the mirrors follows the measured vibrations, we
ﬁnd a vibration induced short term noise of σνB/νB = 4.8·10−4 1/
√
Hz, which is one
order of magnitude above the measured value. Hence, a relative mirror vibration
inducing only 10 % of this movement is suﬃcient to cause the observed short
term noise on the Bloch frequency measurement. This motivates the modiﬁcation
of the apparatus set-up on the retro-reﬂection optical bench on the top of the
experimental apparatus introduced in the following section.
4.6 Set-up modifications and stability improve-
ment
In the former section, the short and long term stability of the Bloch frequency
measurement have been presented. The long term stability of measurements of up
to 1000 s is found to be limited by drifts of the internal state transition frequency
induced by diﬀerential light shift variations. The drift can be eﬀectively suppressed
by alternating the Bloch frequency measurement on transitions±∆m, which allows
for an averaging over 2000 s resulting in a statistical uncertainty of 1.3 · 10−6. The
short term stability amounts to 5.8 · 10−5 1/√Hz. Two potential limitations of the
short term stability have been identiﬁed. We infer the main part of the short term
noise to mechanical instabilities of the mirror mounting of the Raman and lattice
beam retro-reﬂection mirrors. A second source for short term noise and for drifts
on time scales of tens of seconds is given by the Raman laser induced diﬀerential
AC-Stark shift. In the following, the realized modiﬁcations of the experimental
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Figure 4.25: New beam set-up. The lattice and Raman mirrors are both oriented hori-
zontally in the new configuration. The two mirrors and the polarizing beam splitter are
mounted on a robust aluminum structure.
set-up are described, and the resulting improved Bloch frequency measurement
stability is presented.
4.6.1 Modifications
Two modiﬁcations are realized in order to improve the short term stability of the
Bloch frequency measurement. The ﬁrst concerns the mounting of the two mirrors
that serve for retro-reﬂecting the lattice laser beam and one of the two Raman
light ﬁelds, respectively. A more rigid set-up is chosen.
The second modiﬁcation is in the guidance of the Raman light ﬁelds from the
laser sources to the experimental chamber. The two light ﬁelds are brought to the
experiments using separate ﬁbers in order to allow for good control of the single
beam power and polarization.
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Mechanical rigidity
The mounting of the Raman and lattice beam retro-reﬂection mirrors is modiﬁed
in order to reduce relative movements of the two mirrors induced by vibrations of
the apparatus. For this, the second dichroic mirror on the top of the apparatus
is used as Raman mirror by choosing its orientation to be parallel to the lattice
mirror. The polarizing beam splitter cube (PBS) and the quarter-wave plate are
placed in between the two dichroic mirrors as depicted in ﬁgure 4.25. This allows to
apply the diﬀerential light shift compensation beam directly via the beam splitting
cube from the side. An additional half-wave plate serves for power control of the
compensation beam.
Furthermore, the rigidity of the retro-reﬂection optical bench that is mounted
above the experimental chamber is increased. The new construction is based on
four instead of three pillars with larger diameter. The mounting of the retro-
reﬂection mirrors is replaced by a breadboard with a massive aluminum structure
carrying the two retro-reﬂection mirrors and the optical elements for the dipole trap
beam set-up. The Raman and the lattice mirror are mounted using lockable mirror
mounts in order to allow for a higher stiﬀness and to suppress mirror vibrations.
Raman light fields
The set-up of the phase-locked Raman lasers is depicted in ﬁgure 4.4. The beat
measurement for the optical phase-locked loop is realized on the optical bench on
which the two ECDL lasers used for the generation of the Raman light ﬁelds are
mounted. The two Raman beams are then guided to the experiment using one
polarization maintaining single-mode ﬁber.
The modiﬁcation applied to the optical set-up involves two changes. First, the
two Raman light ﬁelds are guided to the experiment separately using two ﬁbers of
the same type. On the output of each of the ﬁbers, the polarization is controlled
using a half-wave plate and a polarizing beam splitter cube on each. The beat
measurement is realized after the optical ﬁbers. Also, the AOM for switching and
power control is now moved onto the optical bench of the experimental apparatus.
The second modiﬁcation is the change of the beam size of the Raman beams
by a factor of 2 to a beam waist of 2.8 mm. This reduces intensity proﬁle inho-
mogeneities of the Raman light ﬁelds due to diﬀraction caused by the restricted
diameter of the optical path of the Raman laser beams. Such a beam waist reduc-
tion potentially leads to larger Rabi frequency inhomogeneities due to the Gaussian
beam proﬁle. However, this could not be observed when studying the Rabi oscil-
lations realized in the modiﬁed set-up. The smaller beam waist also results in a
larger beam intensity. The optical power emitted by the ECDL is now suﬃcient
to realize the needed intensities. This allows us to remove the tapered ampliﬁer
used for power ampliﬁcation in the Raman laser set-up.
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Figure 4.26: Improved WSR interferometer Bloch frequency measurement. The Allan
standard deviation is depicted for a measurement with τpi/2 = 10 ms and T = 400 ms
(black line) and for a measurement with τpi/2 = 120 ms and T = 850 ms (red line). The
frequency resolution for the two measurements approximated with 0.1 Hz/
√
τHz (dashed
black line) and 8.8 · 10−2 Hz/√τHz (dashed red line), respectively.
4.6.2 Improved Bloch frequency measurement stability
During the time of my research work on this experiment the Bloch frequency
studies presented up to this point have led to the two presented modiﬁcations.
Here, three frequency measurements will be presented that have been recorded
after the realization of the modiﬁcations.
In order to study the improvement in the short term stability a WSR interfer-
ometer is realized on the inter-site transition ∆m = 7 similar to the one presented
in section 4.5. The Raman pulses have a duration of τpi/2 = 10 ms, and the Ramsey
time is chosen to T = 400 ms. By extrapolation of the Allan standard deviation
plot of the measured frequency νB,7 we ﬁnd a short term stability of
σνB,7 = 0.1
Hz√
Hz
.
For the Bloch frequency measurement, the improved relative stability is then
σνB
νB
= 2.5 · 10−5 1√
Hz
.
A similar measurement has been carried out employing a longer Ramsey interroga-
tion time and longer beam splitter pulses. With a scheme featuring τpi/2 = 120 ms
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and T = 850 ms, an integration measurement was realized alternating once again
on the transitions ∆m = ±7. The corresponding Allan standard deviation allows
to extrapolate a frequency stability at 1 s of
σνB,7 = 8.8 · 10−2
Hz√
Hz
.
This results in an improved relative Bloch frequency measurement stability of
σνB
νB
= 2.2 · 10−5 1√
Hz
.
Further details on the second of these measurements are given in [75] and [76].
A similar Bloch frequency measurement is realized using a Rabi interrogation
scheme with a single pulse of a duration of τpi = 0.98 s. A four-pulse software-lock
scheme is employed similar to the one used for integration measurements using the
WSR interferometer scheme. In this case, the alternating measurements on each of
the peaks of the transitions ∆m = ±3 are realized on the half maximum frequency
values on the two side slopes. The short term stability is found to be comparable
to the one found with a WSR interferometer.
In general, the short term stability of a Rabi interrogation is expected to be
reduced in comparison with the Ramsey measurement [94]. The equality of the
two stability values is explained by the dominating noise source, the detection
noise. While the Rabi interrogation is expected to show a short term stability σνB
that exceed the stability of the measurement employing a WSR interferometer by
a factor of almost 2, the peak height of the Rabi spectrum shows the same factor
in comparison with the WSR interferometer signal fringe contrast. Therefore, the
slopes on which the repeated measurements are realized have the same steepness.
This leads to the same impact of the detection noise onto the two measurements.
In both cases, we ﬁnd a relative short term stability of the Bloch frequency
measurement of
σνB
νB
= 2 · 10−5 1√
Hz
.
An integration over a total measurement time of τ = 300 s allows to increase the
stability to
σνB(τ = 300s)
νB
= 1.2 · 10−6.
Before concluding on the realized Bloch frequency stability at the end of this
chapter, the coherent atom elevator for future short range force measurements is
introduced in the following section.
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4.7 Coherent atom elevator
For future Bloch frequency measurements close to the surface of the mirror that
retro-reﬂects the lattice laser beam, it will be necessary to transport the prepared
atomic ensemble over distances in the cm regime. This would allow us to realize the
measurements in diﬀerent atom-mirror distances in order to enable controlled spa-
tial mapping of atom-surface-interactions. In addition, such a technique comprises
the possibility for preparing the atomic ensemble in one part of the experimental
chamber and realizing the interferometer measurement itself in a diﬀerent part.
This is a promising way to reduce Rubidium deposit on the mirror surface, which
can induce parasitic electric ﬁelds and thus induce systematic eﬀects in the mea-
surement of Casimir-Polder forces [122].
The technique of choice is acceleration and deceleration of atoms in periodic
potentials based on Bloch oscillations [123]. This has been reﬁned for the case of
neutral 87Rb atoms and employed for a high precision measurement of the photon
recoil, which allows for a determination of the ratio h/mRb and thus of the ﬁne
structure constant α using single pulse [124] or Ramsey type velocity selective Ra-
man interrogation of the atomic ensemble velocity [125]. These measurements have
been realized with a present relative uncertainty for α as good as 6.6 · 10−10 [22].
The control of the atomic position presented here is based on the process used
in the preparation cycle described in [125]. In addition to this, the technique of
accelerated lattices also allows for the realization of so-called large momentum
transfer (LMT) beam splitters combining Raman [126, 127] or Bragg type [128]
beam splitting techniques (for Cs atoms in [128]) with an enhanced momentum,
which leads to an increase in the sensitivity of atom interferometers.
In the following, the principle of coherent transport using Bloch oscillations
will be brieﬂy described and the potential limitations are introduced. After that,
the technical realization of the required laser conﬁguration will be presented. This
set-up allows us to transport atoms along the vertical 1D-lattice, which is described
thereafter.
4.7.1 Coherent atomic transport using Bloch oscillations
In the trapped accelerometry measurement presented in this work, the atoms are
trapped in a vertical 1-D-lattice. As discussed in section 2.3.1, Landau-Zener
tunneling is eﬀectively suppressed for a suﬃciently deep lattice and small acceler-
ations. This enables us to trap the atoms for long times and therefore to measure
accelerations by realizing the trapped Raman atom interferometer.
An atom in a vertical lattice is equivalent to an atom in an accelerated lattice
(see section 2.3.1). The lattice acceleration can be realized by e.g. accelerating
the retro-reﬂection mirror. As a consequence, the standing light wave would move
with the velocity of the mirror. The relative movement of the lattice to the atom
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results in an eﬀective Doppler shift. The system starts to perform Bloch oscillations
and, once again, for suﬃciently deep lattices and suﬃciently small accelerations,
the atom follows the lattice movement. When the lattice light is switched oﬀ
(adiabatically) after the acceleration, the atom moves with the ﬁnal velocity of
the mirror surface as it adiabatically followed the movement of the lattice. This
results in an eﬀective acceleration process. As the process of Bloch oscillations
is coherent, this acceleration process in principle does not induce heating of the
atomic ensemble or decoherence due to inelastic scattering.
Rather than using a retro-reﬂective conﬁguration, the two light ﬁelds can be
directly shined in in a counter-propagating way as shown in ﬁgure 4.27 (left). The
movement of the lattice is then controlled by setting a frequency diﬀerence between
the two light ﬁelds. This results in a moving lattice for a constant detuning and, if
we chirp this frequency diﬀerence over time, in an accelerated lattice. With this,
we can realize a ‘coherent atom elevator’ consisting in an eﬀective displacement of
atoms using the following sequence (see also ﬁgure 4.27 (right)):
1. loading of the atoms into a standing wave
2. application of a frequency chirp, which realizes the acceleration of the lat-
tice
3. release of the atoms from the moving lattice
4. free fall of the atoms
5. loading of the atoms into the co-moving lattice
6. application of a frequency scan of opposite sign in order to decelerate the
atoms
7. release of the atoms from the lattice at zero momentum.
This sequence is realized by switching the laser power of the lattice beams and
controlling the relative detuning of the two ﬁelds
∆ν = ν1 − ν2, (4.15)
where ν1 = ω1/(2pi) and ν2 = ω2/(2pi) are the frequencies of the counter-propagating
light ﬁelds. For vanishing initial relative motion of the atom in the laboratory rest
frame, the initial frequency detuning is chosen to be ∆ν = 0. The acceleration
process then consists in applying a frequency scan to the relative detuning. After
a linear frequency ramp from ∆ν(t = 0) = 0 to ∆ν(Ta) over a certain time Ta, the
atoms will move at a velocity
v(Ta) =
∆ν(Ta)
2kl
, (4.16)
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Figure 4.27: Bloch lattice transport. Left: Two counter-propagating light fields are
applied with a frequency difference of ∆ν. This results in an effective movement of the
resulting optical lattice with a velocity of vl = ∆ν/(2kl). Right: Scanning ∆ν over time
with arbitrary ramps allows for arbitrary atomic trajectories of atoms trapped along the
lattice axis. The sequence for the frequency difference and the laser power P depicted
here corresponds to a coherent atom elevator.
where kl is the lattice laser wavenumber of the counter-propagating light ﬁelds.
This process is then realized with an opposite slope, which decelerates the atoms.
The sequence depicted in ﬁgure 4.27 (right) is a displacement upwards. The fre-
quency slope outside the acceleration and deceleration ramps is applied so that the
lattice follows the atoms being accelerated by gravity.
While the atom follows the lattice movement, the system performs Bloch os-
cillations with a period given by (2.51). Seen from the laboratory rest frame, the
atom gains a momentum of 2~kl and a velocity of ∆vr,l = 2~kl/ma during each
Bloch oscillation cycle. The corresponding frequency diﬀerence, which has to be
applied to the relative detuning, is found by considering a Doppler detuning of
∆νDBO =
2~k2l
pima
. (4.17)
The acceleration can then be expressed as a multiple of n Bloch oscillations, which
results in a ﬁnal velocity of va = n · vr,l if we apply a total frequency sweep of
∆ν = n ·∆νDBO = 2n~k
2
l
pima
. (4.18)
Losses in the acceleration process
The acceleration has to be performed adiabatically. This means that for a given
lattice depth, the acceleration may not be too large. Otherwise, the atoms can not
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follow the lattice as they undergo Landau-Zener tunneling (see section 2.3.1). The
probability to ﬁnd an atom in a lattice accelerated by a after a duration Tl = Ta
is given by (2.52). For the limit of a deep lattice, which will apply for our case, we
ﬁnd the criterion to ﬁnd an atom in the lattice after n = Ta/τB Bloch oscillations
to be
P =
[
1− exp
(
−ac
a
)]n
, (4.19)
where the critical acceleration reads
ac =
√
2a0
(
U0
Er
)3/4
(4.20)
with a0 = ~
2k3l /m
2
a. Hence, in order to eﬃciently accelerate the atom, we have to
choose a deep lattice, as intuitively expected.
A large lattice depth can be achieved using high laser intensity or small lattice
detuning ∆l (see (2.47)). However, not only the lattice depth is increased but
also single-photon processes can take place. The single-photon scattering rate is
generally given by [98]
γsp =
(
Γ
2
)
I/Isat
1 + 4(∆l/Γ)2 + (I/Isat)
. (4.21)
Here, I is the total lattice laser intensity, Isat is the saturation intensity of the
atomic transition, and Γ is the linewidth of the transition. In the limit of large
detuning, we can rewrite this expression to
γsp =
I
Isat
Γ3
8∆2l
. (4.22)
With the Rabi frequency
Ω =
√
I
Isat
Γ√
2
(4.23)
and (2.47), we ﬁnd the spontaneous emission as a function of the lattice depth and
lattice detuning ∆l that reads [89]
γsp =
1
2
U0
~
Γ
∆l
. (4.24)
This formula applies for a homogeneous light ﬁeld. However, the detuning is chosen
∆ > 0, such that the lattice is eﬀectively blue detuned and the atoms are trapped
in the intensity minima. This reduces the eﬀective spontaneous emission, which
then is given by [84]
γsp,blue =
1
2
√
Er
U0
U0
~
Γ
∆l
. (4.25)
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As it can be seen from (2.47), the lattice depth U0 scales with ∆
−1
l , while the
scattering rate γsp,blue scales with ∆
−2
l . Hence, losses due to spontaneous scattering
are reduced when increasing the detuning. As the lattice depth on the other hand
also diminishes for increasing detuning, the choice of the detuning for a given laser
intensity is then made as a trade-oﬀ between single-photon scattering losses and
lattice depth.
Up to now, we have neglected the loading process of the atoms into the optical
lattice. This process has to be realized adiabatically in order to prevent for a
loading into excited bands of high order. The adiabaticity criterion for the case of
tight binding is given by [90]
d
dt
U0
Er
≪ 16
√
2
Er
~
(
U0
Er
)3/2
. (4.26)
4.7.2 Experimental realization
We aim for a coherent transport of cold atoms over distances in the range of many
cm in order to transport the atoms to positions close to or far from the mirror.
Even more, the technique will be employed to transport an atomic ensemble from
one section of the apparatus to another. This process is meant to be realized
within a time of several ms. These demands are matched by the acceleration and
deceleration process based on the parameters presented in [84, 89]. Namely, we
aim for a lattice depth of U0 ≈ 100Er for a detuning of ∆l ≈ 2pi · 30 . . . 40 GHz,
and a beam waist of w0 ≈ 1 to 2 mm.
The detuning ∆l is chosen with respect to the
87Rb D2-line cooling transition.
Thus, the lattice lattice laser wavelength is in this case λl ≈ 780 nm, and the recoil
velocity transferred to an atom during one Bloch oscillation is given by the Raman
beam splitter recoil momentum vr,l ≈ vr = ~keff/ma. Taking into account (4.19)
and (4.20), we can estimate that the expected lattice depth enables us to realize
n = 300 Bloch oscillations within Ta = 3 ms, which is equivalent to an acceleration
of a = 300vr/Ta = 1.18 · 103 m/s2. This results in a ﬁnal velocity oﬀset during the
free fall of v = 300vr = 3.54 m/s.
Laser source
In [84, 89], the demands in laser power are met by Ti:sapphire lasers. In this work,
the light ﬁeld generation is realized using a simpler and less expensive laser system
based on the same technique as used for cooling, trapping, and coherent beam
splitting in the atomic short range force sensor and the atom gyroscope. The laser
system is a MOPA system based on an ECDL with a TA for power ampliﬁcation.
The complete system delivers 1 W output power in free space. The optical set-up
comprising the ECDL and the TA is depicted in ﬁgure 4.28.
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Figure 4.28: Bloch laser bench. The light coming from the ECDL is amplified, controlled
in frequency and power using AOMs, and coupled into polarization maintaining fibers
that guide the light fields to the experiment. After the ECDL and after power amplifica-
tion in the TA, two OIs prevent light from being reflected into the TA and ECDL. The
focal lengths are depicted for the important lenses in mm. (AOM: acousto-optic mod-
ulator, ECDL: external cavity diode laser, OI: optical isolator, TA: tapered amplifier,
λ/2: half-wave plate, λ/4: quarter-wave plate, PBS: polarizing beam splitter.)
Power and frequency control
The two required light ﬁelds are generated out of a single laser source. For the
generation of the two light ﬁelds featuring a frequency diﬀerence in the range of
MHz, the light coming from the MOPA system is split, and the two resulting
beams are controlled individually in power and frequency. The ECDL itself is not
stabilized in frequency. Using a grating spectrograph, the frequency is set to a
relative detuning of ∆l ≈ 2pi · 30 GHz. Even over longer times, the frequency
is stable within at most 1 GHz. The free-running absolute frequency stability is
suﬃcient for the realization of a coherent transport. If better control of the lattice
global detuning is needed, an active stabilization can be realized using an oﬀset
beat note or a transfer cavity [129].
Frequency and power of the single Bloch laser beams are controlled with an
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Figure 4.29: Bloch laser frequency control. The RF signal generated in the AWG is power
controlled using voltage controlled attenuators (VCA) before being amplified (amp). The
TTL serves for timing of the frequency sequence and for power switching. For this, the
TTL signal is filtered by a low pass filter (LP) in order to create an effective intensity
ramp. The resulting RF signal is applied to the two AOMs.
acousto-optical modulator (AOM) in double-pass conﬁguration for each light ﬁeld.
For the control of the relative Bloch laser frequency, we apply νAOM,1 = 80 MHz and
νAOM,2 = νAOM,1 +∆ν/2 to the two AOMs. In the double-pass conﬁguration, this
results in a common frequency shift of the two Bloch laser beams of 160 MHz and
a detuning of ∆ν. The radio frequency (RF) signals at around 80 MHz are created
using an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) of type Rigol DG 5102. Channels
1 and 2 of this device are used to generate the frequencies νAOM,1 and νAOM,2.
Channel 1 emits a constant frequency output, while channel 2 is set to generate
a programmed arbitrary waveform. This waveform is created using a homemade
C program, which writes a chain of voltage values composing the waveform into a
CSV-ﬁle. This ﬁle is loaded onto the AWG. The playback of the arbitrary waveform
is triggered using a TTL signal, coming from the experiment’s control computer.
The Bloch beam power is controlled via the RF power level in the two AOMs.
The RF signals coming from the AWG are controlled in power using voltage con-
trolled attenuators (VCA) before an ampliﬁcation stage with standard RF power
ampliﬁers of type AA electrooptics AMPA-B-30 (see ﬁgure 4.29). The VCAs al-
low to create a power ramp of variable slope using a tunable low-pass ﬁlter allowing
for the realization of intensity ramps for an adiabatic loading of the accelerated
Bloch lattice.
After frequency and power control in the AOMs, Bloch light ﬁelds 1 and 2
with frequencies ν1 and ν2, respectively, are guided to the experimental chamber
using polarization maintaining ﬁbers. The Bloch beams have to be aligned along
the common optical axis of the 1D-lattice, the optical dipole trap beam and the
Raman laser beams. As the Bloch laser wavelength is the same as for the Raman
light ﬁelds, the Bloch beams are shined in via the optical path of the Raman
beams. This is realized as follows. The Bloch beam 1 comes from the bottom
of the chamber. It is superimposed with the Raman beams in the AOM, which
we use for power control and switching of the Raman beams (see ﬁgure 4.30).
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Figure 4.30: Bloch beam 1 application. The Raman beams are switched and power
controlled using an AOM in the modified configuration (see section 4.6.1). The Bloch
beam 1 is superimposed to the first diffraction order of the Raman beams.
Reducing the beam waist by a factor of 2 before aligning the Bloch beam 1 with
the Raman beams we obtain a ﬁnal waist of w0 = 1.4 mm after the telescope of the
Raman beams. Bloch beam 2 is applied from the top (see ﬁgure 4.31). For this, an
additional polarizing beam splitter cube (PBS) is used, on which the diﬀerential
light shift compensation beam and the Bloch beam 2 are superimposed. The half-
wave plate between the two PBS is oriented in its rotation such that the reﬂection
of the Bloch beam is almost maximal4. The waist of the Bloch beam 2 is set to
match the waist of Bloch beam 1 using a Galilean telescope.
The total power in each beam is found to be typically P1 = P2 = 70 mW.
With this set-up, we can realize a lattice depth of U0 = 108Er for a detuning
of ∆l = 2pi · 30 GHz. The losses due to single-photon scattering are calculated
to be 21.27 % for a total transport duration of 10 ms and atoms initially in the
|52S3/2, F = 2〉-state.
Inconveniently, for the presented beam conﬁguration, the Bloch beam 1 is retro-
reﬂected by the Raman retro-reﬂection mirror. This increases slightly the single-
photon scattering rate as seen at the end of the following section.
4.7.3 First results
The acceleration and deceleration used for the coherent transport is ﬁrst studied
for a transport downwards using a detuning and power scheme as depicted in ﬁg-
ure 4.32 (left). First, an acceleration process is demonstrated for a total number of
300 Bloch oscillations within 3 ms. The Bloch laser beams are switched on and oﬀ
adiabatically with intensity ramps of τramp = 500 µs duration. The corresponding
4The low demand in optical power for the differential light shift compensation beam allows
to choose the reflection of this beam on the second PBS almost minimal.
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Figure 4.31: Bloch laser beam set-up. The Bloch laser beams are aligned along the
mixed trap optical axis. Bloch beam 1 is applied via the Raman beam optical path.
Bloch beam 2 is shined in via the Raman beam splitter cube in the retro-reflection part.
The coherent transport in the Bloch lattice (left) allows to trap the atoms at different
positions in the mixed trap (right) by loading from the Bloch lattice into the lattice with
λl = 532 nm.
time-of-ﬂight (TOF) measurement in the detection zone is depicted in ﬁgure 4.32
(right). Second, a deceleration process is added after a free fall of 12 ms. Once
again, the intensity is switched on and oﬀ adiabatically. Applying a ramp in the
opposite direction with respect to the acceleration ramp allows us to transfer a
momentum of the same amount in the opposite direction. After this deceleration
process, the atoms move as fast as the atoms that did not undergo the elevator
process, but with an eﬀective displacement of approximately -5.5 cm. In the TOF
signals, we can see that the acceleration process leaves behind slightly more than
half of the atoms. The narrow TOF proﬁle of the accelerated atoms is due to the
fast movement of the cloud leading to a narrower convolution with the detection
light sheet. The deceleration is found to be highly eﬃcient. Only a small part of
the atoms stays at full velocity.
A ﬁrst quantitative characterization of the coherent transport eﬃciency is re-
alized using the scheme depicted in ﬁgure 4.27 (right). After the molasses cooling
phase, the atoms are trapped in a lattice that is accelerated in the same way as the
atoms are in an adiabatic loading process with an intensity ramp of τramp = 500 µs.
Then, the lattice is accelerated upwards during 1 ms and the atoms are released
from the lattice by switching of the light ﬁelds adiabatically within τramp = 500 µs.
After a time of free fall of 11 ms, the lattice is switched on again. A second
frequency sweep brings the atomic velocity back to almost zero. The timing is
adapted such that, after adiabatically switching oﬀ the lattice in the end, the
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Figure 4.32: Acceleration and deceleration using Bloch oscillations. Left: The accelera-
tion process is demonstrated by a descending acceleration (red line). The full transport
process is completed when adding an ascending acceleration (blue line). This process
follows the gravitational acceleration (dashed dotted black line). Right: The resulting
time-of-flight signals in our detection are depicted for the case of no acceleration (1),
only acceleration (2), and acceleration and deceleration (3). The fluorescence signal of
the upper (black line) and lower detection photodiode (red dotted line) are depicted.
atoms have zero vertical velocity after the whole process. In this moment, the
mixed trap is switched on and the atoms are loaded into the far-detuned lattice
with λl = 532 nm. The eﬃciency of this process is then given by the ratio of
the initial number of atoms and the number of atoms which, due to the vertical
displacement and subsequent trapping, arrive later in the detection zone.
The resulting eﬃciency is plotted against the number of Bloch oscillations,
which is depicted in ﬁgure 4.33. We ﬁnd a saturation for a transport eﬃciency
of 27 % when trapping the atoms in the mixed trap after the transport. We also
compare on that ﬁgure the measured eﬃciency with calculations performed for
three diﬀerent depths: U0 = 80Er, U0 = 100Er, and U0 = 120Er. The actual
lattice depth is slightly lower than the predicted value. The reason for the limited
eﬃciency even for lower acceleration values is found when repeating the same
measurement without subsequent trapping. In this case, the eﬃciency increases
even for lower accelerations. This is due to atoms in regions of lower lattice depth
on the edge of the lateral Gaussian intensity proﬁle. These atoms are accelerated
only in the case of low accelerations and counted in the case without subsequent
trapping. On the contrary, these atoms are not trapped in the mixed trap in
any case and therefore do not limit the transport eﬃciency for the case of our
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Figure 4.33: Atom displacement efficiency. The measured transport efficiency is plotted
directly after the transport process (red circles) and for subsequent trapping in the mixed
trap (black boxes). For comparison, the theoretical efficiency is plotted for U0 = 80Er
(red dotted line), U0 = 100Er (black line), and U0 = 120Er (blue dashed line) and
normalized to 27 % efficiency.
application. With this, we ﬁnd a maximum velocity for the transport process of
amax ≈ 100vr
10−3 s
.
In order to evaluate the losses induced by single-photon scattering, we load
the atoms into the lattice for varying durations. The detuning ∆ν is chosen such
that the lattice follows the free fall of the atoms after the release from the optical
molasses. Starting in the F = 2 Zeeman manifold, we can quantify the single-
photon scattering losses by tracking the number of atoms in the F = 1 Zeeman
manifold in the detection zone. Taking into account the possible excitations to the
|52P3/2〉 hyperﬁne states and subsequent spontaneous relaxation into the F = 1 and
F = 2-state, we expect one third of the excited atoms in the F = 1-state. Indeed,
the application of the Bloch laser beams results in a transition probability from
the F = 2 to the F = 1-state of approximately 7 % after a total application time
of 10 ms as depicted in ﬁgure 4.34. This results in a total loss due to single-photon
scattering of approximately
ηsp ≈ 2 %
10−3 s
.
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Figure 4.34: Single-photon scattering in the transport process. The fraction of atoms
in the F = 1-state is measured after varying trapping time of free-falling atoms in a
co-moving lattice. The measurement is realized for only ascending Bloch beam 1 and
descending Bloch beam 2 (red circles), as well as for ascending and descending Bloch
beam 1 and descending Bloch beam 2 (black boxes). For small times, the losses can be
approximated linearly (dashed lines).
This set-up will enable coherent transports of atomic ensembles along the 1D-
lattice for measurements in diﬀerent positions. For this, the acceleration duration
is slightly enlarged as presented in the ﬁrst measurement. With an application of
300 Bloch oscillation cycles within 3 ms and a free-fall time of several tens of ms,
a transport over several tens of cm can be realized with low losses.
4.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, a trapped atomic accelerometer based on Raman induced tunneling
in a vertical optical 1D-lattice has been presented. It serves as a test-ground for
the stability studies of Bloch frequency measurements in the vertical lattice. This
type of measurements will be used in a similar set-up for the measurement of short
range forces in the vicinity of the lattice retro-reﬂection mirror.
After the introduction of the experimental set-up and the measurement se-
quence, we have demonstrated the Raman laser induced tunneling process allow-
ing for Wannier-Stark spectroscopy, which leads to a measurement of multiples of
the Bloch frequency. The characteristics of tunneling process has been proven to
show good agreement with the theoretical predictions. By the use of a diﬀerential
light shift compensation beam that is mode-matched with the optical dipole trap
beam that serves for transverse conﬁnement, we are able to show a Wannier-Stark
spectroscopy resolution exceeding the fundamental Fourier limit by only a factor
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of 2. This residual broadening was inferred to be caused by intensity inhomo-
geneities of the Raman beam splitter light ﬁelds resulting in a diﬀerential light
shift inhomogeneity.
We have employed two types of interferometer sequences with the demonstrated
inter-site coupling: a WSR interferometer and a WSR type interferometer that is
symmetrized with respect to the internal atomic state using microwave inner-site
transitions. The best short term stability was found to be 5.8 · 10−5 1/√Hz. We
have realized interferometers with a lattice site separation of up to seven, which
corresponds to a spatial separation of almost 2 µm. Based on vibration measure-
ments on the retro-reﬂection optical set-up and the evaluation of the impact on
the interferometer phase using the sensitivity function formalism, we estimated
the short term stability to be limited by the relative vibration of the lattice and
Raman retro-reﬂective mirrors. Studies of the long term stability have been car-
ried out using a microwave Ramsey sequence to analyze the impact of the trapping
and Raman light ﬁelds on the stability of the Bloch frequency measurement. The
imperfect mode-match of the dipole trap and diﬀerential light shift compensation
beam was inferred to be the dominant source for long time drifts of frequency mea-
surements on a single inter-site transition. These long term ﬂuctuations could be
suppressed by alternating the frequency measurement on the inter-site transitions
in opposite directions along the lattice in subsequent interferometer measurements.
The presented analysis led to two modiﬁcations in the experimental set-up.
First, the retro-reﬂection optical bench was replaced by a more stable structure
and the lattice and Raman retro-reﬂection mirrors were installed on the same
optical axis in a robust mounting structure. Second, the Raman light ﬁelds were
independently guided to the experiment. This allows for better polarization control
of each of the two light ﬁelds. Furthermore, the beam diameter was reduced in
order to avoid diﬀraction on the Raman light ﬁelds caused by the limited aperture
on the optical path. After the application of these modiﬁcations, the short term
stability was improved by a factor of 3 to about 2 · 10−5 1/√Hz.
From the Bloch frequency measurement, we can deduce the local acceleration
that acts on the atoms. In the presented measurements far from the mirror surface,
this is the gravitational acceleration. Taking into account the stable lattice laser
frequency we can deduce a sensitivity to the gravitational acceleration given by
δg
g
= 2 · 10−5 1√
Hz
.
This is a factor of 2 above the value reported in [71]. The sensitivity of δg/g =
1 ·10−7 is in this case obtained within a measurement time of approximately 1 hour
in a Bloch frequency measurement realized by modulating the lattice depth.
The sensitivity to accelerations allows for an estimate of the resolution of short
range force measurement. These short range forces will be measured as a perturba-
tion of the gravitational acceleration. By performing subsequent Bloch frequency
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measurements close to or far from the mirror surface, a quasi-diﬀerential measure-
ment of short range forces can be realized. Taking into account the Casimir-Polder
force value that can be deduced using (1.4) we can estimate the limitation of our
atom interferometer for the Casimir-Polder force measurement. For a distance
of 5 µm between Rubidium atoms and a perfectly conducting surface we ﬁnd a
resolution of
δFCP
FCP
= 1 %
after 150 s of integration. The steps that have to be taken to realize such a
measurement will be brieﬂy discussed in section 5.2.
In addition, we have implemented a coherent atomic transport based on strongly
accelerated lattices. This will serve for transporting the atoms between the source
section of the vacuum chamber and the interferometer chamber. Furthermore, it
will allow to transport the atoms to positions in variable distances to the retro-
reﬂection mirror surface in order to realize a mapping of forces along the lattice
optical axis. We have demonstrated a high transport eﬃciency for our targeted
acceleration values.
Subsequent to the presented work, detailed studies on diﬀerent Wannier-Stark
interferometer sequences have been carried out. Furthermore, a study on system-
atic eﬀects of the Bloch frequency measurement has been realized [75]. This will
be presented in more detail in [76].
Chapter 5
Outlook
5.1 Atom interferometer gyroscope
In chapter 3, the long term stability of our cold atom gyroscope was analyzed
leading to an improvement in sensitivity of one order of magnitude. However,
for the full characterization of the apparatus, several additional parameters, such
as the bias and the factors reducing the short term stability, need to be further
analyzed. The studies of this thesis started out with a short term sensitivity of
5.5 ·10−7 rad/(s√Hz) determined in a mid-fringe measurement. Using an ellipse ﬁt
method to extract the rotation phase, which is robust against acceleration pertur-
bations, we ﬁnd a short term sensitivity of 8.5·10−7 rad/(s√Hz). With this method,
it was possible to demonstrate a rotation sensitivity of 2 · 10−8 rad/s after 4000 s
of integration. Key to this was the monitoring of the overlap between the atomic
trajectories in the longitudinal direction which was employed for post-correction of
the rotation signal. A suppression by a factor of 3 was achieved for the dominant
sources of slow ﬂuctuations: (i) the relative wave front misalignments and (ii) an
imperfect interferometer overlap. The tools developed in the presented study will
allow to improve the long term stability of our gyroscope below 10−8 rad/s, and
even the lower 10−9 rad/s regime is within reach.
In this work estimates, of the rotation signal bias are given, but the experi-
mental determination was beyond the scope of this thesis. It necessitates a further
reduction of the drift rate of less than 1 · 10−8 rad/s over hours. An improvement
of the short term stability would permit to reduce the integration time to reach
the range of 10−9 rad/s. Therefore, an analysis of the sources causing the present
short term stability is crucial. The factors suspected to reduce the sensitivity are
(i) the vibrations induced by acoustic perturbations, (ii) the residual rotational
vibrations of the apparatus, and (iii) the signal-to-noise ratio.
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Acoustic vibrations couple to the experiment mostly via the air. The upper
side of the µ-metal shield shows vibrational resonances in the range of tens of
Hz. These vibrations are transferred to the apparatus, and in particular to the
Raman mirrors. This can excite modes in the mirror mount that have a non-
vanishing rotation component. These vibrations will be strongly suppressed with
an acoustic isolation box that is currently being designed.
Environmental vibrations are strongly reduced with the aid of the employed
vibration isolation platform. Nevertheless, the level of residual vibrations are in a
range that potentially limits the current short term sensitivity of the gyroscope.
In the case of cold atom gravimeters, a post-correction technique based on the
auxiliary measurement if vibrations using a broadband seismometer is employed.
This method has shown to reduce the devices’ short term vibrational noise by a
factor of 3 [130]. A similar technique can be employed for our atom interferometer
gyroscope. Two of these seismometers can be used that are separated by a baseline
of about 1 m length. The instantaneous rotation of the platform can then be
determined via the diﬀerential signal of the two seismometers allowing for a direct
correction of the rotation signal measured in our atom gyroscope. However, it is not
clear to what extend this technique can suppress small environmental vibrations.
The transfer functions and the sensitivities of the two seismometers as well as
cross talk eﬀects from diﬀerent axes have to be identical in the two sensors. This
will be subject to studies in the near future. In any case, these studies will be
beneﬁcial for possible future ﬁeld applications for atom gyroscopes in environments
of higher seismic background in which an increase of the dynamic range is of high
interest [50].
A way to avoid environmental vibrations rather than realizing a post-correction
is to move to a laboratory environment that has a low seismic background. Such
can be found in the basements of the LNQE (Laboratorium fu¨r Nano- and Quante-
nengineering) in Hanover and will in near future be available in the planned HiTec
facility (Hannover Institut fu¨r Technologie). An even lower seismic background
level can be found in laboratories far from human-made vibrations. This kind of
environment exists in the Fundamentalstation in Wettzell. Also, it would be of
high interest to perform comparison measurements to the Grossring G ring laser
gyroscope at this site. Nevertheless, it is necessary to increase the signal-to-noise
ratio of our sensor for such a comparison.
A fundamental limitation of the signal-to-noise ratio is given by the quantum
projection limit. For the atom number used in our interferometers, this limits the
sensitivity to about 3 · 10−8 rad/(s√Hz) for a signal contrast of 30 %. However,
the technical noise in the state selective ﬂuorescence detection is expected to be
larger, in the range of higher 10−8 rad/(s
√
Hz) to 1 · 10−7 rad/(s√Hz) for our
present scaling factor for rotations. For the application in a calm environment it
will then be useful to further increase the signal-to-noise ratio by increasing the
scaling factor of our gyroscope. A promising way to achieve this is via the use of so-
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called Raman double-diﬀraction. This beam splitting technique couples one initial
zero momentum state to two symmetric states with momenta ±~keff. A pulse
scheme similar to the Mach-Zehnder like geometry can be realized leading to an
eﬀective increase of the enclosed area of a factor of 2. This has been demonstrated
in a cold atom gyroscope at SYRTE [131]. The double-diﬀraction scheme provides
an additional advantage arising from the fact that the two interferometer paths
are at any time in the same internal state. As a consequence, systematic eﬀects
due to spatially homogeneous frequency shifts of the internal states are suppressed.
This reduces not only the bias terms in the rotation signal, but also jitters and
drifts. Furthermore, the interferometer phase in a double-diﬀraction geometry is
insensitive to laser phase ﬂuctuations arising from noise in the phase-locked loop.
Although the internal state is the same for both interferometer paths, it is still
possible to read out the interferometer state using a state selective ﬂuorescence
detection. This makes double diﬀraction, in principle, applicable in our gyroscope.
A drawback of this technique is the high demand set on the atomic ensemble
temperature. In order to realize splitting in both directions at the same time, the
Doppler angle is chosen to be zero such that diﬀraction in both directions can take
place in the presence of all four Raman light ﬁelds. This results in a diﬀraction
to higher orders, which reduces the diﬀraction eﬃciency into the desired states.
The atoms in the unwanted order can be pushed out of the system as they fea-
ture an internal state that is opposite to the interferometer paths. However, the
atom number in the interferometer is reduced. In order to suppress higher order
diﬀraction, the pulse length needs to be increased with respect to our parameters.
For the case of 87Rb, double diﬀraction has been applied in a cold atom gravime-
ter [132]. The pulse lengths for beam splitting and mirror pulses are τBS = 18 µs
and τM = 36 µs, respectively. Indeed, performing a numerical calculation following
the considerations in [133], we ﬁnd drastically decreasing diﬀraction eﬃciency to
the desired orders for shorter pulses. The increase in pulse length compared to the
presently used ones results in the selection of a narrower velocity class. This has
two consequences for the application in our gyroscope. First, the number of atoms
in the interferometer decreases by a factor of two compared to the current status.
Second, the narrower velocity selection increases the relative number of atoms that
undergo spontaneous emission processes and scatter to the magnetically sensitive
Zeeman sub-levels. This increases the background and therefore reduced the eﬀec-
tive interferometer signal contrast. However, we can counteract on the latter eﬀect
by increasing the global Raman detuning. This method is therefore applicable in
our gyroscope with a slight reduction in atom number, which will presumably not
increase the detection noise.
The double-diﬀraction oﬀers an additional possibility to increase the area of
our gyroscope by applying a larger number of pulses that diﬀract the atoms to
momentum states ±2~keff and higher [131]. While the inﬂuence of most of the
considered frequency shifts can be eﬀectively suppressed in the double-diﬀraction
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scheme, this is not the case for wave fronts. Even more, the magnitude of the
wave front oﬀset scales with the order of the diﬀraction process. Increasing the
area therefore also leads to the increase of wave front inﬂuences. It will therefore
be crucial for an increase in short and long term stability of our sensor to ﬁnd a
way to circumvent the necessity of the alignment of the laser beams. This could
be achieved using one large mirror of high ﬂatness for all three interaction zones
that is put into the vacuum chamber. The mounting of such a mirror needs to
be designed such that the stress on the bulk substrate is minimized in order to
prevent for deformations.
In conclusion, presuming a total factor of 4 in the area increase for a contrast
comparable to the present status and a detection noise level of 1 ·10−7 rad/(s√Hz)
for our present scaling factor, we would ﬁnd a sensitivity of 2.5 · 10−8 rad/(s√Hz)
in a seismically quiet environment. With the eﬀective rejection of most of the
systematic eﬀects, and with a reduction in the wave front impact, we can expect
an integration to the lower 10−9 rad/s level and below within averaging times of
hundreds of seconds.
5.2 Atomic short range force sensor
In chapter 4, the proof-of-principle demonstrator for an atom short range force
sensor has been presented. We have demonstrated for the ﬁrst time Raman laser
induced tunneling in a vertical optical 1D-lattice which corresponds to coupling
Wannier-Stark states. The spectroscopy of transitions between these states is then
studied in detail resulting in a resolution of a factor of 2 above the Fourier limit.
Using the Wannier-Stark state coupling, we have realized a WSR interferometer.
This allows to measure the Bloch frequency which, for a known lattice laser wave-
length, corresponds to an acceleration measurement. The noise and drift sources of
such a Bloch frequency measurement have been studied in detail, which identiﬁed
the vibrations of the apparatus as dominant short term limitation. Diﬀerential
light shifts induced by the Raman and mixed trap light ﬁelds were found to be
the main source for long term ﬂuctuations. Two technical modiﬁcations have been
realized that led to an improvement of the relative stability of the Bloch frequency
measurement of 2 · 10−5 1/√Hz. This corresponds to a measurement resolution
for Casimir-Polder forces in a 5 µm atom-surface separation distance of 1 % after
150 s of integration.
In order to realize Casimir-Polder measurements in the vicinity of the surface
of the lattice retro-reﬂection mirror with our trapped Raman interferometer, we
will (i) enhance the spatial resolution of the interferometer measurement and (ii)
place the mirror insight the vacuum chamber. Thus, the next step towards the
measurement of Casimir-Polder forces is the increase in atomic density. For now,
the measurements have been realized with 15,000 to 50,000 atoms that are dis-
tributed along the lattice over a length of about 2.5 mm. Reducing this spatial
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spread while keeping a high atom number will be achieved preparing an ultra-cold
atomic ensemble using evaporative cooling in a horizontal crossed dipole trap. This
will not only decrease the spread along the lattice, but also increase the number
of trapped atoms. The loading was up to now limited by the transverse spatial
overlap of the mixed trap and the atomic distribution after MOT trapping and mo-
lasses cooling. The vacuum chamber has already been replaced by a new chamber
featuring the necessary optical access ports. A ﬁber laser source at a wavelength
of 1070 nm and an output power of 100 W for the generation of the dipole trap
beams is currently being installed. The experimental implementation of trapping
and evaporative cooling is expected to be achieved shortly.
Once the atom number per lattice site is increased, we want to select only a
few or even a single lattice site in order to achieve the maximal spatial resolution.
This can be achieved by the combination of two tools. First, an additional standing
light wave with a wavelength close to the lattice laser wavelength of λl = 532 nm
(e.g. λl2 = 515 nm) can be superimposed to our lattice which leads to a spatial
modulation of the lattice depth with a characteristic periodicity of 8 µm. The
atoms are then trapped in a periodic pattern of the same periodicity. In a second
step, the atoms are prepared in a magnetically sensitive state (mF 6= 0) such that
the Zeeman shift can be used for selecting atoms in the lattice sites of one of the
super-lattice antinodes. While the resonance frequency was the same for all lattice
sites up to now, we can lift this degeneracy by applying a magnetic ﬁeld gradient.
By choosing the appropriate frequency, a transition on the Wannier-Stark ladder
can be induced only in a few lattice sites. As the atoms also change their internal
state during the tunneling process, it is possible to remove the unwanted atoms
from the mixed trap by inducing heating with a resonant light ﬁeld. We can, in
principle, achieve single-site selection using a strong magnetic ﬁeld gradient in this
method [134].
The following step is to perform the atom interferometer measurement close to
the mirror surface. It has been shown that deposited Rubidium atoms on the mirror
surface can, in the interaction with their image charges, produce electrostatic ﬁelds
that perturb the Casimir-Polder measurement [122]. In order to avoid this, we will
prepare the atomic ensemble in one experimental chamber section and transport it
to another section where the short range force measurement is performed. This will
be realized using the coherent transport based on an accelerated lattice presented
in this work. Casimir-Polder forces can then be measured in a diﬀerential way
alternating measurements close to the surface in the range of 5 µm to 10 µm and
in distances of several mm. Subtracting the two measured values will result in the
Casimir-Polder force value. In these distances, the Casimir-Polder potential can
be considered as a perturbation to the gravitational acceleration. Measurements in
shorter atom-mirror separation distances demand for diﬀerent considerations. It
has been shown in [59], that the wave function of the Wannier-Stark states strongly
changes in distances below 1 µm and the perturbation calculation is no more valid.
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We target for a precision in the Casimir-Polder measurement of below 1 %. The
measured value will then be compared to the full quantum electrodynamic (QED)
calculation. A dominant source for uncertainties in these calculations is the exact
knowledge of the dielectric function of the interacting surface, which limits the
precision of the calculations mentioned in [67]. This will play an important role in
the ongoing selection process of the used mirror material.
If a good agreement is found with high precision, new constrains can be set
for non-Newtonian forces in the range of several µm. In shorter distances, the
prediction of the interaction is more demanding. In these regions, diﬀerent methods
can be used to strongly reduce the QED interactions and to directly validate or
falsify possible non-Newtonian gravity. The considerations from [40] will be brieﬂy
described in the following. For example, a disc made out of a material that is
transparent at both, the lattice and, more importantly, the interaction wavelengths
could be inserted between the mirror surface and the atoms. Its position could be
tracked with a light interferometer between the disc and the lattice mirror. A
diﬀerent method would be to realize a diﬀerential measurement using 85Rb and
87Rb atoms. On the one hand, this results in a reduction of the sensitivity to
gravitational forces by a factor of 10−2. On the other hand, QED interactions are
eﬀectively suppressed by a factor of 10−6, which will allow to set new limits on
non-Newtonian gravity.
Appendix A
Allan standard deviation
The Allan standard deviation is introduced following the description in [135]. Here,
a frequency measurement is considered to be realized in ﬁnite time intervals with
a certain duration Tmeas, which results in measurement values
yi =
1
Tmeas
∫ ti+Tmeas
ti
y(t)dt. (A.1)
The scattering in the consecutive measurements enables to evaluate the uncertainty
with which the measured quantity can be determined, usually as mean value y¯ =
1/N
∑N
i=1 yi of the measurement results. While the standard deviation sy is deﬁned
by its square, the variance
s2y =
1
N − 1
N∑
i=1
(yi − y¯)2 (A.2)
gives us an information about the total uncertainty of one set of N measurements,
it does not take into account correlations between the single measurements cor-
responding to ﬂuctuations of diﬀerent time constants and spectral properties. A
tool for studying the temporal behavior of noise processes is the Allan variance.
The Allan variance value at a time τ is given by the mean of all pairwise quadratic
deviations of consecutive measurements values y¯ and y¯′ that are obtained in an
averaging process over a time τ and reads
σ2(τ) = 1
2
〈(y¯′ − y¯)2〉 . (A.3)
The mean is typically taken over all possible consecutive pairs in a total measure-
ment time with arbitrary length τtotal ≫ τ . The Allan standard deviation is then
deﬁned as the square root of the variance.
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In fact, the determination of the Allan variance necessitates the knowledge of
the measurement value at any time for an arbitrarily long measurement interval.
In particular, this demands a vanishing dead time, which can not be fulﬁlled by the
data taken in the atom interferometer measurements. The Allan variance can in
practice be replaced by an average of the two-sample variance for a measurement
time τ = m · Tc following [135], which reads for example
σ2y(m · Tc) =
1
N − 2m
N−2m∑
i=1
1
2
(
1
m
i+m−1∑
j=i
yj − 1
m
i+2m−1∑
j=i+m
yj
)2
. (A.4)
The square root of such an expression σy(τ) will be referred to as Allan standard
deviation in this work neglecting the dead time of the measurement. This is a
good approximation for our case, in which an averaging of τ−1/2 for times τ > Tc
is observed [136].
For white noise of the measured frequency y, the averaging process scales as
τ−1/2. This scaling is typically found in the measurements presented here. With
this, the Allan standard deviation allows to determine the uncertainty of the mea-
surement for diﬀerent integration durations, which results for example in an un-
certainty value per shot, per second and on longer integration times. The value
per shot is given by the value of σy(τ = Tc), whereas the uncertainty at 1 second
integration time is typically determined via an extrapolation of the Allan standard
deviation curve with σy(τ = 1 s)/
√
τHz.
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Figure A.1: Averaging behaviors. The Allan standard deviations are depicted for an
repeated measurement of a frequency value with a harmonic modulation (right) and
without modulation (left). Typical noise types are white noise showing a τ−1/2 averaging
(dashed black), flicker noise causing the constant so-called flicker floor (dotted red) and
a linear drift causing an increase of the Allan standard deviation linear with τ (dashed
dotted blue).
Frequency ﬂuctuations with diﬀerent time constants and diﬀerent spectral prop-
erties can be identiﬁed using the Allan standard deviation [135]. While an aver-
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aging over a time τ would allow for a reduction of the uncertainty with τ−1/2 over
arbitrarily long times, the spectral properties of the measured quantities typically
feature a so-called ﬂicker noise. The Allan standard deviation for this noise is con-
stant against the averaging time, which is depicted by the so-called ﬂicker ﬂoor.
Even more, the measured quantity can show drifts over longer time scales. A linear
change with a(t) = a · t results in an increase of the Allan standard deviation value
over time with σy(τ) = aτ/
√
2. For a modulation with a frequency fm ≪ 1/Tc,
which is given by
y(t) =
∆ν0
ν0
sin(2pifmt), (A.5)
the Allan standard deviation is found to be [137]
σy(τ) =
∆ν0
ν0
sin2(pifmτ)
pifmτ
, (A.6)
which becomes zero for τ = n/fm and shows maxima for τ = (2n + 1)/(2fm) for
n ∈ N. The respective Allan standard deviations for the presented noise types are
depicted in ﬁgure A.1.
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Appendix B
Lattice laser frequency
stabilization
In this appendix, the lattice laser absolute frequency measurement and the fre-
quency stabilization on a I2 hyperﬁne transition line are presented. Three rovi-
bronic lines of I2 can be detected within the frequency scanning range of the lattice
laser using the frequency modulation transfer spectroscopy (FMTS) set-up featur-
ing an acousto-optical modulator (AOM) for frequency modulation and an iodine
vapor cell at room temperature. An additional wavemeter measurement of the
wavelength with an absolute accuracy of approximately 1 pm allows for identiﬁca-
tion of these lines and thus for an absolute wavelength measurement only limited
by the linewidth of the FMTS.
B.1 Experimental realization
The lattice laser is a solid state intra-cavity frequency doubled ring laser providing
single-mode and single-frequency laser light at a wavelength of 532 nm and a
continuous wave output power of 12 W. It is a turn-key scientiﬁc laser source
based on a diode pumped Nd:YVO4 gain medium and a LBO crystal for frequency
doubling. The frequency can be scanned by applying a voltage onto the PZT,
which permits us to modulate the position of one of the cavity mirrors and thus
the cavity length. Two stages featuring electric capacities of 100 pF (fast entrance)
and 500 pF (slow entrance) can be employed applying voltages in the range of 0
to 100 V to two BNC connectors on the backside of the laser head corresponding
to the two stages. The producer strongly recommends not to apply any voltage
below 0 V or above 100 V. The attained frequency scanning ranges are 0.75 GHz
and 7.5 GHz, respectively. The fast PZT can be modulated up to 20 kHz. Within
this range, we ﬁnd a mechanical resonance at about 2.7 kHz.
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Figure B.1: Lattice laser lock set-up. The FMTS is based on a room temperature iodine
cell. The pump beam is shifted by 160 MHz and modulated at 100 kHz using an AOM
in double-pass configuration.
The voltage is supplied by a homemade PZT driver, which is supplied by a
TTi EX752M voltage source. This driver is designed to only deliver voltages in the
range of 5 V to 95 V, in order not to destroy the PZT stack. It provides two
modulation inputs and an oﬀset-control.
We realize the frequency modulation of the pump beam using an AOM of type
MT80-1,5A-VIS from AA optoelectronic, which is supplied with a modulated
radio frequency (RF) signal around 80 MHz. This RF signal is produced by a
voltage controlled oscillator POS-150, which can be adjusted manually and at the
same time modulated with a sensitivity of 8.6 MHz/V. This signal is ampliﬁed
by a RF power ampliﬁer AMPA-B-30 from AA optoelectronic. The modulation
signal of Umod(t) = Umod,0 cos(ωmodt) with Umod,0 ≈ 2 V and ωmod = 2pi · 100 kHz
is furnished by a homemade lock-in box providing also the demodulation circuit
featuring an oﬀset and phase-oﬀset control.
The FMTS is realized as shown in ﬁgure B.1. A beam of about 200 mW is
taken from the laser output beam using a polarizing beam splitter cube (PBS).
This beam is then split into a pump beam (160 mW) and a probe beam (20 mW)
with the aid of a half-wave plate and another PBS. The pump beam modulation
with the AOM is set up in a double-passage to suppresses pointing modulations
that would cause an amplitude modulation of the absorption signal due to spatial
ﬂuctuations of the molecular excitations in the vapor probe region. The modulated
probe beam (85 mW) traverses the iodine cell and is dumped after the cell in order
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Figure B.2: Measured rovibronic I2 lines. Taking into account a tolerance of 10 pm,
the three lines R(85)33 (1114), R(55)32 (1115), and P(52)32 (1116) (from left to right)
are found to be the detected lines (red lines and dots) when comparing to the literature
values (black lines and squares).
PZT voltage (V) λl (nm) νl (GHz) kl (cm
−1) line no. λ (nm)
24.4 532.199 563309 18789.996 1114 532.200
50.8 532.196 563312 18790.06 1115 532.198
67.8 532.194 563315 18790.1 1116 532.195
Table B.1: Main absorption lines of the lattice laser light in the I2 vapor cell.
to avoid interference eﬀects after a complete round trip in the set-up.
The probe beam power is adapted (7.5 mW) and the polarization is ﬁltered by
a half-wave plate and a PBS. The beam is reduced in size by a factor 2 and super-
imposed with the pump beam in the iodine vapor cell. After the passage through
the cell, it is focused onto a photodiode. The absorption signal detected by the
photo diode is ﬁltered by a band pass ﬁlter for 100 kHz before being demodulated.
This demodulation results in the error signal depicted in ﬁgure B.3.
For the absolute frequency determination, a wavemeter EXFO-WA1000 is em-
ployed and read out with a pc oscilloscope and a homemade software counting the
fringes realized in the wavemeter measurement. These fringes are measured using
a two-color Michelson interferometer. In this, an internal highly stable Helium-
Neon (HeNe) laser serves as a frequency reference. The fringes of the HeNe light
at 633 nm are counted in the same interferometer and using the same mirror po-
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Figure B.3: Resolution of line R(85)33 (1114). The error signal (black line) of the FMTS
is depicted for a full scan over the line (left) and for a zoom on a triplet of hyperfine
lines (right). The photodiode signal is depicted as red line.
sition modulation of the corner cube mirrors as for the laser light that is to be
measured. The latter is injected via a ﬁber input and automatically aligned to the
interferometer. Modulating the position of the corner cube allows for the creation
of interference fringes for the two lasers on one photo diode for each beam. The pc
oscilloscope reads these fringe signals which makes them accessible for a computer.
On this, a homemade software counts the fringes and directly gives the frequency
and wavelength value of the measured laser light using the formula
νl =
Nl · νHeNe
NHeNe
, (B.1)
where νl is the measured frequency, νHeNe is the known HeNe laser frequency,
and Nl and NHeNe are the respective decimal numbers of counted fringes. Here,
no correction factor for humidity or air pressure is applied to the measurement.
Presuming a linear dispersion for the measured frequency, a correction factor can
be obtained measuring stabilized light of the MOT cooling beam at 780 nm. Here,
we ﬁnd a value of λcooling = 780.245 nm, which results in a deviation of 4 pm
on the measured wavelength. This would lead to an error of approximately 3 pm
on the measured wavelength in the 532 nm range. For the absolute wavelength
determination, we thus presume an error of 10 pm.
B.2 Achieved frequency stability and accuracy
We measure the absolute frequency of the lattice laser using the absorption signal
and the absolute frequency measured with the wavemeter. For the peak absorp-
tion in the FMTS, which are meant to be the center of the rovibronic absorption
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lines, the PZT voltage oﬀset values as well as the measured wavelength values are
determined (see B.1). With the aid of the found frequency values and taking into
account the presumed error of 10 pm, the lines can be found by using literature
values taken from [138]. The only lines that are found in the interval in question
are the lines R(85)33 (1114), R(55)32 (1115), and P(52)32 (1116) (see ﬁgure B.2).
By using the demodulated signal of the three lines we can ﬁnd the expected 21
hyperﬁne structure lines for the ﬁrst two and 15 hyperﬁne structure lines for the
last, respectively. The line 1114 is shown in ﬁgure B.3 (left).
The frequency lock is realized with the aid of one of the hyperﬁne structure
line’s error signals, here on the line R(85)33-2 is chosen. An upper bound for
this linewidth can be derived directly from the measured spectrum, as shown in
ﬁgure B.3 (right). The extrema of the error signal can be seen as the lock capture
range, and thus, as the frequency range the laser will be locked on. The stability
and accuracy are then limited by this quasi-linewidth of 9 MHz. This results in a
relative accuracy and stability of
δνl
νl
= 1.6 · 10−8.
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